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INTRODUCTION
This paper is an outgrowth of research conducted at Yrlssouri School
of Mines and Metallurgy over a two year period.

The purpose of the study

is fo assemble into one volume information that is pertinent to the· rehabilitation of tunnels.

Notwithstanding the voluminous size of the

paper, much descriptive material necessarily has been omitted because
of the far-reaching scope of tunneling practices . and of the specialized
· fields

therein~ ·

An extensive bibliography has been prepared to supple-

ment the material that has been selected for presentation.

Through

consultation with tunnel men of all ranks, observations in the field,
and an intensive search of literature, an attempt has been made to
collect sufficient information to .enable field engineers to reopen
I

tunnels that have been obstructed by ' the in-fall of ground.
Generalized methods of rehabilitation that will obtain to various
conditions which may be encountered in the field are given under the
heading of .TUNNEL REHABILITATION METHODS.

The conditions that govern

the selection of methods are outlined briefly.
The material under the heading of TUNNEL OPERATIONS gives details
of basic tunneling operations and of fundamental problems of construetion and design.

Modern tunneling methods are discussed; moreover,

older methods that require little or no mechanization are also presented
in view of the juncture of the isolated placement of many . tunnels and
the exigency that may ~ttend rehabilitation.

The majority of highway

.and railway tunnels, by nature, are located in mountainous or hilly
regions, many of which are remote from industrialized areas where
mining and tunneling equipment and materials are readily procured.

Re-

habilitation of limited extent ordinarily will not justify ·the use of

2

special ' machinery or equipment.

Moreover, the skill . and experience of

workmen who on short notice are available for the rather unusual task
of reopening tunnels is also a limiting factor to the use .of specialized methods and/or equipment.

Thus, in the overall picture of tunnel

rehabilitation, considerable emphasis must be' given ·to the principle of
getting the job done with the materials at hand.
Several examples of tunnel rehabilitation projects are presented
in the final portion of discussion, CASE HISTORIES OF TUNNEL REHABILITATION.

These examples were selected to illustrate the applicability

of specific methods to given sets of conditions.

Details of the processes

from start to finish are described to _give an integrated picture of the
tunnel rehabilitation program.

·A lternate methods are suggested, and the

shortcomings .of some of t~e existing .methods are indicated.
The importance of an investigation of the problems of tunnel rehabilitation is manifest in the ·examples that .are given in .this paper.
Many of the

difficultie~

that were encountered·in the past could have

been avoided and many .o f the lives that were lost could have been saved
if those in charge of tunnel rehabilitation had the benefit of the experience of others.

However, because of the poor publicity that is

associated with cave-ins, there· is a decided reluctaii'ce on the part of
the tunneling industry and

o~her interests ~ that

directly are concerned

to release detailed and complete information of rehabilitation practices.
This

sit~ation

is perplexing to construction and maintenance engineers,

who unlike most mining engineers, often have little experience in below
- surface excavation and .more especially in penetration and stabilization
of disturbed ground masses.
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Special attention should be devoted to tunnel rehabilitation inasmuch as caved tunnels . oftentimes must be reopened as quickly as possible
to avert subsequent loss and hardship.

Tunnels, unlike many surface

structures; cannot be temporarily replaced by substitute structures.
Furthermore, the · time required..to reopen a tunnel cannot be shortened
simply by increasing the · number of workmen that are employed.

The con-

fines of a tunnel will accommodate only a limited number of workmen if
work is to be conducted efficiently and safely.

As a result, every ad-

vantage must be taken of sound engineeri'ng practices if rapid and
lasting rehabilitation measures are to be realized.
Aside from operational considerati<;>ns of efficiency and safety,
the study of tunnel rehabilitation is becoming increasingly vi-tal
more widespread use is made of tunnels.

~s

Many cormnunities rely almost

entirely on the use of tunnels for commerce, water supply, hydroelectric
power, and utilities.

Disruption of these vitally needed services may

create a state of panic. · Evidence of the essential part a tunnel may
play was witnessed in -a western community when an irrigation tunnel was
severed by a landslide.

Closure of the tunnel came at the peak of the

growing season and threatened the loss of a multi-million dollar crop.
Tunnel rehabilitation also is significant on a national scale because our two-coast defense situation is. dependent on the unimpeded
transfer of men and materials on transcontinental highways· .and railways
that pass through numerous tunnels.

In theaters of military operations,

destruction of communication tunnels and supply tunnels is a major objective of a retreating army as the attacking force cannot advance indefinitely without

restori~g

routes of supply.

Bridges, culverts; and

roadbeds that are destroyed rapidly can be repaired or replaced, but the

4

restoration · of tunnels often imposes serious delays and to a large degree governs rrdlitary strategy.

Tunnels and other underground excava-

tions may play an exceedingly important role in this country in the
event of another world war because of
ness of modern weapons.

th~

increased range and .destructive-

Thus, to · meet present needs and in anticipation

of future reguirements, the study of tunnel rehabilitation has ·been
selected for investigation.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Becau~e

of the dearth of literature that treats specifically with

rehabilitation of caved tunnels, it is necessary to draw heavily from
widely disseminated · informat.ion of a general character.

Analyses of

these sources reveal many methods and types of equipment that ascribe
to rehabilitation pra.c tices.
Literature pertaining to rehabilitation methods largely has been
obtained from unpublished sources.

For reasons of security, the

identity of certain rehabilitation projects is not made known.
In a discussion of generalized methods of tunnel reha.l:)ilitation
( 1)

Rouillard ·

briefly describes methods that were used by British and

(l)Lambert, R. N., Wartime Tunnelling in th~ Apennine Range; Italy
1944-5. Journal of the Chemical, Metallurgical, and Mining Society of
South Africa, Vo~. 50, No. 5 (Nov·. 1949) pp. 105-117.
South A£rican Tunneling Companies in World War II.

These methods were

based on j:he following provisions=·

-c1)
( 2)

Speed of work was of the utmost importance.
Repairs. had to be made of

a permanent nature so that further

maintenance would be unnecessary.
(3)

The method had to be sufficiently reliable to enable a steady
rate of progress to be maintained and thus assure an accurate
forecast of the completion date.

(4)

The· various operations, such as driving the heading, pouring
the beam, concreting the. roof and sidewalls, had to be done
concurrently, with a minimum of interference with one another •

. (5)

Maximum possible use had to be made of materials at hand.
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Essentially the same provisions necessarily will govern all rehabilitation projects of an emergency nature.
.

Drinker

( 2)

. shows remarkable foresight in the problems of reopening .

(2)

.

.

.

·
Drinker, H. S., Tunneling, explosive compounds, and rock drills.
New York, John W~ley & Sons (1~78) pp. 749-796.
caved ·.tunnels, despite the

f~ct

that his writings were made in 1878.

The _crude but effective ·methods of his day are. ·ci t~d . to fill the need
that ' arises when modern machinery and special materials cannot be had.
Description of tunneling · operations,
are pertinent to tunnel

~ehabilitation

(3)

of Richardson and Mayo.

material~,

and equipment that

is taken largely from the text

Rock Tunnel Methods, published by The Explosive

( 3 )Richardson, H.

w. and Mayo, R~ · s~, Practical tunnel driving.
New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co. ( 1941) 424p.
Engineer also offers much useful data of. equipment and techniques of
tunneling.
Arguments given by· Proctor and White
( 4)

(4)

in favor of steel supports

.

· Proctor 1 R. V. and 'White, T. L •., Rock: tunneling with steel
supports. Youngstown, 9hio-,· The Commercial Shearing and Stamping Co.
(1946) 265p.
have important bearing relative to simplification of existing methods
of supports.

In addition 'to reference to his published material,

Mr. White's analysis of the critical aspects of penetrating and supporting caved ground is presented in t:qis paper.
One of the most comprehensive studies of rock blasting in recent
years has been compiled by Fraenkel

(5)

of Sweden.

This work of Fraenkel
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( 5) .
Fraenkel, K. H~, editor, Manual on Rock Blasting. Akti~bolaget
Atlas Diesel, Stockholm, and Sandvikens Jernverks Ak:tiobolag, Sandviken1 Sweden (1952).
and others is written in four . languages--English, French, German, and
Swedi.sh--and is printed in loose leaf form so that .additions may be
made from time to time.

The editors of the present Manual on Rock

Blasting hope that, with ' the· assistance of· specialists in different
countries, it will be possible to produce a _ treatise that 'will be ac· cepted af? a . standard international handbook.
Descriptions of the rehabilitation of tunnels- in which _caving has
beert induced intentionally or unintentionally were especially pertinent
Fortunately, few major cave-ins occur naturally or even

~eferences.

accidentally.

It is unfortunate,

ho~ever,

that those that do occur -are

described rarely in the literature because of the poor ·p ublicity .associated with knowledge of the damage.
( 6) .

Perlman

( 6)

.

presented a well defined

.

Perlman, A. E., . Fire in long, timber-lined -tunnel presented
.tough problems. Railway Age, Vol. 1J_7 , . No. 10 (March 4, 1944)
pp. 450-453.
picture of the many problems that attended the restoration of a . timberlined, railroad tunnel which was partially destroyed by fire.

This

account by Perlman emphatically remonstrated the singular efforts of
the bes.t technicians and consultants, , and thus clearly demonstrated the
need for a thorough investigation of this highly
gerous phase of tunneling.

~pecialized

and dan-

Other case histories incorporated herein

were of tunnels of the Pennsylvania Turnpike, Leadville drainage
tunnel and Grand Valley irrigation tunnel ih Colorado.

Miscellaneous

examples of diffi9Ult and unusual primary tunneling methods and

8

equipment were included in the writing to supplement the meagE?r information of . actual ca_s es · of rehabiii tation.

_P rogress reports of U. S.

Corps of Engineers and British Tunrtelling · Companies gave .added appreciation to the ·complexities contingent on military necessity.
Most of the recent developnents in planning and de.sign of surface
plants and underground inst~llations have been presented in publications
of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.
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REHABILITATION METHODS
Methods of re-es't ablishing a route of communications or supply that
has been disrupted by coliapse of a tunnel may· be subdivided into general
( 7 ).

methods

as followa:

( 7 )Lambert, R. N., Wartime tunnelling in the ·Apennine Range, Italy
i944-5. Journal. of the Chemical, Metallurgical and Mining Society of
South Africa:, Vol.·. 50, (Nov. 1949) pp. 105-127.
1 • . Alter·nat·e routing of tunnel or parts .of tunnel.
2.

Open .cutting.

3.

Open cutting and -covering.

4.

Shaft -sinking and covering. ·

5.

Cleaning out and reconstructing_.

6.

Rebuilding lining and

pl~cing

packing simultaneous to ·cleaning

out.
7.

Spiling.

·8 .

Shi.elding.

9.

Utilizing special methods of ground stabilization prior to
/

· .cleaning up.

The driving of an entirely new tunnel to replace a damaged tunnel
does not fall strictly within the scope of tunnel rehabilitation.

Re-

routing a tunnel, however, possibly may- be the most expeditious means
of re-establishing a . given route.

This particularly is true · if· damage

to a -t unnel is extensive and a deviation is practi9able.
Open cutting tunnels or portions.. of tunnels in itself also is replacement rather than rehabilitation of tunnels, but it is the first
.step in the cut-and-cover system of rehabilitation.

Open cutting, or
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daylighting as it sometimes is called, is limited to short, shallow
tunnels, .and ordinarily is resorted to only if a tunnel is. damaged . extensively.

The work of open cutting is carried out in steps, the depth
.

of which depends on the digging height of the shovel.

'

When the ·tunnel

is exposed, the lining is rebuilt in the open and then closed over.
As the. contents of this paper chiefly are devoted to underground
methods of tunnel -rehabilitation, these methods, together with various
phases of operation and design, will be dealt with in detail.

Tunneling

in virgin ground will: be discussed only insofar as it is related to the
driving ·of by-pass funnels.
Driving of by-:-pass tunnels, in most respects, is similar to primary
tunneling.

A problem of vital importance.- is the selection of location

of the by-pass tunnel with respect _to the collapsed

zone~

Penetration

of disturbed rock or the zone of induced stress which encompasses the
cavity is to be .a voided so

a~

to, preclude further disturbance of the

host rock.
Because of yoid space that is created when rock breaks, broken rock
roughly occupies ·one and one-half times as much space as does a similar
mass of rock in

pl~ce.

· A cavity produced by natural caving ·of rock

usually crudely assumes the shape of an ellipse or a modified Gothic
arch with the· major axis vertical • . An exception to this has been observed in shallow: tunnels and mine workings that are in incompetent
formations in which failure sometimes takes place by shearing or by
slumping along an angle of draw that extends clear to the surface of
the ground.

Deep lying- tunnels in incompetent or unconsolidated rock

formations may experience ground collapse to a height of about two
tunnel diameters above theaiginal roof before the original bore and
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resulting cavity are filled completely- so as to forestall continued
ground failure.

The extent of caving may, in any case, be lessened

materially if the intervening spa.ce · between the top of the caved material
. and the periphery of the collapsed cavity .i s filled. · An undertaking ·- of
this · sort is, however., extremely hazardous in zones i_n which the overlying rock is active or working; that is in rock which ravels or· caves
progressively.

The hazard of rock falls under these unstable conditions

may be obviated by utilizing a ·shaft or bore hole that is placed_so as
to intersect the· uppermost part .of t:he cavity. ' Fill, which may consist
of broken· rock or gravel, is dumped or sc:z;-aped into the cavity from the
I

surface, thus eliminating the need for pe-rsonnel to enter the. cavity
except for inspection.

When filling i9 complete, the shaft or bore hole

should be sealed with concrete to forestall entry of water or mud that
might be channeled into the opening from the · surface.
Areas t .h at are contiguous to· a caved zone particularly are sUbject
to failure as. the stress concentration around an enlarged cavity often
becomes excessive.

Spontaneous enlargement of the caved portion should

be guarded against by providing addi tiona1 tunnel supports in that part
of. the tunnel .which is adjacent to the cavfty.

If the cave-in is to be

. by-passed, rock fill or timber cribbing may be· inserted in the section_
of tunnel between ·the· obstacle and the turn-off of the by-pass tunnel.
Concrete bulkheads have been used for· this purpose, but, if so used, they
should be equipped with drain pipes to prevent accumulation of water,
which under a high head might break out and flood the tunnel.
Maximum stability in the by-pass tunnel is attained if a pillar .of
undisturbed

roc~

·that is approximately equal in thickness to . the span

of the cavity is maintained between the caved tunnel and the new one.

(8)
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8 )Duvall, w. I., Stress analysis applied to underground mining
problems; Part 1-Stre·ss ana.l ysis applied to single openings. U.S.
Bureau of Mines., R.e port of Investigations 4192 (March 1948) p. 13.
.C

If the rock strata are dipping, the footwall . side of ·the old tunnel is
the preferable location for driving around the cave unless a formation
is there encountered that is unfavorable for tunneling • . The better po· si tion of the by-pas,s tunnel .i n horizontal beds or:m massive . formations
is on the side of the o-riginal tunnel that has the greater surface ' relief as here the rock to be penetrated is ·less liable to be affected by
weathering than is the rock nearer the surface.

A horizon that always

should be avoided is that in. the. zone of fluctuation of the water table,
which oftentimes is altered intensely.
Rehabilitation of localized rock falls that are of small extent and
that only ' partially obstruct the tunnel bore requires little explanation.
Supports adjacent to the break that . show signs of taking weight first
should be "doubled

u~'

.or strengthened.

The back and walls next should

be scaled of any rema.i'ning loose rock and should be thoroughly tested
for soundness before mucking begins.

When the rubble is removed, the

·damaged supports or lining are repaired or replaced, and all voids that
exi s.t between these supports and the overlying _rock . must completely be
filled with rock or timber ·as sh<;:>wn in Figqre 1 • . Filling or_ back packing
must almost always be done by hand,. and is tedious and fatigueing work.
Packing is, nevertheless, vitally important to- the

f~ture

stability of a

tunnel, particularly in places where caving once has been initiated.

It

..

holds in place overlying rock masses that otherwise in time may become
loosened and fall.

Packing serves to cushion the shock and to distribute

·--··-- r~··•,---·-...,-·~-·-·- -·--
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Figure 1. The use of packing in repairing · cavities (after Drinker).
· evenly the load on the. arch members in the event of rock movement.
In cases where the overburden is not consolidated or will not stand
unsupported, artificial supports must be provided before mucking can
commence.

Protection against falling rock is afforded by driving spil.e s

or forepoles just above the top of the proposed .t unnel lining.

In large

tunnels and in smaller tunnels in which ground pressures are large,
.spiling shourd be driven one or two feet above the extrados of the arch
to allow for settlement subsequent to erection of permanent
lining.

sup~rts

or

If the caved material shows a marked tendency to run or flow,

spiling must be carried on the sides and bottom of the tunnel as well
as on the top.

The face, moreover, must be breastboarded so that muck

is admitted into the tunnel -only as the face is advanced.

A top head-

_ing or a heading and bench system is sometimes used to facilitate

1~

erection of the arch supports.

Cement grout forced under pressure into

the surrounding fragmented · rock, after the permanent lining has been
placed, sometimes is used to give added stability to the restored tunnel.
Specific examples of penetration of unstable ground such as described
above are given in. CASE HISTORIES in the--rehabilitation of the Leadville
Drainage Tunnel -and the Denver ·and Rio Grande ?ailroad, Tunnel No. 10.
Large · ·accumul~tions · of water ·and mud s .ometimes may be encoUntered

that render rehabilitation impossible by ordinary means.

In these cases

spiling may become · exceedingly· difficult if not impossibl-e.

The tunnel

shield, which is ci?-scussed under ·special Types . of Support ·and . Ground
Control, commonly is .applicable to subaqueous tunneling, but its use
ordinarily is limited to more. exfensi ve · tunneling proJects.
nec~ssarily

The shield

is of great weight in order to have sufficient ': rigidity to-

withstand heayy ground pressure. and to prevent buckling · under thi-ust of. ·
propelling jacks, and it requires considerable skill to operate success-fully.

Except under extraordinary conditions, . recourse to the tunnel
I.

shield is. not advisable.

The · restoration of subaqueous ~unnels that have

been flooded is not herein discussed as recovery of these tunnels gener- ·
ally would be attempted only by specialists in subaqueous - work.

:.:;r:n

most

cases., the· safest and most ·efficient method of counteracting ..flowing
ground is to stabilize the ground and then to tunnel through by conventional tunnel methods.

Methods of converting loose saturated materials

into a m9re stable state are:
(3)

( 1) injection methods, ( 2.} freezing, ·

the plenum ·process, and (4) draining.

These methods also are dis-.

-...

.cussed in detail under Special Types . of Support and Ground Control.
In the event a . large cavi_t y . becomes stabilized by a doming or
arching over of the roof, the cavity may be entered as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.

Tunneling under a large ·cavity
(After Drinker) •

All work operations in this method must be carefully integrated and must
be carried out with dispatch so · as. to minimize the contingency of sub- sequent falls of rock:.
pile of rubble.

Supports . are erected as close as possible to the

Crown bars .are projected ahead of the - timber set that

is ·last erected and are lagged over to shield from falling rock workmen
who are engaged in mucking and timbering.

Lagged sections immediately

are back packed tightly to reduce the spah, .and, hence, to increase the
stability, of the roof of the cavity.

Packing with rock: that is easily

-accessible from the muck pile will reduce the amount of muck .to be
handled later.

When transferring rock from the muck pile to the ·zone

.that is to be packed, workmen will be exposed to dangerous · roof conditions.
Barring down loose rock from walls and roof . that .are generally fractured
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throughout should be avoided as the removal of a small -rock acting as
the "key'' immediately may. be ensued by major collapse of roof.

Small,

isolated portions of the roof that appear to be loose, can be removed
from a safe position by the use·· pf a rifle or scaling gun, or by blasting.

Vibrations from heavy machinery must be kept to a minimum and

blasting should not be permitted in or near the tunnel during the time
men are . working in the ·exposed portion of the· cavity.

The roof should

·be illuminated with floodlights and should be ·carefully observed for
..

.

signs of "workin<t'' or raveling.

Only a few men at a time should be

assigned to particular-l y dangerous areas.
Cavities in competent rock formations, even those of relatively
broad extent that have been stabilized by doming, may be made comparati vely safe to enter, and thus will permit more simplified mining oper· ations than those for reopening tunnels in unconsolidated formations
that previously were discussed.

Scalers by systematically barring down

always can and should work under roof rock that .has been tested and
judged to be sound.

Large mass-e s of rock that -are suspected of being

loose, but which cannot be removed by barring, may be suspended by roof
bolts if a thick competent member . overlies the unsound rock.

Laminated·

rocks that give rise to a slabby roof condition alsQ may be strengthened
by. roof bolting.

Where safe conditions of roof and walls prevail, post-

ponement of timbering ·u ntil after removal of all or most of the muck
often is most convenient.

Mechanical muckers, power shovels, or slushers

may be used to · load rubble into some form of conveyance, such as mine
cars, trucks, or wagons.
If pbwer shovels or mechanical loading machines that are applicableto- loading in tunnels are ·not available, the following modification to
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the foregoing method is recommended.

The pile of rubble, instead of

being entirely removed, fi~st is excavated to the shape and grade of
the proposed tunnel arch, whereon the arch supports are placed.

These

supports are carried in hitches cut in the walls or by wall plates that
bear on pins.

In cases where the walls have sloughed to the extent

·where wall to wall support is not

feas~ble,

· directly by the remaining pile of muck.
tain proper alignment of the arch.

arch members must be carried

Caremust be exercised to main-

Crown bars serve the dual purpose of

facilitating alignment .a nd :of providing support to. the arch members that
.are between the mupk pile and the last completed tunnel set.

The voids

between the extrados · of the .·.ar·c h supports and the roof rock should be . · filled immediately after installation .of the lagging.

Spoil rock with-

in the tunnel bore provides . ample source of packing material, and its
· use, furthermore, reduces

th~

haulage and disposal work.

However,. rock

th~t is to be used for packing should neither disintegr~te rapidly_ nor

swell in the presence of water if it is to make .an adequate filling
medium.

Posts should be placed under the arch supports as s·oon as pene-

tration of the muck pife permits.

The posts are lagged in turn, and · the

intervening space .. between wall rock and lagging also. is filled with rock
. f.rom>the i spoi~ within the tunnel.

The tunnel supports should be blocked

to solid rock at strategic points -to assist in maintaining proper alignment · in the event o£ settlement of the fill.
The repair of large irregular breaks is best made in small sections
.as shown in Figure· 3.

Large

~reas

of unsupported roof are · not exposed

when work is prosecuted in this manner.

It is important to note that

even -though rock at the periphery of. a large. irregular break appears
sound, it. should always be .s uspected of sudden £ailure.

Work first should
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Figure 3. · Repair of large irregular breaks.
(After ·nrinker) •
begin, with the removal o£ rubble in. the uppermost part of the break·, ·
and should proceed downward and ·a round the tunnel bore in
stages of fill ·and removal.

In the firs.t stage of removal, the extent

of debris which may safely be removed will be
o;f the exposed roof.

subseqi.l.en~

go~erned

by the condition

A timber, mat {g) (se~ Fig. 3) is placed over the

remaining pile of rubble upon completion of the first stage of removal.
Rubble in the .area under the mat then is removed,. inas /many stages .as
necessary, down to .the spring line of the arch.
is used to pack: the overlying spa._ces.

Debris that is removed

Supporting members (a), (b), (c),

(d), (f), {m) , and ( J:C) are placed as the removal of debris, permits.
When the arC~ SUpportS . (a) I

{b) 1 and (C) are erect.e d arid lagged I muck:

remaining
in the tunnel bore is used to fill. the voids above the arch.
,
Shoring assists. in -carrying the load and in maintaining alignment of the
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arch until a concrete lining can be

pour~d.

A shaft, adit, or glory hole, used either alone or in co~junction
~th

one of the aforementioned methods, often will expedite rehabili-

tation of shallow tunnels.

The glory hole method especially is advan-

tageous if tunneling equipment and experienced miners are not available.
Draglines or bulldozers can be used to 1 'gl<;>ry holei' , down to · tunnel grade
so .as to permit repair of the tunnel lining.

When concrete or masonry

is used to repair the lining, sufficient time should be allowed for
"setting up'' before filling in the excavation.

The fill along the sides

of the tlinnel and immediately over the arch, regardless of · the type of
lining that _is used, should be placed carefully and should be tamped
thoroughly before the lining is subjected to vibrations and impact.
If several obstacles occur in a given tunnel, access through shafts
or small drifts to blocked parts of the tunnel will

giv~

rise to _addi-

tional working faces, thereby greatly speeding up rehabilitation.(see

1

restoration of Mt. Cenis Tunnel, .p age 202). _
Each tunnel rehabilitation program, unfortunately, will be unique
because of the many variables present.

No standardized method can be

established that will yield to all situations.

Depending on the con-

ditions that exist·, any or all of the foregoing methods ·may , be used at
the discretion of the persons in charge of rehabilitation.
, Conditions that largely govern the choice of rehabilitation method
are as follows:
1.

Safety.

2.

Size, shape, and stability of cavity. ·

3.

Character and amount of debris.
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4.

Size of tunnel and depth of overburden.

5.

Type of materials; machinery, and power available.

6.

Skill of personnel.

Other conditions, such as climate, hydrologic conditions, location of
tunnel site, type of tunnel, and time allowed for _prosecution of - work
may affect to a greater or lesser degree the selection of method.
The method or methods of tunnel rehabilitation that are placed.- in
operation. must satisfy rigid requirements of safety because· of the many
dangers that are inherent to tunneling.

All possible hazards must be

anticipated and, when evident, must be -eiiminated as soon as possible.
Whereas a single -method of rehabilitation is -highly desirable, any
.method that .is adopted at the offset of a rehabilitation venture must
be flexible enough to permit modification or a complete revision should

conditions require it.

All phases of work should be integrated and as

many unit operations performed conjunctively as the .size of the operation
will permit.

Rapid and efficient restoration can be realized only

through careful observance of these principles.
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TUNNELING OPERATIONS AND PROCEDURE
The successful pursuit of any given tunnel rehabilitation project
ge;nerally will entail the penetration, removal and stabilization of
sloughed rock materials and even sometimes will require the driving of
a new underground entryway.

These overall operations are defined as

tunne-l ing· and are comprised of a cycle of work that is modified where
necessary to meet the requirements of existing conditions.

However,

the basic operational cycle· in its usual sequence is 1. drilling,
2·. blasting, 3. mucking, and 4. erecting support.

Because o£ wide vari-

ation of properties and conditions of rocks -encountered in tunneling,
the work cycle is of necessity very flexible in its application.

For

example, crushed rock and soft earthy materials may be excavated without
milling and blasting and may even require support before mucking begins.·
In competent rock the erection of support may sometimes be omitted from
the work cycle _and delayed until a more opportune time.

Nevertheless,

if supports must ultimately be installed, there should be as little delay as possible in erecting them.

This makes subsequent operations

safer and minimizes the problem of later roof control.
In conjunction with the basic work cycle of drilling, blasting,
muck~ng,

and timbering, other operations usually must be performed.

Such

associated activities generally include haulage, disposal of spoil, shaft
sinking, distribution of power,
signing,

su~veying,geologic

ventilati~n,

investigation,

lighting, drainage, de-

pl~nt

installation, and the

maintenance and repair of equipment . and ·of tunnel lining.
Many of the activities that are associated with the operational
·work cycle of tunneling are neither peculiar to tunneling nor to tunnel
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restoration.

Disposal of spoil, distribution of power, lighting, drain-

-age, surveying, geologic investigation, plant installation, and other
work_ that is common in heavy construction are not discussed.

On the

other hand, ·the subjects of safety and ventilation, .although not ·uniq:ue
to 'tunneling, are dealt with at some · l~~gth.

The significance of · safety

is not to be -overlooked in any enterprise, and the ha~ardous conditions
encountered in tunneling makes safety mandatory.
~allied

Ventilation is closely

to safety in the cqntrol of fires, explosions, and healthful

. ~tmospheres.
SAFETY IN TUNNELING

Tunnel .work is .classified as. a hazardous occupation. but, despite
inherent dangers . associated

~ th

underground operations., most accidents
I

in tunneling are

av9id~ble.

in tunnels are:

restricted working space particularly -.at the heading;

Many of the. factors conducive to- accidents.

hurry and -crowding of work; poor visibility due to inadequate lighting
and ventilation that does not keep the atmospher~ clear of fog, smoke,
_and dust; high · temperatures and high humidity that cause excessive fatigue; noi·se from drills, mucking machines, and trains ~ that mclkes ·signaling and other warnings indiscernible; moving equipment in congested
headings where workmen are concentrating on i:he ·various tasks at hand;
handling of explosives; the use of high voltage ~lectricity; and the
danger of working with compressed air~
stitute hazards that are controllable

These factors, and others; .c on-

to

a greater or lesser degree • .

·Collapse of roof, inrushes of water and mud,. and infiltration -of poison-

'

-ous or explosive gases are natural hazards that must be anticipated i·n
advance if catastrophe is to be averted.
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Organization _of Safety Programs
Safety, to be effective, must begin with the sound philosophy that
_ the safe way of doing things is also the fastest and most efficient.

The

quest for speed long has been recognized as one of the chief contributors
in causing accidents, not because of speed itself, but because of the in· efficient and unsafe manner in which it is attempted.

Accidents often

cause prolonged delays and also result in reduction of personnel, which
cannot always be- satisfactorily replaced.
Accidents are most numerous in the. early stages of _the work because
of the then conimon tendency to delay or avoid establislunent of a safety
program.

Safety should be an integral part of all planning and work,

especially in recovery of caved tunnels where additional hazards exist
in the initial stages of the project; as during reconnaissance.
In organizing and

dev~loping

a safety program, the following points

should be borne in mind:
1.

Make the individual safety conscious and thus aware of his responsibility to himself and others.

2·.

Show workmen the safe way of doing things.

3.

Enforce

4.

Provide the best equipment, safeguards, and working conditions

sa~ety

principles.

possible.
5.

Require that

~rotective

clothing and apparatus be worn as part

of the work uniform; this includes hard hat, goggles or safety
glasses, and
6.

hard-to~

shoes or boots.

Give recognition and/or reward to those who work safely.

In point one, above, the individual can be made safety conscious
by the judicious use of slogans,

poste~s,

and other signs or displays.
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Too much reliance commonly may be placed on this _preliminary practice,
however, and unless it is combined with proper training and discipline
-it is largely o.f little effect.
· eralize.

Too often, signs · and posters overgen-

For example, an over ·used and .absurd slogan is

~accidents

are

caused by carelessness." ·Accidents are the result of unsafe acts -or un.safe

phys. ic~l

and/ or mechani.cal conditions .and .it is these practices

that should be exposed.

.Attention should be directed to the right way

of doing things rather than to ridiculing the wrong way.
-Meetings and c"lasses provide the best means of teaching fundamentals
of safety.
ipate.
safety

Periodic sessions should be arranged in which all . can parti-e-

Vivid and lasting impressions can be created by proper timing o -f
me~tings;

such -as at

the - ~ginning

of different · phases of work

and during exceptionally dangerous undertakings and, .a lso, by · studying
and citing such accidents as do occur,
The proper kind of equipment and materials may not be procurable
in · time of emergency but · safe

wor~ing

conditions and practices will do

much to remedy the weakness of this condition • ..Wearing of hard hats,
hard-toe shoes or boots, and safety glasses .sho'uld _be compulsory during
the tunnel rehabili t.ation operation.

Prote~ti ve

clothing does not re-

duce accidents, but it does serve to· reduce injuries associated with
accidents.
Causes of Accidents _in
The U. S.
'

.

Bure~.u

~eling

of Mines has made a summary of fatal and -nonfatal

. ( 9)

.-.acc1dents · · related to tunneling

operation~ •

. During the period 1926 to

9
( )Harrington, D. and Ash, S.H., So~e Esse.ntial Safety Factors in
TUnneling~ U. S. Bureau· of ~nes, Bull. 439, 1941.
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1939, ' it is stated that 1,020,809 feet (193 miles) of tunnel and 28,689
feet (5.43 miles) of shaft were driven on the various projects in which
information was available and that 25 persons were killed.

For the

most part, no radical changes in tunneling methods and equipment have
been introduced in the past few years to materially change the causes
.
'
(10)
of accidents or the rank in wh1ch they occur from those listed below.
(10)

Harrington, D. and Ash, S. H., op. cit., pp. 11-12.

"Causes of nonfatal injuries in tunnels rank in frequency as follows:
1.

falls of rock, 2.· haulage and hoisting, 3. handling materials, 4.

falls of persons, · 5. hand tools, 6.• drilling and air lines, 7. slipping,
stumbling, and tripping, 8. flying materials, usually causing eye injuries, and 9. miscellaneous.
"··· in order of importance, the rank o£ agencies or occupations
causing fatalities:

1. falls of rock, 2. haulage, 3. shaft accidents,

4. methane-gas explosions, 5. explosives, 6. falling of staging, jumbos,
or ladders, 7. struck by falling equipment, 8. electrocutions, and 9.
other causes."

Table l gives a detailed analysis of fatalities incurred

during tunnel driving for the period 1926 to 1939.
Rock Falls, TheMajor Cause of Injuries
The U. S. Bureau of Mines offers the following explanation for rock
(11)
falls:
. (11)

Harrington, D. and AEh, S. H., op. cit., p. 12.
"Rock falling from the roof, face, or sides in the face region is
responsible for 30 to 50 per cent of deaths and-all injuries occurring
at tunnels.

Two long-established customs and beliefs pave the way for
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TABLE 1

Summary of fatalities, by causes, at rock tunnels in
construction industry in United States, 1926-39.

Cause

1.

2.

3.

4.

Falls of rock:
At working face
While- barring down ---------------------From side or ribs of tunnel ----------------From roof when erecting steel timbering ----From roof away from face -------------------From side of shaft --------- --------------Subtotal -------------------------------Haulage:
Run over by cars or locomotives ------------Car overturned
-------------Run ' into siding, open switch, collision----Caught between cars while coupling ---------Caught between car and door frame ----------Caught between car and cherry_ picker -------Caught between car and mechanical loader -~-
Locomotive trains collided -----------------Dumping or hopper mechanisms ---------------Struck by cable ----------------------------Subtotal -------------.-----------------Shaft accidents:
Cage fell; hoisting cable broke ------------Falling from or knocked off skip -----------Falling into skip -pocket or bin------------Skip or cage · .falling with men; friction brakes
failed ---------------------------------Material falling down shaft ----------------Sinking or working platform failed in shaft Cage dropped on man working under same or
in sump --------------------------------Caught between car and cage --~------------
Rock or material falling from skip or cage--Falling .off staging in shaft ---------------Subtotal ------------------------------~Methane-gas explosions (3) -------------------

Number

17
9
5
3
2
1

37

Per Cent
of Total

13.60
7.20
4.00
2.40
1.60
• 80
29.60
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8.80
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
.80
.80
• 80
.80
.80
19.20

3
3
3

2.40
2.40
2.40

2

1.60
1.60
1.60

11
2
2
2
2
.1
1
1
1
1

2
2
1
1
1
1
19

18

.80
.80
.80
.80
15.20
14.40
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TABLE 1
Summary of fatalities, by causes, at rock tunnels in construction industry in United States, 1926-39, Continued.

Cause

Number

Per Cent
of Total

5.

Explosives:
Striking into misfires; fuse blasting ------Drilled into bootleg hole -------------------Loading electric primer (live) - - --- - - - - - - - Loading fuse and cap primer (live) ----------Suffocation from powder gases - - - - - - - - - - Subtotal --------------------------------6.
Falling off staging, jumbos, or ladders at
face 7. _ Struck by falling equipment (tools, machinery,
timber) - - - - - - - - - - - --- ---------8.-

9.

Electrocuted:
Trolley wire --------------------------------Energized jumbo (faulty wiring) -------------Energized steel lining (faulty wiring) ------Subtotal - -----~----------~---------------Infection from wire of tugger cable ----------Grand total ------------------------------

most of these accidents:

1.

9
1
1
1
1
13

7.20
.80
.80
.80
.80
10.40

5

4.00

5

4.00

1
1
1
3
1
125

.80
.80
.80
2.40
• 80
100.00

-----

Overloading of holes with explosive · shatters

and cracks the rock left standing, which will not remain in place without timbering, and creates large amounts of noxious gases as well; and
2.

timbering and even barring down seriously impede the progress of

driving (so it is believed) and the tendency, in fact, the rule, almost
always is to delay timbering as long as possible.

One good way to remedy

the latter condition is to do all timbering promptly and to place in the
hands of a supervisor of recognized authority the responsibility for
testing and seeing that timbering is done promptly and adequately.

Many

accidents from falling material occur where miners do testing, barring
down, timbering, and blasting at their own discretion."
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Procedures for Testing Wall Rock
Supervisors ,and miners, upon reentering the tunnel and approaching
· the heading after blasting and after ·the atmosphere has been determined
to be cleared of smoke and fumes, should first inspect outlying supports
and wall rock: for damage in the vicinity o£ the blast.

A periodically

.continuing inspection of all supports and wall rock o£ the tunnel. should,
o£ course, be made.

When timber and wall rock outside of the innnediate

blasted portion have been brought to a safe condition, the workmen, who
should remain at all times within a zone which has been tested and safe· ly cleared down, can begin to bar down or scale all loose and unsound
rock from the back (roo£) sides, and face· of the heading, where the
blasting was done.

The bar used in scaling is a hollow steel or alumd-

.· num alloy rod, as l.ong as necessary, with a solid steel end, chiselshaped, for prying.
Inspection of the rock comprising the roo£ and walls is largely
visual, requiring good illumination and close supervision.

Jagged rock

is trLmmed and/or chipped away, loose rock is knocked down, and all
cracks are tested for looseness by prying with the chisel-end o£ the bar.
A connnon method o£ testing mine roo£

(12)

is to use one's sense o£

(12)

Forbes, J. J. , and Sloman, H. J. Control of Roo£ and Prevention of Accidents from Falls o£ Rock and Coal. U.S.Bureau o£ Mines,
In£o.rmation Circular 7461 (April, 1948)pp. 4-5.
hearing to "sound" the roo£ by striking it with a steel or wooden bar,
a 'metal-tipped wooden rod, or a miner's pick. . I£ a hollow or ''drunrrny"
. sound is heard when the roof is struck, it is quite probable that the
roof is dange·rous and should be taken down or supported immediately with
timbers.

A dangerous piece of roo£ rock may be quite thick, so that it
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may not give off a hollow or drurnmy sound when struck with a bar or pick;
in such instances, the quality of the sound alone may give a false sense
of security with regard to the safety of the roof.
A more reliable method of testing roof is the sound-vibration
method, in which the senses of hearing and feeling are utili~ed.

This

method consists of placing the tips of the fingers of one hand lightly
against the roof and the free hand striking the roof sharply with a
suitable testing bar.

The vibration of the roof against the finger

tips, coupled with the quality of the sound,

wi~l

indicate the condition

of the roof better. than sound alone.
If the back is too high to reach with the finger tips, a stick held
firmly against the back will serve the same purpose.

·"'"'t ''''""_.,,_.,,,,_. _._._.,_.,,_._.,__._,.T \"

F;::::::: ::::;;

..lf"::::::::j:
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0

5'

Figlire 4. Scaling rig for high roof (From U.S.Bureau
of Mines, Report of Investigation 4739).
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'Devices Used in Scaling High Walls
Where exceptionally high roof exists, booms, ladders, scaffolds,
or jumbos . may be used .in scaling or barring down.

Figure 4 shows a

scaling rig that was developed by the U. S. Bureau of Mines at Rifle,
Colorado.

(13)

- ( 13)
.
.
.
.
·
Brown, B. C. , Wrlght, F. D. , and Balllnger, H. J., Some lnnovations in equipment for scaling high roofs and mine walls. U. S.
Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigations 4739 (Oct. 1950).
The Remington Industrial Gun has been used with remarkable success
in the removal of loose rock from high mine walls.

This gun weighs 92

pounds and is approximately 8-guage, firing an over-sized shot gun shell
loaded with a three-ounce lead projectile.
of 1,600 feet per second and has

a

It develops a muzzle velocity

muzzle energy of 7,575 foot-pounds.

The -gun can be aimed by open sights -cut in the gun ·. 9radle or by bore
·sighting.

The mounting or carriage is a war surplus bomb trailer.

Cases . are recorded that, in World War II, rifle fire was used to
knock down loose rock ill: tunnels that were, at the time, inaccessible
(14)
to barring_ down.
A ·• 22 rifle, firing lead bullets, gives considerable

4
(l )Wilson,
Trans. Inst. Min.

w.

H., Tunneling in Gibralter during the 1939-1945 war.

& Met., Vol. 55 (Nov. 1945) p. 231.

impact ·with little danger from richochet.

However, this practice is not

a good substitute for close scrutiny and thorough testing of the roof,
and should be

e~ployed

only where direct scaling is not feasible.

Safety .Canopy Assembly
A .safety canopy to reduce the hazard of rock falls at the tunnel
face was developed jointly _by The Corps of Engineers and the Silas Mason
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Company.

(15)

The Corps of Engineers had long contemplated the idea of

(l 5 )L ew1s,
·
W• E
·· t 1on
'.
b y perlp
' h era1 saw1ng
.
• , Tu nne 1 cons t rue
a t th e
Fort ·Randall Reservoir, Pickstown, S. Dale. U. S. Bureau of Mines
Information Circular 7610 (July, 1951) pp. 20-..:21~
scr~ening

of£ the crown of a tunnel so that workmen would not'be ex-

posed to unsupported roof.

Given this basic suggestion, J. C. Drummond,

engineer with the Silas Mason Company,

desi~ed

the .safety canopy ( s'e e

Fig. 5) that is described below.

Figure 5. Protective canopy in tunnel heading
(From U• .S. Bureau of Mines Information
Circular 7610).
The complete installation consists of three parts:
proper, 2. a track, and 3. a hanger assembly
is made up of reinforced braces spaced on

1.

the canopy

and supports.

The canopy

l~foot

6-inch centers and
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covered over by heavy wire netting.

The netting is held in place by

stringer angles which also tie together the reinforced braces.

The can-

opy is concentric and covers about two-thirds of the upper one-half of
the tunnel over a distance of about 15 feet.
)

· The I-beam tracks are bolted to the ribs of the tunnel supports 9n
e .a ch- side o£ the crown of _ the tunnel.

Each track is composed o£ short

sections -of I-beamS that are easily- removable.

AB the tunnel face is

advanced, the rearward sections o£ track are r~emoved and placed on the
leading end by being bolted to the last set that was ereqted.
The canopy-supporting I-beams, which are slightly longer than twice
the length

0~

track I-bedillB.

the canopy, are directly beneath and in line with the
The forward end of· the beams support in cantilever

fashion ·t he protective canopy.

The hanger assembly ·is immediately back

- o£ the canopy and consists ·generally of two wheels that ride .on the inside flanges of the I-beam tracks.

Attached to and

h~nging

from the

wheels .are steel plates that are fixed rigidly to I-beam supporting the
canopy.
The canopy-supporting I-beam has a roller at the back end (Fig.5),
which rides. on the ·flat undersurface o£ the lower flange o£ the
track.

~-beam

The canopy_ is moved into position by the use of cables attached

to · the canopy-supporting I-beam.

When the canopy is pushed to the face,

the screen will be under the unsupported roo£, and the screen-supporting
I-beam will be overhung 15 feet from its hanger assembly.
The safety canopy is · not meant to withstand large rock falls or to
serve as temporary support.

It acts as a shield to deflect r ·o cks that

fall from the back and to warn workmen of the impending danger.
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Accidents From Other Causes
With the exception of rock falls, causes of accidents in tunneling
are similar in most respects to those in other types of heavy construe·ion and excavation and, therefore, warrant no special discussion here.
VENTih~TION

OF TUNNELS

The over-all purpose of ventilation in · tunneling is to provide
atmospheric conditions that are safe and comfortable so as to maintain
.a high efficiency of labor.

To do this, it is necessary to remove or

dilute dangerous or undesirable gases, dusts and smoke that may exist in
the· tunnel atmosphere as a re's ul t of demoli tton and tunnel driving operations; to modify, at times, air conditions that arise b€cause of underground gas seeps and exposure of air to water and rock in the tunnel _b ore;
.to introduce fresh air into the system to provide oxygen for breathing;
and to "condition" the atmosphere for proper temperature, humidity ·and
air movement for the purpose of human efficiency.
Contaminants
Undesirable gases normally are found in stagnant atmospheres, i.e.
where air · circulation has been inhibited.

Poi.s6nous gases and oxygen

deficient atmospheres . are formed during mining operations as a result
of blasting,. the operation of combustion

.
_respiration

of workers.

engin~s,

open flame lights and

The atmosphere of a tunnel during or after a

fire should be regarded as wholly unsafe to enter until a thorough test
has been made.
Smoke that is associated with tunneling operations usually is not
toxic but it does create a hazard in bnpairing visibility by its presence.
As smoke usually is accompanied by gases, any unmoving cloud should be
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suspected of harboring a lethal concentration and should not be entered
until proved safe.
Dust is stirred into the tunnel atmosphere by all operations that
cause dry, pulverized rock particles to be thrown into the air.

The

greatest concentration's are caused by blasting, although other activities,
such as drilling,mucking and other handling of crushed rock, may also
create dangerous quantities.
Ordinary dust will irritate the nasal passages and eyes, causing
much discom£ort and, also, if exposure is prolonged, . it will, in time,
produce a temporary fibrous condition in the lung that hinders ·breathing.
DtiSt containing silica or silicates, especially the smaller particles
(ten microns or smaller) that can enter the lungs, will, on continued
exposure of a year or more, create a condition knoWn as silicosis.
is a condition in which the lungs are permanently impaired.

This

Adequate

ventilation will prevent dust from concentrating in the tunnel bore.

All drilling underground should be done wet, and before mucking
begins, the muck pile should be saturated thoroughly with water,

If

truck haulage is used, a dry road bed should be wetted frequently.

A

water spray at the . face during a blast is effective in reducing the
amount of dust.
Hazardous Gases
The more common toxic gases that are met with in tunneling are '.carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulf,ide and oxides of nitrogen.

All of these gases may be produced by blasting, but proper selection of
explosive and adherence to approved blasting techniques will do much
toward the elimination of this source.

Carbon monoxide is always present

after fires, and, if the rock in the tunnel bore contains large amounts
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of sulfides, appreciable quantities of sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide · may be released by a tunnel

fir~.

Methane in concentrations of 5 to 14 per cent in normal air forms
an explosive mixture.

Tpis gas is. commonly associated with coal, but

it has been found at. considerable distances from deposits of coal .and
other carbonaceous materials as a result of migration.
of
its

methan~

The occurrence

in tunnels creates a particularly . hazardous condition in that

pr~sence

often goes unsuspected until an explosion takes place •

. Oxygen deficient atmospheres are another hazard to underground
operations • . Oxygen
is removed from air 1 usually. with increased concen.
tration ._of carbon dioxide, .

by ,· ~he

respiration of men and animals, by the

. ope~ation of · internal combustion engines, by the deterioration of timbers.,
by.· open flame lights, and by fires.
Detection and Sampling of Gases
Carbon monoxide is colorless · and odorless, and for this reason is
responsible for more than 90 per cent of the fatalities from underground
fires; . 0.1 per cent. causes severe symptoms in 30 to 60 minutes, and 0. 4
per cent· is· likely to be fatal if breathed for a few minutes.
The hoolamite dector has repla?ed, to

a

large extent, the use of

other methods for the detection -of carbon monoxide.
sists.

ol

This instrument·

con~

a tube .of iodine pentoxide and fuming · sulfuric acid on pumice

stone .. and an aspirator bulb for drawing a ·sam.ple of air through the tube.
The resulting color of the chemicals, if any appears during testing, is
compared with a color chart which gives a range of 0.10 to 1.0 per cent
-o f carbon monoxide.
suc~essfully

Canaries and other small birds have been used

in the detection of carbon monoxide.

There is, however, a

wide . variation to the susceptibility of individual canaries to carbon
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monoxide, and undue reliance cannot be placed on an individual bird.
Each of the other aforesaid toxic gases may be ' recognized by their
characteristic odors.

Sulfur dioxide has a strong, pungent, sulfurous

smell, · but it is so irritating to the eyes and respiratory passages ·
that it is intolerable to breath before it reaches concentrations that
are dangerous.
-Oxides of nitrogen

~ave

color in high. concentrations.

a "burned powder" smell and have a reddish
They corrode the respiratory passages,

and as little as 0.01 per cent will cause serious illness if breathed .
for a short time.
Hydrogen sulfide is one of the most poisonous gases known and less
than. 0.005 per cent will have a detrimental effect on the body.

In

small percentages it has the characteristic odor of rotten eggs, but in
heavier concentrations it paralyzes the sense of smell.

If hydrogen

sulfide is detected, the safest . procedure is to remove all personnel to
tresh air until even the slightest trace of the gas has been removed
by ventilating.
One of the best methods of detecting both methane and oxygen deficient atmospheres is by the use of the flame safety lamp.

The lamp

is constructed so as to burn in explosive atmospheres without igniting
them.

The height of the halo or cap that appears around the flame when

methane is present is indicative of the gas concentration.

Popping of

the flame indicates that the surrounding air-methane ndxture is capable
of explosion.
The flame safety lamp of a candle will not burn when the oxygen
content falls below 17 per cent; a carbide lamp continues to burn until
oxygen is below 13 per cent.

Men seldom lose consciousness until there
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is conside!ably less than 13 per cent of oxygen present, but no one
should attempt to enter or remain in an atmosphere which will not support
the flame of a safety lamp or candle.
Because gases in still (non-moving) air will stratify according to
their specific gravities, care must be taken to sample at various · heights
as well as at diiferent locations in the tunnel.

A rise in gas concen-

-trations should be anticipated when ·the barometer falls as gases trapped
in debris and muck piles will be released into the tunnel

a~osphere.

Air Conditioning
It is an accepted fact that human perfor~~nce is limited. by the
· physical characteristics of the surrounding atmosphere.

Certain condi-

·tions, such as comfortable temperatures with low humidity and moving
air, are known to incite human activity, whereas others, such as high
temperatures, high ·humidity and unmoving air, wil.l not only retard action
but may cause over-exhaustion and collapse to the human system.
Under conditions such as the ·latter, an underground worker

~11

feel

logy and, consequently, his efficiency and safety-mindedness, will be
greatly impaired.

This will slow th_e underground operations and also

cre_a te a hazard for all concerned.

Such conditions are most effectively .

remedied by controlling the atmospheric condition.

It is granted that

the operation could be speeded by employing additional personnel but this
would :only intensify the hazards because of the -greater number of workers
· in -a more logy condition that would be due to the atmos.p here taking o·n
more heat and moisture from the added number o"f human bodies.

~' In

addition,

the working areas would be more congested and, consequently, more unsafe.
"The -critical temperature in still air which limits the performance
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(16)
of work :in mines ·has been found·
to be 78°F. wet-bulb; at 80° the
(16)
.
. · Fire, gases, and ventilation in metal mines.
Mines, Miner's Circular 55 (1946) pp • . 82-83.
per~or.med

amount of work
if not

impossibl~;

U. S. Bureau of

decreased; at 85° hard work is very difficult, _

and at 88°F. it is impracti-cal for unacc.l imated .

persons to remain in the air and work reasonably vigorously for long
periods.

The wet-bulb temperature at which most men are likely to col-

lapse in time is said to be 93.0 where the air is not moving.
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DRY-BULB TEMPERATURE, °F.

Figure 6. Comfort zones.
(From U. S. Bureau
of Mines, }liners' Circular 57).
''Until dry-bulb temperature approaches 75.° F. , a relative humidity
close to saturation causes little discomfort, even in still air, unless
the air is depleted of oxygen or is contaminated with excessive quantities of noxious gases.

Normal work can be· performed when such air is
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given a velocity of 25 feet or more (per min.).

Stagnant air, even when

pure, is oppressive with the relative humidity 85 per cent or more and
the temperature 75° to

85°F~,

and its oppressiveness is greatly intensi-

fied with even a small decrease i~ oxygen content or increase of carbon
dioxide.

Hard work _can be done without appreciable discomfort in pure

air . at these temperatures if it. is given a velocity of 100 linear feet
per ndnute or over.

Stagnant air, regardless of purity and ·humidity, is

oppressive at 90° to 95°F., and the
approaches saturation.

oppressi~eness

increases as the air

The oppressiveness is overcome if such air is

given a velocity of 400 linear feet or more a minute.

Hence, if adequate

·movement is supplied, the relative humidity is· not a deciding factor until the temperature exceeds l00°F. and humidity approaches 100 per cent.
Where enough ventilation is. provided to -cope with the difficulties of ·
stagnant air, humidity, and temperature, the purity of the air is easily
maintained because of the much greater volume · needed to cool . the workings
than to replace depleted oxygen or remove noxious gases.,.
Ventilation aystems
. One of the first problems i'n designing a ventilation system is to
determine· how much air is required to maintain a safe, health£ul atmosphere in the tunnel bore.

· In general, 100 to 200 ·cu. ft. a min. of fresh

air is required for each man underground.

In addition, local conditions,

such as length and size of tunnel, type and amount of explosives used,
frequency of blasting, geologic peculiarities, _humidity and temperature·,
also affect the amount of air required.
It has beeri established by such investigators as \val ter S. Weeks
and others

(17)

that smoke diffuses at a speed of approximately 30 ft. per
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(17)

.

.

Co.

Mancha, Raymond, V1ce President, Ventilation, Joy Manufacturing
Correspondence with J. C. Dotson (April 8, 1952).

min.

Therefore, in order to move out the smoke, an air speed in excess

of 30 ft. per min. is required, preferably from 40 to 50 ft. per min.,
depending upon the distance' that the smoke must be carried in order to
reach fresh air.

This stipulation together with the cross-section area

'of, the tunnel determines desirable air volumes for effective ventilation.
· 'The ·speed and di.r ection . _of air currents moving at velocities less
than .150 ft. a min. may be determined with sufficient accuracy by obser·- vation of smoke clouds . . This is done by measuring the time of travel of
a stnoke cloud over a known dis·tance, preferably along a straight uniform
section of tunne.l.

The vane:-anemometer is the most practicable instrument

for measuring air velocities of over 150 ft. per min.

Air movement o ·c curs

by virtue of a differential pressure sufficiently great to set a given
mass of air in motion and to overcome friction and shock losses along the
line of travel.

Table 2 shows the different agencies and machines cap-

able of producing air pressures that are higher or lower than local atmospheric pressure.
Friction pressure losses depend primarily on the ·roughness of the
wall surfaces, which create a drag on the air stream.

Shock pressure

losses occur because of rapid changes in velocity caused by abrupt changes
in the size of openings, sudden bends or turns, and protuberances in the
airway.

The keeping of the walls of airways as smooth as possible and

the opening free from obstructions and sudden ·changes in size or di'r ection
is conducive to high efficiency in air

transfer~
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TABLE 2
Air~!oving

Devices .and Agencies used in the Venti1ation
of Tunnel.s .during Construction

· DEVICE or· AGENCY
Air ·screw fan

CHARACTERIZED by
Axial. fl. ow, ].ow pres sure, 1arge vol.ume.

Propellor
Disk .
Centrifugal.. fan

Rotary fiow, 1ow to medium pressure,
l.arge vo1ume.

Mul.tib1ade
Plate
_ Rotary positive . bl.ower
·Injector bl.ower
Venturi

Hi.gh pres s-qre

Conversion of ve1ocity pressure to · ·s tatic
pressure; a 1arge quantity of air moved
' at 10W' ve1ocity by . smal.l.er quantity of
high pressure air, steam, or water.

Straight, .conica1
Comp~ssed

air

High pressure · source discharged into

atmosphere; turbu1ent, short range of
effectiveness.

b.Y

Ventilating furnace

Draft caused

Water sprq or b1ast ·

Draft caused by temperature differential.

temperature differentia1.

and for entrainment o:r air in water.
Defiector

utilization of prevailing winds and
~r currents.
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Air-Moving Equipment
Ventilation of underground excavations ' has always been a problem,
and, as a result, many devices and machines haye been developed to move
and to direct air (see Table 2).
Mechanical ventilation systems employing fans

an~

blowers are

commonly used in modern tunnel work, but in addition to the air-moving
apparatus, they require a driving unit that, in turn, necessitates having
a suitable fuel or source of power.
1'~mergency

Emphasis is placed on what is called

ventilation systems" in that they can be improvised in the

field and require little or no special equipment or supplies.

On the

other hand, the best, safest, -and most reliable means of ventilating
tunnels is by a fan or blower system, w4ich should be used where circumstances permit.

The propeller fan of the vane-axial-flow type is one

of the most efficient and flexible types of fans that are used in present
day mining and tunneling operations.

Variations in pitch and number of

blades that are possible in some models permits maximum efficiency over
a wide range of airway characteristics, such as is encountered-in tunnel
driving.

An outstanding feature of the propeller fan is the ease with

which the air current can be reversed by simply reversing the direction
of rotation -of the blades.

Unlike most centrifugal fans, it is a non-

overloading type of fan that can be used safely under impositions of all
pressure and volume relationships.

Where transportation facilities to

the tunnel site are inadequate, it is recommended that small
the in-line type be used.

f~ns

of

They can be easily carried by two men, and

may be added in serie·s along the ventilation pipe as conditions warrant
or demand .
. Early investigations(lS)were conducted using airplane propellers.
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(18) .

Steart, F. A. , Application of air screws to mine ventilation.
jour. Chem. Met. Min. Soc. S. Africa, Vol. 24, No. 2 (Aug. 1923)
pp. 31-42.
A single.·· two-bladed propeller gave very low efficiency, whereas a number
of propellers mounted in series on a steel shaft and enclosed in a
cylinder having just sufficient clearance for the tips of the blades
'

gave very good results.

Although this arrangement does not possess the

high efficiency of the present day vane-axial fan, it offers an alternative if special ventilating fans are not available.

Figure 7 shows

Figure 7. Airplane propellers in series used in
yentilating (From Journal of Chemistry, Metallurgy, and Mining Society of South Africa,
Aug., 1923).
six propellers in series; a motor can be used,for direct drive and a
pulley wheel for belt drive.
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The centrifugal fan is a low to medium pressure; large volume IDCichine -enclo~ed in - a housing with parallel sides and gradually expanding
periphery.

The air enters arourid the axle and is discharged along the

circum£erence by rotating radial blades.

AccordiX.:g to the performance

characteristics. desired, the blades may· be one of three types; either
radial, backward-curved, or forward-curved.
Unlike the -axial.- flow fan, ft cannot be .reversed by reversing the
direction of rotation.

Special provision mus.t be· made in the fan hous-

ing arid connecting ducts to- pennitthe reversal of -air circulation.

The

four-gate arrangement shown in Figure 8 is a cormnon method of reversing

r- ·
i

j
1

Fan

open

lOmine

~

t

From
atmosphere

Figure 8.

6ales are sef lo blow air into the m1ne

Four gate system of reversing air in ducts
(From Mlne Plant by Tillson)

·air flow on fan-tubing installations.
The rotary positive blower is a high pressure machine especially
designed for the ventilation of long tunnels. by using
. pipe during the· driving peri.od.

small~diameter

The moving parts and housing of the

positive blower ·a re closely fit so that a given amount of air is pumped
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with each. revolution ·of the· intermeshing impellers.
by · reversing _the direction of rotation.

It can be reversed

The length of piPe through which

.air may be forced by a positive blower is limdted only by the power of
the drive · and by the ability of the piping to withstand pressure with·out . bursting.

The main disadvantage of the unit is that it ~ requires

strong, rigid piping. · Pressure release valves should be installed at
the blower to prevent disrupting the pipes in the ·ev:ent they become
blocked.

Leakage is often a problem because of the extremely .high pres-

sures· developed, . and noise and vibration during operation is consider·able.
Air Ducts
Different types of tubing are manufac;tured for the express purpose
of supplying a duct to cdnvey the needed quantity of air ·to or from the
. tunne·l heading.

Commercial piping may be ·of the rigid or flexible type·,

and ·pipe sections can be connected by means of various forms of

couplings~

Flexible . or collapsible tubing, made of rubber-impregnated jute canvas,
requires ·little storage space,. is easily handled and installed, and
stands up well under the shock of blasting.
.o

~tented

Connections are made by

couplings, al}d some l'eakage ,at joints ·is unavoidable.

Flexible

tubing is limited to_use with positive pressures as a negative pressure
·would collapse the tubing.
Rigid piping made of steel or cast iron offers a minimum resi'stance
to the flow of air and permits little or no leakage if connections are
made properly.

Connections may be· made of the following types of joints:

flanged ends, rubber .gasketed and bolted; u-section bolted ring; sleeve
fit with a rubber ring gasket; and welded.

One of

t~e

most popular·

connectors is. the u-section bolted ring, - whi_c h 'makes possible the tightest

·
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connection and is the easiest to assemble.

The welded joints offer the

most resistance· to the flow of air.
Rigid pipe

mu~t

be sufficiently strong to resist buckling and- col-

lapse when an exhaust system is used, and withstand the hard blows commanly encountered in ·tunneling operations, .especially those of

bla~ting •

. A duct 'for conveying air can be fabricated from wood, sheet metal,
concrete, masonry, or · brattice cloth and can be installed along the
roof,. walls or even on the bottom of the tunnel. ·

In any case·, the aim

is ._ to produce a condti.i t that will offer little resistance to the flow of
air and that - will prevent, in
t i l it

·reache~

a~

its .destination.

far as possible, the escape of air unAir ducts, or conduits, made of . inflam-

mable · material .should be used only

~th

the utmost precaution and with

strict.· adherence to fire-safety regulati.ons.
If the · tunnel being rehabilitated -was originally pr~vided with a
permanent air duct along the· side walls or arch, a possible

soluti~n - to

restore -ventilation would be to reJ?<3.ir them, thereby eliminating the
need ·of fan-tubing.

Restitution of permanent air ways that are exten-

sively demolished would not be practicable unless such repairs as are
needed could be made simply with a brattice of sail cloth •
. A sealed draina_g e conduit also offers a possible avenue of flow for
both- water and circulating air if the size of the drain permits.

Figure

9 illustrates .a similar system employed in the ventilation of main haul9
age developments . in Rhodesia. (l )The following advantages obtain in
(19)

Cairns, J. w., Use of concrete piping for ventilation and drainage in.main haulage development. Trans. In·1 3t. Min. Met. :Eng. (London),
Vol. 55 (July 1945} p ·. 90~
exhausting air by this method:

~-

the main fan may be located qn the
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Figure· 9. Use ·of concrete drainage pipe for
ventilation purposes.
(From Transactions
of the Institute of Mining anci Metallurgi. cal Engineers, London, July,. 1945).
surface, thereby eliminating much noise .and, heat in the bore, and per-.
mitting better control in case of fire, 2.

contact of exhaust air with

drainage water will not affect the humidity in the bore, and 3. greater
efficiency in transferring air is realized if it is moved in the same
direction as the water.
Another advantage of this system is that concrete pipe:S can usually
be constructed simply at the tunnel . site.

· As they are built in . half

sections, they are ·not difficult to install and, further, they can be
readily opened for purposes of inspection and cleaning.

Small air leaks

can be- remedied by the application of mortar.
Emergency Ventilation Systems
The pressure difference that is required to cause air to flow naturally is caused by unequal air densities which produce a pressure differential that is sufficiently great to overcome the resistance to flow;.
This difference in density is due mainly to temperature and humidity
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contrasts that exist between the .air outside the tunnel and that inside.
It may be affected also for short periods by rapidly changing barometric
pressures.
ai~

, When the
that

wit~in,

outside the tunnel bore is warmer and more humid than

the heavier tunnel air consequently will tend to flow out

of the lower part of the bore.

Warm air moving inward, near the top of

the tunnel, . replaces the outgoing air, setting up the convection current
shown in Figure lOa,.

If the air out~ide- the tunnel is cooler and dryer

· than that inside, the current of air is reversed in direction as shown
in Figure lOb.

When the barometer is constant, the effectiveness of

natural ventilation, both -as

to ~ quantity

of air and length of tunnel

affected, is dependent on the temperature and humidity differentials
and the frictional and impact resistance offered by the tunnel walls,
supports, equipment, and other protuberances.

Thus, for any given tem-

perature and humidity differentials and tunnel resistance, a point exists
beyond which natural ventilation will have no effect.

As this point -is

approached, the incoming air gradually reaches a constant temperature
and density, intermingles with the other tunnel air, and is finally
. caught in the outgoing draft to be returned to the outside atmosphere.
The point where _short circuiting of the circulating air becomes
complete can be determined by observing the movement of a cloud of smoke.
It should be noted that turbulence exists in the demarcation zone between
the incoming and outgoing draft and that some air is being recirculated
continuously.

However, when the forward motion .of the smoke ceases,

dispersion takes place more rapidly and noticeable quantities of smoke
reverse direction.

This marks the point beyond which natural ventila-

tion will have no effect under the given conditions.
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Because of generally low pressure differentials in natural ventilation of . dead-end entries, the volume of circulated air is very small. Air vitiated by

fum~s

from blasting may require several hours or even

days before it will be safe or comfortable for working personnel.

-when

the temperature and humidity outside the tunnel are the same as those
· within the bore, no pressure differential exists and, as a ·result, no
.airwill flow.

Thus,

be~ides

being comparatively ineffectual, natural

ventilation cannot be relied upon to give continuing ventilation -a s
barometric, hydrologic and/or temperature changes may stop or reverse
the flow of air.
· A shaft opening at a different elevation than an interconnected
portal or other shcift will, where · a temperature difference exists between
the -surface- atmosphere . and the undergxound atmosphere, create a pressure
differential, . causing air to · flow from the heavier to the lighter column
of air (see Fig. 10 c and d).

When the temperature underground is warmer

than that at the surface_, column m in Figure lOc will be heavier than
co-lumn n.

This will induce the air to flow in the direction shown; when

the opposite

con~itions

exist, air flow is reversed as shown in Figure lOd.

Weather and terrain permitting, advantage may be taken of prevailing winds in aiding

n~tural

ventilation (see Fig. 10 a,b,d,and e).

deflector can be simply made of boards,

she~t

A

metal, or sail cloth, and

should be placed so as to reinforce existing ventilation without interfering with tunneling operations.

Greater , efficiency can be secured if .

the deflector is adjustible to varying wind directions.
A furnace or fire basket placed at the foot of a shaft will heat the
surrounding air, causing the shaft to act as ·a chimney, thus drawing air
from the· tunnel bore.

The quantity of air which flowo will depend on
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the height of shaft or chimney and the temperature differential created.
If no shafts exist that can be used for ventilation, a furnace and
chimney constructed at the portal will exhaust air through an air duct
leading to the working places within the bore.
In sinking shallow shafts, air may be exhausted from the bottom of
the shaft by means of a small furnace that is placed above ground near
the collar of the shaft.

Stove pipe, six or eight inches in diameter,

is strung in the shaft and connected to the draft orifice on the furnace.
Draft for the furnace draws air from the shaft bottom; the air thus removed is replaced with fresh air that comes down the shaft.
Although the ventilation furnace is relatively simple to build and
to operate, it has several disadvantages.
haust and is not subject to close control.

It can be used only to exThere is the possibility of

the draft reversing and filling the tunnel with smoke and fumes.

Where

the furnace is installed underground, there is · the added danger of fire,
and, if methane or high dust concentrations are present, there is danger
of explosion.

Also, this system requires large amounts of fuel that may

not be cuailable.
Cold water sprayed down a shaft will tend to cool and thus force
air into the workings.

This method requires a large quantity of cold

water and a means of disposing of the water in the tunnel.

It is easily

controlled but is seriously limited in its effectiveness because, at
best, only a small temperature differential can be obtained.

Further-

more, the humidity of the circulating air is greatly increased, thereby
reducing its cooling power.
The water blast system (Fig. 11), in which a stream of water falls
by gravity 40 feet or more through a pipe, depends on entrainment of air
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Figure 11. Water blast for blowing or exhausting air.
(From Mine Plant by Tillson).
in the water for the creation of a differential pressure.

The water

blast can be used for straight blowing or for straight exhausting as
shown in Figure 11, and with some modification could be made reversible.
A system whereby a tunnel can be ventilated by the wa.ter it makes is
(20)
described below.
(See Fig. 12).
(20)

.
Compressed Air Mag., Vol. 16, No. 12 (Dec. 1911) p. 6266 •

."A tunnel can be ventilated for 1,000 feet or more if ample water
flows from it.

As the water flows from the tunnel into the flume, it is

carried out onto the dump until it reaches a point where it can have a
fall of about 15 feet or more.

Then i t falls through a box made of four
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Figure 12.
water.

:·.:.. .~. ·.

Ventilating a tunnel by drainage
(From Compressed Air Mag., (Dec.l911).

boards nailed together as nearly air-tight as possible.
connected to the inverted barrel as shown.
air-tight.

...

~ ·::.:.

This box is

The connection should be

The air pipe from the tunnel also connects with the barrel

about in the rrdddle of the side.

This inverted barrel sets in a box

which must be a few inches above the bottom of the barrel.

The water as

it flows from the bottom of the barrel rises over the box and flows
away as indicated.

The water flowing out in this manner and dropping

some 15 to 20 feet causes a suction which will almost put out the flame
of a candle in 1,000 feet through a 6-inch air pipe."
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The exhaust. of compressed air tools affords some ventilation and
cooling.

Before blasting, if the compressed air line is opened to blow

against the face, it will help to dilute and remove smoke and fumes.
Compressed air alone was used successfully by the U. S. Bureau of
(21)
Mines
to overcome an oxygen deficient atmDsphere in exploring over a
2
( l)Bolmer, R. L., and Fritts, G. B., Ventilating methods and safety measures used in the temporary ventilation of the King Solomon Tunnel,
Frisco County, Colo. U. S. Bureau of Mines, Information Circular 7603
(June 1951).

mile of an abandoned adit.

In the investigation, the compressor was

operated 24 hrs. a day, and two men, with the aid of a horse, laid pipe
8 hrs. a day.

In this manner, the air line of 2-in. pipe was not extended

at a faster rate than the vitiated air could be cleared away.

Testing

the air with a flame safety lamp indicated that, as long as the lamp continued to burn, the oxygen content was over 16.5 per cent.
entry was safe to work in as no poisonous gases existed.

Hence, the
In concluding

this investigation, it was stated that "underground workings having only
one surface outlet can be ventilated

wit~

a relatively small volume of

compressed air, provided the underground atmosphere consists of air deficient in oxygen only and does not contain concentrations of carbon dioxide or other gases difficult· to dilute or remove."·
If a jet of compressed air, steam, or water under high pressure, is
directed into the end of a ventilating pipe it will entrain atmospheric
air and impart velocity to it.

Greater efficiency is obtained if a

venturi tube or conical blower is used; the design and details of which
appear in Figures 13 and 14.

A water injector is illustrated in Figure· 15.

Operation of an injector system by compressed air is more desirable
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than operation by steam or water because it introduces no_undesirable
factors, such as heat and moisture, to the air, and, at the same time,
it brings a considerable volume of fresh air into the system.
Mechanical Ventilation Systems
From the standpoint of safety and efficiency, the main fan should
be on the surface and installed so that the flow of air can be quickly
reversed.

Being so located, it is subject to close control, which is

especially desirable in case of fire.

That is, by controlling the di-

rection of air flow, any fire may be directed so as to cause the lesser
damage or to burn away from workmen trapped by the blaze.

Much noise

and heat, both contributors to accidents, is eliminated in the bore by
using a surface fan and any type of motive power, including internal
combustion engines, may be employed if proper attention is given to
disposal of exhaust fumes from the engine.
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As an alternative where security necessitates, an underground
fan can be installed in an offset excavation near the portal. However,
the end of the diffuser or evase should be placed some distance away
from the portal to prevent recirculation of the air.
If a large fan is not available, a group of small fans, preferably
of the in-line type, may be placed in series at approximately equal intervals along the duct line.

However, this introduces the problem of power

distribution and does not ordinarily permit close control of air flow.
As a last resort to secure ventilation, large fans may be placed
near the heading or working place.

When air is exhausted from a heading

by means of canvas tubing, the fan must be placed on the end of the ventilation tube near the fa.c e to thus blow air through the tube (see

Fig.l6)~

The following discussion on blowing versus exhaust ventilation
systems is offered by the U. S. Bureau of Mines.
(22)

(22)

.

Harr1ngton, D. and Ash, S. H., Some essential safety factors in
tunneling. U. S. Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 439 (1941) p. 30.
"From a health and safety standpoint a continuous-exhaust system
is preferable to a straight blower system; in some instances, such as
when methane or poisonous gases like H2S or large amounts of C0 2 are
present, it is absolutely necessary.

If humidity, freezing weather, and

high temperatures favor a blower system, two separate units should be
arranged to include an exhaust system, the main bore being placed on intake air.

Dangerous amounts of gases occur at or near the face, and un-

questionably they should be exhausted to prevent them from contamdnating
the entire tunnel bore, as must be done with a strictly blowing system
in tunneling; the strictly blowing system, as applied to tunnel driving,
is not sound ventilation engineering.

r.~

5u

0

Muck pile

Fig.l6 .•
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"Experience indicates that the safest and, in the end, most efficient
ventilation system in any long bore is to have a combination exhaust and
blower system with the main bore on intake air, return air being exhausted from the face region through rigid tubing, with an exhaust fan
drawing the foul air to the surface.

The exhaust system will remove

noxious gases and dust from the face region and shaft bottoms where most
men work.

The blower system can be used as an auxiliary to supply the

face region with pure air of controllable humidity and enough movement
to aid in bringing about comfortable conditions where the temperature
is high.
"The exhaust pipe or main-return air duct should extend to the inside switch or to the cherry picker where it is used, and the blower
pipe should discharge as near the face as possible or from 40 to 150
feet (Fig. 17), depending on the amount of air blown and whether it
gives comfort or discomfort.

Most tunnel accidents occur between the

cherry picker and the face, and anything that adds to the comfort and
healthy environment of the worker is likely to aid in preventing accidents.

Ordinarily a 10,000-cubic-foot-per-minute exhaust

sy~tem

with

the blower pipe blowing at least 3,000 cubic feet per minute will keep
the shaft bottom, the main bore, and the hazardous face region of the
average bore in a healthful condition.

If the surface fan is driven by

gasoline, or diesel, engines it should be so located that the exhaust
gases cannot enter the tunnel; this would appear to be so obvious that
to make the recommendation is unnecessary, yet in numerous instances the
exhaust fumes from gasoline-engine-driven fans have been found entering
the air of tunnels under construction."
It is not ordinarily practicable to employ dual air ducts from
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portal to face region, as shown in Figure 17.

The common practice is to

exhaust air through the main fan piping and to use an auxiliary fan and
tubing installation, overlapping the end of the main fan pipe from 25
to 50 ft., to blow the heading clear.

Whereas air flow, in exhausting,

has practically no effect on smoke that is three feet or more from the
end of the pipe, the jet air stream from a blowing pipe will penetrate
20 to 40 ft. beyond the end of the pipe.

The .greatest danger arising

in the exhaust and blower overlap system is short circuiting of the
fresh air supply and recirculation of the contaminated atmosphere by the
auxiliary blower as shown in Figure 18.
lation can be minimized by 1.

Short circuiting and recircu-

providing sufficient overlap, 2. by

screening off a portion of the bore adjacent to the blowing pipe and
between intakes, and 3. by blowing no more air than the exhaust system
can handle.
Weeks and ·wolflin

(23)

describe a method for rapid removal of smoke

23
( )weeks, W. S. and Wolflin, G. L., A method for rapid removal of
powder smoke in tunnels. Eng. Min. Jour., Vol. 112, No. 18 (Oct. 29,
1921) pp. 699-700.
in tunnels in which the main fan is reversible.

It is made to blow while

the round is being drilled and mucked out, and to exhaust during blasting.

Just prior to blasting, an auxiliary fan (see Fig. 26) is run in

on a hand car and the main fan is put on exhaust.

By fastening a pulley

to a timber set or to the back near the face, flexible tubing can be
pulled to the face after blasting.

In this manner, the ventilation

tubing is not damaged by the blast and it can be quickly pulled into
position near the face for effectively sweeping smoke, dust, and fumes
up the muck pile and out along the back to the exhaust pipe.

When smoke
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reaches the exhaust intake, the canvas.screen, placed as sho\vn in Figure
19, will prevent its recirculation.

With this system, the heading can

be cleared in 5 to 10 min. after blasting.

If the auxiliary blower im-

pedes subsequent operations, it can be removed from the heading and the
main fan can be adjusted to blow.
If auxiliary fans or blowers are not employed, the main fan pipe
should be carried to within 40 or 50 ft. of the face where a blowing
system is used, and to within 20 or 30 ft. of the face where the system
is all exhaust.

When blowing, the last section of fan pipe nearest the

face may be of flexible tubing that can withstand the shock of blasting
better than rigid tubing.

Flexible tubing cannot be used when exhaust-

ing; instead, extra heavy pipe should be placed on the end exposed to
the blast and the open end should be protected by a heavy screen or
grill.

ROCK BREAKING
Where possible, tunnels are driven in compentent rocks that, in
some manner, must be forcibly broken from the solid before penetration
can be effected.

This is generally accomplished by the use of explosives

confined in drill holes placed in the rock mass to be broken.

In crushed

rock and in soft-ground, little or no rock breaking ·is required.

In

most tunneling and mining operations, however, rock breaking consists of
two distinct phases:

namely, 1. drilling blast holes, and 2. loading

the holes with explosives and firing them.
Before the invention of explosives, rock was.broken from the solid
with picks, hammers and wedges, and by a method called fire-setting.
this latter method, a fire was built against the working face,

In

When the
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rock was heated sufficiently, water was dashed against the face, causing
the rock to fracture and spall because of sudden contraction.

The rock

that was fractured, but not dislocated, was pried loose by hand tools.
Despite the crudity of this now essentially obsolete method, its
application to military programs demanding the utmost secrecy has some
possibility.

The report of explosives used in rock breaking can be

heard for a distance of several miles and, by a critical observer, can
be easily distinguished from artillery fire and other demolition.

In

the case of fire-setting, tell-tale noise would be avoided, although
the unobtrusive disposal of smoke might create a problem unless the
operation were conducted under the cover of darkness or fog, or unless
a relatively smokeless fuel, such as charcoal, fuel oil, gas, or electricity were used.
In the Middle Ages, advances of 5 to 20 feet per month in small
headings were accomplished by the use of fire-setting, presumably by
using wood as a fuel.

(24)

(24)

This was done under the added burden of poor

Collins, Arthur L., Fire-setting.
Engineers, Vol. 5, p. 82.

Federated Inst. of Mining

ventilating systems or only natural ventilation.
The use of a fuel amenable to close control in conjunction with
forced ventilation by fans or blowers, and a spraying system for quench-ing the face, should realize a footage of 50 feet or more a month.

How-

ever, after the rock has been heated and before work commences at the
face, the tunnel atmosphere must be carefully tested for poisonous gases
arising from combustion of the fuel and decomposition of sulphide minerals.

It should be further realized that gases seeping from the frac-

tured rock might impose a constant danger to men working at the face
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unless adequate ventilation is provided to dilute and remove immediately
any harmful gases.

The method of fire-setting will have only limited

application and is not advocated unless explosives are unavailable or
unless its application is essential to military security.
Hand Drilling
After the invention of explosives and prior to the introduction of
the power rock drill,. blast holes were drilled in rock by hand.

Hand

drilling or jacking, as it is sometimes called, is done by driving drill
steel into rock by means of one- or two-hand hammers, which are also
referred to, respectively, as single- or double-jacks.
a light hammer,

weighin~

In single-jacking,

four to five pounds, is used in one hand while

the drill steel is held by the other hand.

Double-jacking consists of

one man holding the drill steel and one or more men swinging hammers
weighing eight to ten pounds.
Experienced hammermen can drill small holes, an inch or less in
diameter, in hard rock at the rate of about 15 inches an hour.

Expert

teams, using 3/4 inch drill steel, have drilled in granite at the rate
(25) (26)
of 3 to almost 4 inches a minute for 15 minute periods.
Small
( 25 )Richie, A. A., The real facts about those famous old handdrilling contests, Eng. Jour.,Vol. 152, No. 11 (Nov. 1951) pp 84-85.
( 26 )An
on, World's record in rock drilling by hand.
Vol. 16, No. 9 (Sept. 1911) p. 6159.

Camp. Air Nag • .

tunnels and tunnel headings have been advanced at the rate of over 100
.

.

feet a month by hand dr1ll1ng methods.
( 27 )D r1. nker, H. S., op.

(27)

cit., p. 265.

Even today, in some of the
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more remote and inaccessible parts of the world, hand drilling is used
in small mining and tunneling enterprises that do not economically justify the installation of power equipment.
Hand drilling is, at best, a slow and tedious process.

Neverthe-

less, it offers an entirely feasible means whereby work can be prosecuted without benefit of power plants and power machinery.

Tunnels, by

nature, are usually situated in rather inaccessible locations, and may,
in the course of war or other disasters become completely isolated by
the destruction of all existing bridges, railroads, and roads leading
to or near them.

As compared to other structures, such as bridges,

trestles, road beds, and culverts, that may exist in a given transportation route, tunnels often will require a comparatively great length
of time to rehabilitate because of limited working space and hazardous
working conditions.

As a result, tunnel restoration should begin at

the earliest possible opportunity.
is

re~established,

Before rail or road transportation

work at the tunnel site can commence by hand methods.

Work in later stages of construction, in the event of failure of power
or machinery either from natural causes or enemy action, can be resumed,
if necessary, by hand methods.

Block-holing for secondary blasting of

caved debris and boulders often is done by hand drilling.
Rock Drill Machines
Rock drills employed in tunneling are percussion type drills operated by compressed air.
components:

"The drilling unit is made up of three basic

the machine, the rod, and the bit.

Each of these components

is made for a specific function, but when put together must operate as
a unit with one purpose--to drill holes quickly and economically."

(28)
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(28)

Forrester,]. D., The selection of percussion drilling machines,
Mining Engineering, Vol. 4, No. l (Jan. 1952) p. 34.
The operation of the percussion rock drill depends on . the rapid
transfer of energy from the piston and hammer, through the drill rod,
and to the cutting edges of the bit.

Between blows, the drill steel and

attached bit are rotated, either automatically or by hand, in order that
the bit may progressively chip pieces of rock from the face of the drill
hole.

Whereas rock drills used in surface operations are provided with

air feed to blow the cuttings from the hole, drills used underground
customarily employ water, or water and air, to remove the cuttings and
also to reduce the dust.
The principal classes of percussion rock drills are l. hand-held
drills, 2. drifters, 3.

~topers,

and 4. wagon drills.

Table 3 gives the

principal use, type of mounting, classification, and air consumption
for the various kinds of drills.

Each type of drill has been developed

for a particular functi.on or use, but with modification may serve in
various capacities.
The Drifter
The drill most commonly used in tunneling is the drifter.

It is a

relatively large drilling machine, weighing from 120 to 260 lbs., and
is designed for mounting on a column, bar, tripod, or boom.

A light

weight drifter has been designed recently for use with a pneumatic
column.

Drifters are classified according to the diameter of the

cylinder bore, which varies from 3 to 4 in.

The drilling mechanism is

mounted on a shell that, in present day models, permits automatic advance and reversal of the drill machine.

Length of advance, or feed,

TABLE 3
Classification. of Rock Drills

Mounting

Name of Drill

Very light

25#

Block hole
drill

Light

40#

60
80

Jackhamner

Miscellaneous

Medium

65#

100

Sinker

Down holes

Heavy

90#

135

Drifter

Drift rounds

Light-3 in.cyl.-120#
Medium-3! in.cyl.
Heav,y-4 in.cyl.-260#

Hand Held

Airlsg
Mounted

Wagon
Mounted

Classification

Trim.ming
Drilling boulders
for secondary
blasting

.~ Plugger

Bar or Post
Mounted

Principal Use

Air Consumption
(cu. f't. free air
per min. ,compressed
to 90 lb. gage

Jackhammer
· with shell

150
200

250

Horizontal and
down holes

Medium
Heavy

Stoper

Uppers

Light
75#
Medium
75-100#
Heavy over 100# .

100
140
180

Jackhanmer

Horizontal holes

Medium
Heavy

100
]20

vlagon drill
(drifter with
1cmg feed)

Horizontal and
down holes

50#
75#

50#
75#

Light- 6 :rt. steel change
Medium- 9 :rt. steel change
Heav,y- 15 ft. steel change
~

100

120

m
~
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of a drifter is usually 24, 30, 36, or 48 in.

The length of feed deter-

mines the depth of hole that can be drilled before it becomes necessary
to change to a longer drill rod.

In good drilling practice, the length

of feed is correlated as nearly as possible to the life of the drill bit,
so that a new bit is not required until the drill operator changes to a
longer drill rod.
Drifters can be used to make holes in any direction, but are used
to best advantage in forming horizontal or moderately inclined holes in
underground headings.

Because of their large size and weight, drifters

have considerably more hitting power than hand-held or stoper drills
and, consequently, greater drilling speed, all other things being equal.
Even in the hardest rock, they can drill at the rate of several inches
a minute.
The Stoper
This unit contains a drilling machine mounted in line or parallel
with an air-feed cylinder that serves to advance the drill and also to
hold it in place during the drilling operation.
20 to 30 in.

Length of feed is from

Stopers are manufactured in different models and in various

sizes (see Table 3).

They may be hand-rotated or automatically rotated

and either of the wet or dry type, although the wet type is used almost
universally in underground work.
The stoper is best suited for drilling holes vertically upward and
at angles greater than 20 to 30 degrees above the horizontal.

It is

primarily used for overhead work, such as raising or back stoping, and
for miscellaneous jobs, such as drilling "tights" and eye-pin holes.
"Drift rounds are sometimes drilled with stoper drills in easy-breaking
ground.

To do this a support is necessary for the tailpiece of the
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machine.

A sprag is generally placed across the drift and a loose
(29)

lagging used for a base for the drill."
(29)

Gardner, E. D., Drilling and blasting in metal mine drifts and
crosscuts, U.S.Bur. of Mines, Bull. 311 (1929) p. 16.
Hand-Held Drills
The "jackhammer" is the na.TUe generally applied to hand-held drills,
although more descriptive terms, such as plugger, blockhole drill, and
sinker, are commonly used to identify drills utilized for specific
tasks (see Table 3).

Until recently, the jackhammer was designed pri-

marily for manual operation wherein the operator bore the weight of the
machine, applied pressure bodily for advancing the drill, and guided the
drilling unit to prevent binding of the drill steel in the hole.

Jack-

hammers are equipped with handles for convenience in holding, are selfrotating, and are of either the wet and/or blower type.

Many modern

jackhammers can be combined with a telescopic air leg which relieves
the driller of much of the burden of supporting _and force feeding the
drill.
The jackhammer is perhaps the most versatile rock drill.

Hand-

held, it performs a variety of functions because of its portability,
but it is most adapted to drilling downward.
can be used as a drifter or as a wagon drill.

Mounted in a cradle, it
Used

~th

a telescopic

feed leg, the jackhammer competes with the stoper in drilling uppers
and with the drifter in drilling horizontally (see Fig. 21).

Machines

provided with a rotation release can be used also for hammering and
moiling.

Blockholing of debris often is done by a jackhammer.

Drift rounds can be drilled with an unmounted jackhanuner, but
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supporting the weight of the drill becomes fatiguing to the operator.
The vertical weight of the unit can be supported by a drill steel connected to the machine by means of a short hook.

If the drill steel has

lugs or an upset collar, a ring fastened to the hook and slipped over
the shank end can be made to bear on the lugs or collar; otherwise, a
cap fastened to the hook would be necessary to secure the hook to the
drill steel.

As drill steels come in different lengths, the right

length can be selected for each hole so as to place the drill in the
' d • ( 3 0)
pos1't'1on d es1re
(30)

Gardner, E. D., op. cit. p. 15.

Instead of using drill rods to support the weight of the jackhammer,
a plank, notched on one end to cradle the machine, can be propped under
the drill after the hole has been collared.

The plank need not be cut

to a definite length for each height of hole, but, within reasonable
limite, can be inclined backwards from the drill to give the desired
height.

As the drill machine advances in cutting the hole, the bottom

end of the plank also must be moved ahead to maintain the proper align-ment.
Other devices are sometimes used for supporting hand-held drills.
Shells, similar to that of the drifter which can be attached to a bar
or column, are of special manufacture.

A wooden trough, or section of

large diameter pipe split lengthwise, supported by props or slings will
serve also to hold and guide the drill.
Recent developments in light drilling equipment have noticeably
increased the use of smaller blast holes in drift rounds.

Explosive

manufacturers, accordingly, are making smaller cartridges of 1, 7/8,
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and 3/4 in. diameter.
faster than large

ones~

Because small holes · can be drilled considerably
more holes can be drilled in a given round with-

out increasing drilling time.

The better distribution of powder afforded

by closer s:paced holes yields a more uniform fragmentation and lower
powder consumption.

TELESCOPIC FEED LEG

Figure 20. Air leg jackhammer used as stoper
and drifter (From Engineering and Mining
Jour., July, 1951).
The pusher type, or air leg mounted rock drill has been largely
responsible for the trend toward smaller blast holes.

It is finding

extensive use in Europe and Canada and is becoming more widely accepted
in the United States.

The Swedish tunneling method, so-called because

it was designed by a Swedish manufacturer of light rock drills, employs
rock drills with pneumatic pushers.

Figure 21 illustrates the flexi-

bility and simplicity of design of this system.

Compared with conven-

tional drilling methods where a drifter is used, the Swedish method
has the following advantages:
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Figure 21. Swedish drilling method utilizing
air leg jackahmmer (courtesy of Copco
:Eastern, Ltd. ) •
1.

Shorter set-up time is required.

2.

Only one man needed to operate drill.

3.

Drill carriage or jumbo can be of lighter construction as it
does not have to support heavy drills and rigid mounting.

4.

Method is easily adaptable to any number of drills as no
special mounting is required.

5.

Drills can be used in closer quarters because of smaller
bulk and one man operation of drills.

6.

Failure of bits and rods are less in small machines.

7.

Air consumption is lower, requiring less compressor capacity
and smaller diameter air pipes.

The Swedish tunneling method or any similar scheme would be advantageous
from a military standpoint because of the material reduction from that
normally required in tranpportation, operation, and maintenance.
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Wagon Drill
The wagon drill originally consisted of a drifter or hand drill
set in guide-ways and erected on skids.

It depended on gravity for

feed and was effective only in drilling holes downward.

Later models

were wheel mounted and contained a long shell, 6 to 17 feet in length,
provided with a power feed which permitted drilling in any direction.
In the most recent models, the drilling unit is fixed on an adjustable
arm or broom that permdts drilling in all positions from ground level
upward to a height of 10 feet or more.
The wagon drill is used in all types of construction and in quarrying, and is particularly applicable to drilling blast holes in approach
and open cut work.

For making long holes, it has largely replaced hand-

held drills because it is faster and more efficient.
Drill Bits
Detachable bits that are screwed or driven onto the drill rod have
almost replaced the use of the forged bit which is an integral part of
the rod.

One important exception to this is found in Coromant, the

trade name of an alloy-steel drill rod tipped with a chisel-type tungsten carbide bit that is manufactured by Sandvik Steel Co., Ltd.

The

advantage of the removable bit and Coromant steel over the forged rod
bit is in the greatly reduced handling and transportation of the drill
steel between working place and shop.
In drilling holes from 12 ft. up to 15 ft. in length, there are
three types of removable rock bits currently in competition.

They are

the multiple-use bit, the single-use or throwaway bit, and the tungstencarbide insert bit.

The multiple-use bit and the single-use bit are

steel bits that will drill a few inches to several feet, depending
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on the toughness and abrasiveness of the rock.

Whereas the multiple-

use bit is amenable to·resharpening from 2 to 6 times, the throwaway
bit is discarded when dull.

The tungsten-carbide insert bit will drill

approximately one hundred times as far as ordinary steel bits, or roughly
100 ft. to 800 ft.

Resharpening will extend the life of the bit 2 or 3

times or until failure occurs in the insert or threads.
The following recormnendations relative to use of rock bits are
based on current drilling practice coupled with the consideration of
accessibility of the tunnel site
1.

~nd

the time required for restoration:

Use single-use bits in conjunction with drifters or other
heavy drills where the ground is not to tough and where transportation is not critical.

2.

Use detachable tungsten-carbide insert bits with conventional
drills where the ground is extremely tough.

3.

Use detachable tungsten-carbide insert bits or Coromant steel
in combination with the air leg jackhammer or the light drifter
combination in drilling rock of any toughness and where transportation of heavier equipment to the tunnel site is not feasible.

The employment of single-use bits or ha+d tipped bits eliminates
the need of special, heavy equipment for sharpening and tempering bits.
Tungsten-carbide bits may be used until dull and then be set aside for
later salvage at a base shop where reconditioning is more practicable.
The chisel-type bit on Coromant rods does not require special milling
equipment and no annealing or tempering; it can be sharpened cold on a
hard grinding wheel.

On the whole, the tungsten carbide insert bit is

adaptable to a wider range of rock, and, when used with light drills,
materially reduces transportation requirements of bits, drills, drill
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steel, air compressors, fuel, and explosives.
Drill Steel
Drill steel comes in various shapes and sizes, and with or without
lugs or upset collars.

The type of drill machine governs, to a large

extent, the choice of drill steel.

Drill rods are made of carbon steel

or alloy steel that can be forged, annealed, machine threade.d , and
hardened.

In recent tests, the U. S. Bureau of Mines at Rifle, Colorado,

report that alloy steel rods ·gave drilling rates 25 to 35 per cent faster
than carbon steel.

This is because alloy steel presumably is more elas-

tic than carbon steel and transmits the piston blow more efficiently.
Drill rods should be used o.nly for drilling and should not be employed for prying,

harnmerin~,

to bend or break them.

or miscellaneous purposes which will tend

A bent rod will not function properly and is

subject to sticking in the hole, causing undue wear and shock to parts
of the drill machine.

When rods are not in use, they should be placed

on racks out of contact with water and mud, which causes the rod to
rust or become plugged.
For short, temporary rehabilitation projects, both drill rods and
drill bits can be used until

they no longe.r function properly and then

can be set aside for reprocessing at a base shop.

It is advisable to

transport drill bits and rods for single use rather than the heavy, complex, and special equipment

re~ired

to recondition bits and rods.

Drill Mounting
Efficient and rapid drilling requires that the drills be mounted
on some type of support that will hold the drill in place when it is in ,
operation.

The mounting should be portable, easy to set up and tear

down, and should allow the drilling of several holes from one set-up.
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Conventional mountings for drifters include the column, the bar, and the
drill carriage or jumbo.
Column Mounting
The column or post mountingmnsists of extra heavy steel or aluminum piping, 3 inches to 4~ inches in diameter with single-screw, doublescrew, or pneumatic-feed on one end to facilitate erection.

Columns

come in lengths of six and eight feet and can be used where the height
of the "WOrking place permits their adoption.

A column should be set up

on firm ground, which means that all broken rock should be removed at

Figure 22. Two drill columns in contrast.
On
the right, one of a sort extensively used and
offering many disadvantages as compared with the
newer pneumatic column on - the left (From Engineering and Mini·ng Jour., Sept. 1936).
· the base of the column and rock overhead should be carefully scaled
down.

Two types of column set-ups are shown in Figure 22.

In setting-

up drilling equipnent, the column should be placed 3 feet to 4 feet
back (to the rear) from the rock fa;ce to facilitate changing steel.
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Fifteen minutes to an hour, depending on the type of column and the
skill of the workmen, is usually required to make a set-up.
Bar Mounting
When the width of a heading is less than the height, a post is
sometimes set horizontally across the opening.

In this case it is re-

£erred to as a bar mounting to differentiate from the vertical column
mounting.

The bar is similar in all respects to the column except in

the manner in which it is aligned and oriented.

Figure 23. Bar-drill mountings for small t~els.
Left, typical set-up for arched tunnel; short arm
carries drill for top holes. Right, set-up for
simultaneous drilling and mucking; muck pile from
previous round is used as scaffold for drilling
upper holes from top bar.
(From Practical Tunnel
Driving by Richardson and Mayo).
The outstanding advantage o£ the bar mounting is that drilling and
mucking can be carried on simultaneously (see Fig. 23).

Drillers can

stand on the muck pile when the bar is in the high position and, by
the time mucking interferes with drilling, the top part of the round
should be completed.

As soon as all the muck is removed, the bar can

be lowered and the bottom holes can be made.

The time required for
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setting-up a bar is about the same as that for the column.

Unless the

vertical arm and cross · arm (Fig. 23) is employed in conjunction with the
bar, fewer holes can be drilled from a bar than from a column.
In the past, much controversy has hinged on the question of what
is the best type of drill mounting.

This question has been answered in

part by the introduction of faster mucking equipment.

For example, in

driving the Carlton Drainage Tunnel at Cripple Creek, Colorado, the
average mucking time for a round was 1 hr. 20 min.

In this case, a drill

jumbo was used, but it is obvious that drilling from a bar would have
interferred with the loading-out of the muck.

When the dimensions of

the tunnel are such that either bar or column mountings can be erected
and drilling and mucking cannot be conducted simultaneously, column
mountings are ordinarily preferred.

A column is usually easier to erect,

requires less attention and fewer setups, and is safer to use than a bar.
However, if mucking is done by hand, all but the lifter holes of the
bottom draw cut could be drilled from the muck pile, leaving only the
bottom holes to be drilled after the heading had been cleared of muck.
Thus, it appears that the choice

bet~en

bar or column mounting depends

primarily on the type of mucking equipment
and
the amount of time avail..,
.
able for completing the whole drilling cycle.
Drill Carriages £E Jumbos
Whereas 20 minutes to an hour is required to prepare for drilling
from the ordinary, screw-type column or bar mounting, 10 minutes or less
is required to . move a drill carriage into place and commence drilling.
The drill carriage or jumbo contains permanent mountings for the drills,
platforms at various levels for the drillers, and conveniently placed
racks for drill rods, bits, and tools.

In driving a full-face, the
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.

~

.

Figure 24. Side view of the jumbo, showing the thirty
one fDot length. The DA35s add to this length slightly. The
trap for gathering rocks and forei.g n matter from the air line
is seen at the rear, just under the deck. Just in front of
the removable step, near the center of the unit is the septic
tank, designed to trap wood chips, etc., which might enter
the machines via the water line. The bit box, having four compartments for new bits and one long one for used bits, rests
just behind and below the main deck. Trucks are of 24 inch
guage. and were furnished by the C.S.Card Iron Works of Denver.
The two oilers, in addition to the twelve in front, just
visible at the rear of the unit are for stopers. Powder
tamping sticks are carried at the rear, as seen. Blow pipe
carried along deck.
(Photograph by Thos. J. Barbre, Courtesy
of Ingersoll-Rand).
jumbo can be used also as an expedient in erecting supports, backfilling,
placing lining, and switching cars.
Jumbos are usually constructed at the tunnel site and are made of
wood and structural steel.

The design depends largely on the size and

shape of the bore, the uses for which it is intended, the materials
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available, and the ingenuity of the personnel in charge.
shows a small jumbo that runs on haulage track.

Figure 24

It mounts 5 drifters

and was designed for a 12 foot bore of a horse shoe shape cross-section.
Large jumbos like that shown in Figure 25 run on special rails, called
gantry rails, set full width of the tunnel.

This allows muck cars and

mechanical loaders or power shovels to pass under the jumbo, thus permitting it to remain in the tunnel near the working face.
has been drilled, the holes can be charged from the jumbo.

A£ter a round
When blast-

ing is being done the jumbo is withdrawn a safe distance from the face
where it is again quickly available to begin a new drilling cycle after

Fig1rre 25. Jumbo used in double-track railroad
tunnel (Courtesy of Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Co.).
the broken rock has been removed.
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Figure 26. Jumbo mounted on 40 ton trailer
(Photograph by A. D. Corwin, Courtesy of
Intersoll-Rand).
Where trackless mining is employed, jumbos are mounted on solid
rubber or pneumatic wheels (Fig. 26), and on the chassis of trucks or
half-tracks (Figures 27 and 28).

The half-track jumbo with pneumatic

booms shown in Figure 28, can be easily assembled at the tunnel site.
The pneumatic

boo~

permit rapid positioning of the drills and this

feature materially reduces the time required to drill a round.

Because

of its ability to negotiate rough terrain, this type of jumbo readily
lends itself to open cut and approach work.
Figure 29 showa a close-up of the booms that are mounted on the
back of a half-track vehicle.

These booms can be purchased separately

and may be adapted to almost any type of jumbo.

All the preparation
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Figure 27. Jumbo mounted on chassis of truck
(Courtesy of Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission).

Figure 28. Jumbo built on halftrack: (Courtesy of
Ingersoll-Rand).
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Figure 29. Close-up of DJB-2 booms that are halftrack mounted (Courtesy of Ingersoll-Rand).
that is necessary to install these booms is to provide a place to screw
four anchoring bolts.
A jumbo basically must be portable and must contain the nececsary
drills, drill mounting, and air and water hose connections.

It must be

of a sufficient size to allow for working space or staging.

In addi-

tion, the following items may be incorporated in the jumbo to expedite
its use:
1.

Racks for drill rods, bits, tools, and extra drill machines.

2.

Traps for foreign material in air line and water line.

3.

Oiler for drills.

4.

Air receiver for better air distribution.
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5.

Air compressor if air lines are not desirable.

6.

Flood lights for ill~inating heading.

7.

Fans for auxiliary ventilation.

8.

Hoist to help raise supports, and make backfill, etc.

9.

Cherry picker for shuttling qars.

10.

Devices for automatically securing jumbo in place.

Number of Drills

(31)

"The number of drills is governed by the area of the face, by the
number of holes to be drilled for each round, and by the toughness of

(31)

Richardson, H. W. and Mayo, R. S., Practical tunnel driving 9
New York, McGraw-Hill (1941) p. 325.
the rock.

In general, one drill is required for each 30 to 45 square

feet of face area.

Nothing is gained by crowding too many drills into

a heading; the drillers and chucktender must have sufficient room to
work effici-ently."
Drilling P&tterns
An underground drill round consists fundamentally of 1.

holes, 2. the relief holes and 3. the trim holes.

the cut

The holes are fired

in rotation; the cut holes being fired first, usually simultaneously;
the relievers follow in sequence, breaking out the bulk of the ground;
lastly, the trimmers break the round to the required dimensions.

The

cut holes are drilled deeper and charged more heavily than the rest of
the holes because upon them depends the success of the round.

The size

of the heading determines how many sets of relief holes are required to
progressively enlarge the round to the point where the trim holes can
break the remaining burden.

The trim holes are · charged lightly so as
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to minimize the shattering of rock along the sides and back of the bore.
The different kinds of rounds used underground are designated by
the type of cut employed in the round.

Various patterns have been em-

ployed to meet prevailing conditions, but, in all, the purpose is the
same--to create additional free faces, thereby reducing the burden on
the remaining holes.

The initial cavity is ordinarily in the form of a

cone, pyramid, wedge, or cylinder.
The V-cut, or some modification thereof, is the most common type.
Two holes inclined 15 to 30 degrees from the normal to the face so as to
meet or nearly meet at their bottom form a "V" (Fig. 30a), and two or more
V's in parallel planes form a wedge (Fig. 30b).

In deeper rounds or in

tougher. rocks, it may be necessary to employ a double V-cut (Fig.
the smaller V-cut being known as the "buster" or "baby cut."

30c),

A hole drilled

normal to the face so as to intersect the apex of the "V'' (Fig. 30d) or
pyramid cut is used where only slightly greater breaking power is required.
The wedge and V-cut may be drilled in a vertical plane or in a horizontal
plane, depending on the dimensions of the heading.
Another modification of the V-cut is the draw cut (Fig. 30e), which
is used where advantage can be taken of a natural plane of weakness, or
in small drifts where space does not permit drilling the complete V.
Whereas other types of cuts are placed near the center of the face, the
draw cut is placed in juxtaposition with a bedding plane, fracture, or
cleavage.

In the absence of a plane of weakness, it is placed in the most

convenient place, usually at the bottom of the face where the shattering
effects are less critical.

A modification of the V-cut is used in rock that is difficult to
break and where a longer pattern is desirable is the pyramid cut in which
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three or more inclined holes bottom together (Fig. 30f).
are drilled to meet at a single apex so as to locate a

These holes
maximum concentra-

tion of explosives at the point having the greatest burden and to propagate the blast simultaneously in all the cut holes.

All holes should be

primed with instantaneous blasting caps or primacord to offset any in-accuracy in directing the cut holes and, to insure proper detonation of
the charge.
A different type of cut, known as the burn or shatter cut (Fig.
30g), consists of several closely spaced parallel holes.

Some of the

holes are not loaded, but are present to provide space into which the
others can break.

Best results are obtained with this pattern by using

the bulkier slower explosives, such as ammonia gelatin dynamite, and by
firing the cut holes in sequence with short delay electric blasting caps.
The burn cut was designed to pull a longer round in small headings than
that possible with the pyramid cut.

Because of high frictional resistance

in the burn, throw is considerably lessened so that this pattern finds
application where other types of cuts would cause excessive damage to
timber, pipes, or machinery.

A pattern that has been found to be applicable to the fastest explosives, such as C-3, is the barrel cut (Fig. 30h),< 32 )which consists
(32)

Nelson, H. P., Effects of higher speed explosives in drift
rounds.
Thesis, Missouri School of ~nes and Metallurgy (1950) pp. 11,
33-35, and 37.
of several holes flared outward, instead of inward, and a central hole
normal to the face.

The holes are fired in the order shown in the

diagram.
The slabbing round shown in Figure 31 operates by successively
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1~

Round

Figure 31. Swing or slabbing round (From Mining
Engineers' Handbook by Peele).
breaking off segments of rock, proceeding from the shortest hole to the
longest hole.

In small headings, all holes can be drilled from a single

set-up if a column mounting with a long arm is used.
The disadvantages of this type of round are the irregular muck pile
and the uneven face that it presents.
The depth of holes in a tunnel round seldom exceeds the minimum
cross-sectional dimension of the bore.

However, in small headings, the

burn cut will realize a somewhat greater cut than this.

In large head-

ings, the practicable limit in hole depth is seldom over 10 to 12 ft.
because of the greatly reduced drilling speed which results when longer
holes are made.
In general, the number of blast holes for each square foot of face
increases:

1. as the cross-sectional area decreases, 2. as the diameter
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TABLE

4

Number of holes per round in American twme1 headings (f'rom
Mine Plant Design by Sta1ey).
~umber

Area of

of'

Nature of' rock

holes

16

Granite and gneiss

22

Limestone

l.0-11

Gneiss, granite, porphyry

heading
( sg. i't)

120

41

Sq.f't. of'
heading
per hol.e

5.5
3.7-4.1

22

Limestone, sandstone, shale

120

5.5

24

Sha1e

120

5.0

24

Sandstone and shale

120

5.0

21

Gneiss

120

5.7

l.S-24

Gneiss

35

1.5-1.9

1.4-20

Basal.t

35

1.7-2.5

J.2

Gneiss and granite

48

4.0

18

Gneiss

40

2.2

24

Altered granite

60

2.5

ShaJ.e, conglomerate, coal
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15-24
25

Granite

14-16

1-iedium

20-21

12-14

145
granite

4.0-5.6

5.8

90

5.6-6.4

Hard granite

90

4.3-4.5

Shal.e and slate

37

2.6-3.1

Rhyolite

95

Andesite

55

16

Diabase

65

4.0

21

Limestone

175

8.4

16

Conglomerate, andesite

50

3.1

Quartzite

so

18

25-27

12-16

5.2

5.0-6.6
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of the holes are decreased, and 3. as the rock becomes more difficult to
break.

Table 4 shows a comparison of the number of holes to be placed

in tunnel headings of various sizes and in different types of rock.
Ring drilling is sometimes used in tunneling to enlarge a center
or pilot drift to full size (Fig. 32).

The procedure followed is to

mount a drill on an arm placed longitudinally in the drift.
the arm is oriented so as to be in the line of the drift.

That is,
Drills are

carefully spotted by measurements from the surveyor's lines and holes
of predetermined length are drilled in a radial fashion, using a clinometer to facilitate correct pointing of the holes.

The spacing of the

rings varys from 3 to 6ft., depending on how the rock breaks and on the
amount and type of explosive used.

All holes in a ring may be fired

simultaneously, although less shattering of the wall rock is experienced
if the bottom half of two or three rings is fired first, and the upper
holes are shot later.
Benches are drilled with jackhammers, drifters, or a combination
of both.

If the heading is advanced far enough so that drilling on top

of the bench does not interfere with drillirgin the heading, heavy jackhammers can be used to drill down holes without the delays in setting up
drill mountings and scaffolding that attends drilling the face with
drifters (see Fig. 33).

The depth of down holes is limited by the amount

of headroom above the bench.

On high benches, it may be necessary to use

a drifter to make one or more rows of lifters (or toe holes) and thus
afford a means to break the bench to grade.
By way of illustration, Figures 34 through 36 have been prepared

to familiarize the reader with some of the other drill hole patterns
commonly used in tunnel headings.
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TYPICAL TUNNEL ROUND: The small, black circles in the above chart represent the
location of drill holes in a round in the tunnel heading and the figures beside the circles
indicate the order of firing a blast.

Figure 36. Vertical double wedge cut employed in blasting
full face of large double track railroad tunnel (From
Explosives Engineer, August 1951).

Compressors and Air Consumption
Most pneumatic drills used in mining and heavy construction are designed for 80 to 110 psi gage pressure at the machine, and they operate
most efficiently within this range as excessive pressures cause abnormal
wear and breakage of parts.

As air pressures decrease below that for

which a machine is designed, operating speed and mechanical efficiency
drop until the machine ceases to operate.

In tunneling, where speed of

advance is more desirable than drilling economy, drills are run at maxi(33)

mum rather than at the most efficient pressure.
(33)

Table 5

shows the

Mills, C. E., Drilling and blasting underground at the United
Verde Mine.
Eng. Min. ]., Vol. 121 (1926) p. 877.
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relation of drilling speed to air pressure, which was determined by extensive tests conducted at the United Verde Mine in Arizona.

TABLE 5
Relation of drilling speed to air pressure
(From Peele's Mining Engineers' Handbook).
Gage
Pressure

Speed

%

Gage
Pressure

Speed
<Jo

40

31

90

119

50

47

100

140

60

64

110

160

70

82

120

180

80

100

130

198

"A compressed air plant consists of one or more compressors, each
with the necessary driver, control or regulation, intake air filter,
aftercooler, air receiver, and interconnecting piping, together with a
(34)
distribution system to carry the air to points of use."
(34)

Compressed air handbook, N.Y., Compressed Air and Gas Institute (1947) p. 190.
In planning a compressed air installation for tunnel driving,
analyses should include the following items:
1.

Necessary compressor capacity.

2.

Compressed air distribution system.

3.

Number of compressor units required.

4.

Location of compressor units.
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(35)

According to the Compressed Air and Gas Institute,
compressor capacities are affected as follows:
(35)

the required

"The proper capacity to

Compressed air handbook, op. cit. pp. 192-193.

install is, of course, a vital question, requiring careful analysis.

A

study of air-operated devices in a typical plant will show that many of
these devices operate almost continuously but there are others which
operate infrequently but require a relatively large air supply when in
use.

It will also be discovered that the actual amount of air used by

the individual device will vary considerably in different applications.
"The first suggestion is, therefore, that the average air consumption of air operated tools be ascertained.

This may be obtained from

manufacturers' literature or may be closely approximated by actual test.
Care must be taken not to assume that all air-operated devices consume
their maximum under all conditions as otherwise a false plant size will
be developed.

Therefore, the Load Factor of the device must be con-

side red.
"Relatively few air-powered devices use air continuously.

Pneumatic

tools of all types, rock drills, hoists, blow guns, etc., operate intermittently and their net air consumption is considerably less than their
maximum.
"The ratio of actual air consumption to the maximum continuous full
load air consumption is known as "Load Factor."
"Two items are envolved in this term "Load Factor".

The first is

the "Time Factor" or percentage of total time that the device actually
uses air.

Obviously, if a number of devices are operated from a com-

pressor plant, · and none of them operate all the time, it is reasonable
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to assume, and experience will bear this out, that the maximum air used
in cubic feet per minute is much less than the total which would be required if they were all operating at the same instant at full load.
"The second item in the term "Load Factor" will depend on what might
be called the "Work Factor," or per cent of maximum possible work output
per minute, which is actually done by the device.

For example, the air

consumption of a grinder with full open throttle varies considerably,
depending upon how hard the operator pushes it against the work.

The

''Work Factor" is, therefore, the ratio of the air consumption at the
actual conditions of operation to the air consumption when the tool is
fully loaded.
"Load Factor" is actually the product of "Time Factor" and "Work
Factor" ...
"The above remarks apply to the more steadily operated air tools
and appliances.

A study of the uses of air power which cause heavy but

usually short-time demands will develop added capacity required for
these operations.

The possibility of storing air in the large receivers

should be considered although this can be helpful only to provide for
peak demands of very short duration."
Rock drills are large consumers of compressed air.

However, during

the drilling phase of the work cycle, any given drill is operated intermittently because of unavoidable delays in changing bits, drill rods, and
in making new set-ups.

As there is little likelihood that all drills

will be operating simultaneously, compressor capacity is not based according to the exact ratio of the number of drills used.

Instead, multi-

pliers based on the experience of drill manufacturers are applied to the
air consumption of a given number of drills.

Table 6 gives the
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TABLE 6

MULTIPLIERS TO DETERMINE AIR CONSUMPTION OF ROCK DRILLS AT ALTITUDES AND FOR
VARIOUS NUMBER OF DRILLS
- ·-- -·--

-

J~;UMHER

Altitude
in Feet

I

I

2

I

3

I

4

I

i

5

I

6

i

7

!

8

I

I

OF DRILLS
9

I

10

I

12

I

t;

I

20

I

30

I

40

I

50

I

70

-.

Mt:LTIPLIER
0
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000

I.
I.
1.1
1.1
1.1

1.8
1.9
1.9
2.0
2. 1

2 .7 i
2 .8 l
2.9
3 .0
3.1

3 .-l
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.9

5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3

2.1
2 .2
2 .2
2 .3
2 .3

3 .2
3 .2
3.3
3.4
3.5

-l .O
4.1
4 .2
4.3
4 .4

10,000
12,000
15,000

1.3
1.4
1.4

2 .4
2 .5
2 .6

3.6
3 .7
3.9

4 .5
4 .7
4 .9

I

I

I

!

-l . l
•. 2
• .4

VI

1> .0
1>.2

• .8
• .9
5.0
5.2
5 .3

5 .-l
5 .6
5.8
5 .9
5.5 I 6 . 1
I
5.6
6 .3
5.8
6.5 I
5.9
6 .6
6.1
6.8
6.2
7 .0

5.-l
5 .6
5.9

6 .3
6.6
6 .9

7.9
8 .2
8 .6

• .5
•. 7

I

• .9
5.1
5.3

I

7.1
7.4
7 .7

,_.
(,_(,

6.8
7 .0
7.2
7.-l
7.6
7.7

6.5
1> . 7
7 .0
I 7.2
7.-l

I

i

!I

i
I

I

7 .6
7.8
11 .0
8 .2
IU
8 .6
8 .9
9 .3

i
I

7. 1
7 .3
7 .6
7.8
8.1

I

8.3
8 .5
8.7
9 .0
9 .2
9.-l
9 .7
10.2

I

i ~:~

10 .2
10. 5
10.8

' 11.7
12 . 1
12 .5
12 .9
13 .3

i 17
16.9
.-l

9 .5
9 .7
10 .0
10 .2
10 .5

11.1
11.4
11.7
12 .0
12 .3

13 .7
14 .0
14.4
l-l .7
15 .1

10 .7
11.1
12 .6

12 .5
13 .0
13.6

15.4
16 .0
16.7

1!.1
!l.J

8.7
8.9
9 .2

I

i

18.0

21.-l
22 .0
22.9
23 .5
H .-l

H .5 I H .2
H ·.l
26.3
35 ..,
27 .3
28 . 1 i 3td
29 . 1 1 37 .8

18 .5
19.0
19 .4
19 .9
20.4

25.0
25 .7
26 .3
27 .0
27 .6

29 .8 I 38.!1
30 .6 ' 39 .!1
31.-l I 40. 8
32.1
-ll.8
-l2 .l!
32 .9

20.9
21.6
22 .6

28 .3
29 .3
30.6

33 .7
34.9
36.5

15.8
16.3

-l 3.~

45. 5
41 .5

Air consumption at altitud<!s will vary with construction of drill.
Air consumption for various number of drills baKd on fan that all drills will not operat<! at onct. It will vary with rock, typ<! of

work, ~tc.

recommended multipliers for one to seventy drills at various elevations
above sea level.

Air consumption of drills and other air-operated tools

can be obtained from the manufacturer.

Compressed Air Distribution
Air capacity and air consumption are given in volume of free air,
which is air at the temperature and pressure existing at the intake of
the compressor.

Furthermore, air consumption is that required at the

machine and due allowance must be made for line losses.

Insufficient

pressure at an air tool is not -necessarily an indication of lack of
compressor capacity.

Low pressure often is caused by leaks and pipe

that is inadequate in size to carry the load.

Leaks not only are waste-

ful, but also noisy and add to confusion in the tunnel bore.

They are

readily detected and can be easily corrected if the proper materials
are available.

An extravagant custom has been to add 10 per cent to the

required capacity to take care of leakage.

A better practice is to fix
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the leaks and thus to use or have on hand the air that was previously
wasted.

It is always desirable to install larger diameter pipe than

that calculated.
unforesee~

This is done in anticipation of unusual peak loads and

future expansion.

If existing air lines prove to be inad-

equate, they should be replaced with pipe of larger diameter.

If the

proper size pipe is not available, an auxiliary line parallel to the
first and

interconnec~ed

at frequent intervals will decrease friction

loss considerably, but, at the same time, pipe line maintenance and the
possibility of air leaks would be more than doubled.
The loop system, wherein a closed circuit gives a two-way distribution to all points of demand, often is used in shops or where load
centers are distributed over large areas.

This system is not possible

in tunnels where load centers are concentrated near a single heading or
working place, but the scheme would be effective in rehabilitation of
tunnels that require the use of compressed air at several points.

In

reopening a tunnel that is not completely inaccessible but has been
caved in several places, a common feeder line ·running between compressor
plants situated near each portal would increase effective carrying capacity of both compressor plants and airlines.
If possible, a compressed air plant should include several compressor units to permit flexibility · in output and to forestall complete shutdown of the plant for maintenance and repair,

If the supply of compressed

air is vital to continued operation, one or more units should be held in
reserve in the event of breakdown of equipment in use.
The primary consideration in choosing the location of a compressor
plant is whether or not satisfactory distribution of air and maintenance
of pressure

~ay

be obtained.

A centrally located plant placed as near
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the large load centers as possible and containing all the compressors is
more manageable and involves less labor for operation and maintenance.
To avoid long transmission lines in tunnels of great length, it is neeessary to place some or all of the compressors closer to specific load
centers at shafts, raises, or boreholes along the tunnel route.

When

multiple plants are used, interconnecting all pipe lines will equalize
distribution and increase capacity to meet peak loads.
For small, temporary construction jobs, portable air compressors
serve satisfactorily and preclude the necessity of time-consuming construction of housing, heavy foundations, and the erection of stationary
compressors.

Portable compressors are driven with gasoline or Diesel

engines, or electric motors, and are mounted on skids, steel wheels,
solid rubber or pneumatic-tired wheels, or on trucks.

Most manufacturers

offer 2-stage air-cooled engines in standard sizes of 60, 85, 105, 160,
210, 315, 420, and 500 cu. ft. per min.

Several compressors can be

connected to a common discharge line to provide large quantities of air,
in which case the Table of Multipliers (Table 6) will apply if the compressed air tools are used intermittently.
In a recent innovation, the U. S. Bureau of Mines

(36)

developed a

mobile compressor to be used in conjunction with a multiple percussion
(36)

Wright, F. D. and Ballinger, H. J., Development of a mobile
compressor and utility station. U. S. Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigations 4709 (July, 1950).
drill carriage (see Figures 37 and 38).

This mobile unit mounts two

770 cu. ft. a _min. air compressors, a 2,500 gal. water tank, and a 2000
cu. ft. air receiver on a 30 ton trailer.
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Figure 37. Mobile compressor and utility station (From
U.S.Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigation 4709).
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Figure 38. Vertical profile of jumbo at mine face (From
U.S.Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigations 4625).
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Description of the above multiple percussion drill carriage is as
follows:

(37)

137)

. .

Ballinger, H. J., Development of a multiple percussion drill
carriage. U. S. Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigations 4625 (Jan.
1950).
"The jumbo is mounted on a 10-ton diesel truck (Fig. 38).

Two sets

of vertical guideways (1) are rigidly mounted to the rear of the truck
frame.

L-shaped subplatforms (2) travel in the vertical guides and are

raised or lowered by means of pneumatic hoists (3) near the rear of the
truck bed.

A trailer wheel bearing (4) is mounted near the outher edge

of each L-shaped subplatfor.m.

The working platforms (5) and drills (6)

are supported on this bearing and may be rotated horizontally on the
vertical axis of the bearing.

Horizontal movement of the drills and

platforms is achieved by means of a pinion (7), mounted on and manually
operated from the working platform, and a spur-gear segment (8) mounted
on the upper surface of the L-shaped sub-platform.

Each of the two work-

ing platforms carries two Gardner-Denver derrick drill feeds (6) mounted
one above the other.

The feeds travel of 15 feet allows the operator

to drill a hole to that depth without changing steel.

The feeds are

mounted on a sub-base (9), which allows the entire feed to slide forward
to the face for each hole drilled.

This secondary drill movement makes

it possible to drill all holes a full 15 feet deep regardless of irregularities in the face.

It also enables the operator to keep the central-

izer of the drill feed at the face, where it will offer the maximum aid
to collaring holes.

The drill feeds are pivoted on horizontal bearing

(10) and may be rotated independently through a vertical angle of 15
degrees above horizontal to 9 degrees below horizontal.

Adjustment of
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drills to the desired vertical angles is achieved by means of worm-drive
cable hoists (11).

The jumbo requires only one external connection.

The 3-inch bull hose wound on the reel (12) above the truck cab must be
connected to the compressed-air source.

Water carried in the 1,300

gallon tank (13) mounted on the truck bed is ample to drill out a heading
round."
A mine car compressor and the mobile compressor are especially designed for use underground to eliminate long pipe lines.

Under ordinary

conditions, they are powered by standard electric motors, although, for
use in a gaseous atmosphere, explosion proof electric motors and controls
are utilized.

Mine car compressors are mounted on flanged wheels for

running on rails, whereas mobile compressors are· mounted on ordinary
wheels of the solid or pneurratic type for use where trackless mining is
employed.

Capacity is usually small, ranging from 50 to 170 cu. ft. per

min.
Blasting
Blasting is an important phase in the driving of rock tunnels; however, in tunnel rehabilitation, the use of explosives, if any, is determined solely by the method of rehabilitation that is employed.

The

controlled use of explosives is, in any case, the paramount considera-tion when blasting in or near zones where structural failure of the host
rock is evident.

Ground vibrations and air concussion that arise from

inefficient use of explosives must be minimized so as to forestall subsequent rock failure.

Vibrations in both air and rock that are set up

by explosives are created commonly by the overloading of holes; conversely, the undercharging of blast holes so that the power of the explosive charge is inadequate to break the surrounding rock mass results
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in the conversion of nearly all of the explosive energy to vibratory energy.
Correct gauging of the charge in the hole, proper selection of explosives to be used, and the best method of firing to obtain desired
results are an art that can be acquired only through experience.

Theo-

retical considerations in the blasting of rock are confined, as a result
of many indeterminant variables that enter into a blast, to the establishment of broad limits rather than to a unique solution of a particular problem.

Actual field tests are perhaps the simplest means of

arriving at the best blasting setup for any given situation.
Explosives
There are five types of dynamites that are generally applicable to
tunneling.

These are straight dynamite, ammonia dynamite, gelatin dyna-

mite, semigelatin dynamite, and blasting gelatin.

Of these types, the

gelatin dynamites and semigelatins are used most extensively in tunnel
rounds.
The gelatin dynamites come in strengths qf from 20 to 90 per cent,
and offer a wide range of applicability both as to the physical characteristics of the rock and the number and size of blast holes.
dynamites are well suited to

Gelatin

.- rock tunneling because they are relatively

dense, are highly resistant to .water, and produce a minimum amount of
toxic gases when detonated.
The semigelatins contain a large percentage of ammonium nitrate,
and, for this reason, are neither as dense nor as resistant to water as
the gelatin dynamites.

They produce a small amount of toxic gases, and

because of their lower density find favor in soft rock and in unconsolidated or semi-consolidated rock materials.
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The ammonia, or extra dynamites, are bulky, slow acting explosives
and are rated fair to poor in water resistance and fumes (as defined by
the explosives industry, fumes are the poisonous gases resulting from
an explosion of dynamite or other explosive, and are principally carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfu.r dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide).

Their

use is limited to open-cut work in soft rock such as in preparation of
approaches to tunnels and in daylighting tunnels.
Both straight dynamites and blasting gelatin have only a limited
use in tunnels because of the large amount of fumes they produce.
Blasting gelatin is the most powerful explosive on the market and is
sometimes used in cut holes in rock that is extremely difficult to break.
Straight dynamites find application to tunneling in the secondary
blasting of large chunks or boulders . thatcannot be handled by conventional equipment.

Ordinary gelatin dynamites do not detonate properly,

or detonate at a lower rate, when they are unconfined, as in mudcapping;
consequently, the gelatin dynamites are not altogether satisfactory for
general use in secondary blasting.

A special "high velocity" gelatin

dynamite, which has only one rate of detonation, and straight dynamites
have both the high strength and high rate of detonation that is necessary in secondary blasting.
Handling, Care, and Use of Explosives
Anything less than a thorough and exhaustive treatment of the transportation, storage, and use of explosives poses a serious menace to the
user and more particularly to the novice; furthermore, there are laws of
states and many municipalities that regulate the use of explosives with
which users of explosives should be thoroughly familiar.

Inasmuch as

the literature amply treats with handling, care, and use of
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explosives,

(36) (37) (38) (39)

discussion will be limited to points of

( 36 )Blasters' handbook, 13th ed., E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
Inc., Wilmington, Dalaware (1951).
(37)

Gardner, E. D., op. cit.

3
( S)Harrington, D. and East, J. H., Jr., Safe storage, handling,
and use of commercial explosives in metal mines, nonmetallic mines, and
quarries. U. S. Bureau of Mines, Information Circular 7380 (Sept.l946).
(39)

Fraenkel, K. H, Ed., Manual on rock blasting.
Aktiobolaget Atlas Diesel (1953).

Stockholm,

particular importance in the restoration of tunnels.
Secondary Blasting Methods
Because the blasting on many tunnel restoration projects often will
be devoted entirely to secondary breaking of large chunks of rock, a
summary of the concurrently accepted methods is considered specifically
to be in order.

These methods are (l) blockholing, (2) snakeholing,

(3) mudcapping, and (4) application of shaped charges.

Electric detonators

or safety fuse and blasting caps may be used in any of the above named
methods to initiate the blast.
1.

Blockholing.

A hole is drilled about halfway through the boulder.

The charge of explosive is tamped into the bottom of the hole and
is primed; the remainder of the hole is stemmed with moist sand,
clay, or soil.

Any of the gelatin dynamites or semigelatins are

applicable to blockholing provided they are solidly tamped and
adequately confined with stemming.
2.

Snakeholing. This method is most successful in breaking or in rolling
out boulders that are partially imbedded in tightly packed spoil,
or muck piles.

A hole is punched well under the rock with a bar.
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The explosive charge is tamped into place, primed, and stemmed to
the collar of the hole.

Fragmentation is most pronounced if a dense,

high speed explosive is placed in direct contact with the boulder.
Bulky, slow acting explosives will tend to dislodge imbedded boulders
without shattering them.
3.

Mudcapping.

In this method the charge is placed on top of the block

of rock and advantage is taken of existing cracks or depressions.
Mud, clay, damp sand, or sand bags may be used to hold the charge in
place.

Gravel or stones should not be used to hold the charge in

place as the blast will throw them violently over a wide area.

In

this method, confinement of the charge is negligible and a fast explosive such as 60 per cent straight dynamite or a high velocity
gelatin should be used for maximum effectiveness.

Ordinary gelatins

and semigelatins are not satisfactory for mudcapping because they
detonate at a low rate of speed when they are unconfined.
4.

Shaped charges.

The application of shaped charges on a commercial

basis to secondary blasting is relatively new in mining and construction.

Much preparation and handling of materials is eliminated

by shaped charge blasting.

4
Studies( 0)have shown that boulders less than

( 4 0)Clark, G. B., Studies in the design of shaped explosive charges
and their effect in breaking concrete blocks. Trans. A.I.M.E., Vol.

181 (1949).
1~ to 2 tons in size can be broken more efficiently by mudcapping than

by shaped charge blasting.

In the larger size boulders, the shaped

charge requires only one-third as much explosive as mudcapping to give
approximately the same size reduction.

In shaped charge . form, one pound

of explosive will break approximately 60 cu. ft. of rock of average
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hardness.

(41)

The large amount of concussion produced by the explosion

(41)

Huttl, J. B., The shaped charge for cheaper mine blasting.
Min. ]., Vol. 147, No. 5 (May 1946).

Eng.

of shaped charges would not be favorable to blasting inside the tunnel
bore, particularly where caving ground has been experienced.

In tunnel

rehabilitation, shaped charge blasting should be confined largely to
blasting at the portals and in the approaches to tunnels.
Size of Explosive Charge
Listed below are the sizes (number of sticks) of the charges necessary for fragmenting rocks of various dimensions.

These data apply to

the first three methodS of secondary blasting that are described in the
foregoing.
TABLE 7

No. of Dynamite Cartridges,
in average hard rock

Boulder
Diameter
(feet)

x 8",

Snakeholing

Mudcapping

.A
4

1

2

.i

1

3

]:__

1~

4

Blockholing

2

li

2

4

3/4

4

7

5

l

6

12
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Reduction of Blasting Vibrations
Both air vibrations and ground vibrations pose a serious threat to
the stability of underground openings, particularly if caving has been
once initiated.

Vibrations are inherent to blasting, but the intensity

of the vibrations, which is dependent on the magnitude of the amplitude
and/or frequency, is contingent on the excess explosive energy that is
not utilized in breaking or in moving rock.

The amount of vibrational

energy that may originate from a given blast is dependent, for the most
part, on the size of the charge, the rate of detonation of the explosive,
and the efficiency with which the explosive is used.
In tunnel driving, the amount of explosive used at any one time in
a round may be reduced by shortening the length of advance and by advancing the transverse cross-section in several steps, or, in other
words, reducing the volume of rock that is broken at one time.

Careful

gauging of the amount of explosive and proper selection of the type of
explosive that will give the desired results of fragmentation, yield,
and throw is largely a .matter of trial and error.
Short-interval-delay blasting has been found to increase the
efficiency of explosives, and, at the same time, to decrease the intensity of vibrations when only a few holes are fired in a given inter(42)
val or delay.
(
ware.

42

)Leet, L. D., Blasting vibrations' effects.
Hercules Powder Co. (1951).

Wilmington, Dela-

Stemmdng of blast holes, which is often overlooked in underground
blasting, also increases the efficiency of explosives, especially slowacting

explosives~ 43 hamp

sand and clay provides the best stemming medium,
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43

)snelling, W. D. and Hall, C., The effect of stemming on the
efficiency of explosives. U.S.Bureau of Mines, Tech. paper 17 (1912).
(

although patented tamping plugs are undoubtedly the fastest means of
stemming a borehole.
ROCK SUPPORT AND STABILIZATION
Rock support is ordinarily construed to mean that structure which
is erected in the tunnel bore to secure permanency of the opening.

It

usually is installed shortly after blasting and its function is to keep
the tunnel entry free from falls of rock and clear for operations;
maintaining, insofar as possible, the desired size and shape of the
original excavation.

Supports, depending on the type used and the nature

of the ground, ·m ay be temporary or semi-permanent, or they may form an
integral part of the permanent lining.
The lining is a more or less permanent support structure enclosing
the roof, sides, and, where necessary, the invert of the bore.

It

usually replaces or supplements the temporary tunnel supports.

In some

instances, the lining primarily serves to seal off wall rock from oxidation effects of the atmosphere or to reduce resistance to the flow of
air in ventilating the completed tunnel.
Supports and linings in tunnels are constructed of the more durable,
common structural materials,
the following factors:

1.

t ·he selection of which largely depends on
strength and behavior under loads, 2. an-

ticipated loads, 3. durability, and 4. availability.

In civilian

practice, the first three items listed above, together with economic
considerations, are of premier importance in choosing suitable materials.
Out of necessity, availability may be the most important factor in military operations, especially in a theater of action where the element of
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time is critical.
Standard industrial practice that is currently followed in the
United States is to employ steel supports that are subsequently incorporated as an integral part of a permanent concrete lining.

Chiefly

because of availability and low first cost, timber was used almost exclusively as both support and lining in early American tunnels.
Europe, the practice that was

In

followed until after the year 1900 was

to support a tunnel with timber only until a permanent masonry lining
of brick or stone could be erected.

The present trend in Europe and

elsewhere is toward the increased use of steel supports and concrete
lining.
Timber Supports
Until about 1930, timber was used very widely as the primary
supporting structure in ro-ck tunnels and, despite the many disadvantages
of timber, its use as a medium for tunnel supports will undoubtedly continue to play an important role in tunnel construction.

Timber has a

singular advantage in that it fails progressively rather than suddenly,
and gives audible warning of impending ground movement.

The fact that

the strength of timber cannot be closely evaluated is not overly critical
because the imposed rock loads and ground pressures are of an even more
indeterminate nature.

Timber forecasts remarkably well the weight and

action of loading, and, in the event of failure, can be easily replaced
or strengthened.
Tunnel supports of timber have, on the other hand, several distinct
disadvantages.

Because wood is combustible, they pose an ever-present

threat of fire, especially in dry bores.

Timber is subject also to

attack by many insects and fungi, and it deteriorates rapidly in a humid,
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poorly ventilated atmosphere.

The average life of untreated mine timber

is estimated by the U. S. Forestry Service to be 3 years, and that of
treated timber is ordinarily less than 10 years.

Because railroad and

vehicular tunnels are to be regarded as permanent structures, timber for
the main supporting structure is not entirely satisfactory because it
requires considerable maintenance and frequent replacement.

In many

tunnel rehabilitation ventures, however, timber serves as a splendid
supporting medium.

This is because such enterprises usually must be done

rapidly on a temporary or semi-permanent basis and, as timber is relatively easy to

h~nd1e

and frame or shape, it often can be used satis-

factorily to secure the necessary support.
Kinds and Properties of Timber
The kinds of timber that are best suited for use as tunnel supports
are long-grained types, such as pine, fir, spruce, hemlock, cedar, and
redwood.

Oak, maple, chestnut and other long-grained hardwoods are

strong, but are heavy to handle.

The more desirable characteristics of

mine timber are as follows:
1.

Long-grained woods that give warning before they break.

2.

Light, soft woods that permit easy framing and handling.

3.

Long-life

tirr~rs

resistant to deterioration through decay

and attack by insects.
4.

Straight timber free from defects.

Table 8 gives the strength properties of some of the more commonly
used mine timbers.

As illustrated in the table, pressure is best re-

sisted in line with the textural character of the wood rather than across
the grain.

Wood also is relatively weak in longitudinal shear and

frequently splits parallel to the grain when it bends excessively,

With
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these points in mind, framing and blocking should be done by avoiding,
as far as possible, cross-grain compression and shear along the grain.

TABLE 8
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
ALLOWABLE UNIT STRESSES
POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
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Timber Framing
"The jointing of timber, in tunneling and mining, differs essentially from ·ordinary above-ground carpenterwork, in that the miner has
to guard against compression; the ordinary carpenter rather seeks to
so dovetail his joints as to guard chiefly against separation.

For this

reason, and because all cutting and jointing of timber may be said to
weaken it, the aim of a skillful timberman is to dispose of his timber
as fas as possible in its · natural state, with little or no dovetailing
or jointing such as is essential in the construction of buildings,etc •..

"< 44 )
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(

44

)Drinker, op. cit., p. 509.

The butt joint is the simplest and one of the best methods of jointing timber.
ing of the

It requires, however, a scab of some sort to prevent shiftma~rs.

Figure 39 illustrates 3 methods of jointing timber

in 3 piece drift sets or

sq~are

sets.

Typical joints between posts and

arch timbers are shown in Figure 40.
Square Sets.

The simplest timber set consists of a horizontal cap

supported at each end by vertical posts (see Fig. 4la).

Sets are placed

at right angles to the center line of the tunnel and blocked securely
into place.

Girts, also called stringers, sprags, and braces, are fixed

between sets to prevent twisting and movement longitudinal to the bore.
They usually are placed at the top of the post so as to overlap both post
and cap, but heavy ground pressure may require their use at the foot of
the post, as well.

Foot blocks are used as bearing plates to prevent

settlement and to provide a smooth base for an even distribution of
pressure.

The bottom ends of posts often are set in hitches that are

cut in the floor to keep them from kicking out when the set begins to
take weight.

To offset extraordinarily heavy ground pressures on the

sides of the posts, sills, batter blocks, or an inverted arch set may
be required (see Fig. 4lb, c, and d).
The ends of the cap and posts should be securely wedged into place
to prevent them from shifting under load or kicking out during blasting.
Because timber is strongest in compression and relatively weak in flexure,
blocking points should be chosen so as to put the components of a set
and the joints in compression; avoiding as much as possible the placing
of blocks near the center portion of either posts or cap.

Fi r; • . 39. Simple joints u sed in drift timberins : · a . S irl1ple
correct nethod of jointing p ost and c ap by butt j oint ; b.
corre ct method o.f joininE: c ap n.nd po st on a bewl; c. ·incorrect t!1.3thod of joinin[: c ap and post..
(From T:bnberi ng
Tunnels • Dr:Lfts, and Crossc uts , u. s . Eureau of 1tines ,

Bull . 21 5, p . 11.)

Arch f-Jm6er
~jc8"&-ace
~~..., 2··~4"

a

b

C'eat-

c

Fi g . bO. T;yp ical j oints b et'\·recn p osts and arc h t imber:
a . P os t and rib in d i re c t beari.rlG on s i de [:ra:in of '4all
p late; t·. ral.l pl a t e subje c t to c rushing ; h. a :rt'1.ored rail
p late; p osts and ribs b ear aaainst Hebs of nt eol bc~s ;
c. Hall pl a te elm..inn;~ ed , posts and ribs in direct bearing ; do-.·iOl I1in keens t 1em f r crn slipp inz ; bra ces b t··recn
sets are require to }Jrovide longitudinal ~tabilit
other'\·risc e:iven b-r .-rall _ late .
( F ~an " Practical. Tunnel
Driv:i.n fY" by :U cha:rdson ~ J ·~y o, p . 356.)
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Lagging of planks or poles is placed around the outside of timber
sets to bridge the gap between them.

Its function is to keep fragntents

of rock from dropping into the tunnel and to transmit imposed loads to
the sets.

Sets are placed skin tight to 6 or 8 feet apart, depending on

the magnitude of the loads and the strength of the timber.
The voids between the lagging and the rock-in-place should be filled
to provide a cushion against sudden concentrations of pressure.

If the

opening is small, dry packing consisting of fine muck can be shoveled
and well rammed behind the lagging as it is placed.
the packing should completely fill the void space.

To be effective,.
Wood packing of slabs

and poles is used sometimes because it can be conveniently placed, but
it will eventually decay, leaving voids that are difficult to detect and
refill.

If the overbreak is excessive, a dry wall of large chunks of

rock can be placed and grouted or timber cribbing can be used.

An excellent treatment of materials and construction of underground
support for small openings is given in the following Engineer Field Notes
of the American Expeditionary Forces printed in 1918:

E. F. N. 30

E. F. N. 31

Field Fortification 14
Materials Cave Shelter

Field Fortification 15
Shelter Construction

Arch Sets.

Although the square set is simple to frame and easy to

erect, it is not practicable for the support of openings that are wider
than 8 to 10 feet.

For large size openings or exceptionally heavy loads

in small openings, an arch set of three or more segments ordinarily is
used in lieu of a cap.

Where rock in the sides of the tunnel bore stands

well, the arch section may be carried in hitches or rest on pins or wall
plates (see Fig. 42).
If mild side pressures exist or if the rock tends to crumble, posts

L
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Cop

FOof block.
- 'l-

~

·f:bsf

8~:~-llttr b/oc/{s

Invert sill
-c-

-~ )-

Fif. 4l · . a.

r~istine

Convent ional 3 piece timber set ; b , c, and d .
horizontal thrust and heaving of the f loor .

- d-

Het hods o£'

~
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Ha If section
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hitch in WQJIS

Half section
Arch sets on
worlf plate

Figure 42.
Variations in the use of 3 piece arch sets.
(From "Practical Tunnel Driving" by Richardson & Nayo)
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Framing details for standard wood tunnel set.
(From Bureau of Mines Report of Investigation 4493).
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are used to support the arch and to resist horizontal thrust.

Excessive

side pressures necessitate having mud sills, batter blocks, or inverted
arch sections as shown in Figure 4lb, c, and d.

Framing details of a

typical 3-piece arch set are shown in Figure 43 below.
The 5-piece arch set shown in Figure 44 commonly is used in relati vely large tunnels, especially on railroad 1-rork.

A critical point in

the design of arch sets is failure of the wall plate as a result of crossgrain compression.

When driving full face, the wall plate is omitted.

If the method of tunnel driving requires its use, an armored wall plate
(see Fig. 40b) will minimize crushing where heavy pressures are encountered.

Figure 44. Typical 5-piece sets for single-track railroad
tunnel, dry-packed; heading-and-bench method of driving.
(From "Practical Tunnel Driving" by Richardson & Mayo).

Steel Supports
The superiority of steel supports as compared to timber supports,
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particularly for securing permanent openings, is demonstrated by the
following points:
1.

~~ereas

the allowable stresses for timber range between

very wide limits, the allowable stress for steel is closely
known.
2.

Timber is subject to rapid deterioration and decay through
various agencies; steel oxidizes slowly in damp atmospheres.

3.

Steel

form~s

an integral part of a permanent concrete lining,

thereby reducing the amount of excavation (see Fig. 45) and,
also, the quantity of concrete required.

Figure 45. Change from wood to steel reduces size of bore
and obtains important savings in excavation and concrete.
(Courtesy of Pennsylvania Turnpike Commdssion).

4.

Time and skill required in erection of steel supports often
is less than that required for timber supports.

5.

When steel is used, blocking points can be chosen at random;
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whereas the efficient use of timber demands judicious
selection of blocking points and this often involves considerable preparation.
6.

Steel is less bulky than wood and reduces handling and
storage space.

Industrial Steel Support Systems
Structural steel sets for tunnel and mine supports are custom-made
to any desired size and shape.

The principal tunnel support systems that

commonly are used are shown in Figures 46-51.

(Courtesy of the Commercial

Shearing and Stamping Co.).

CONTINUOUS llll TYPI
Uw•lly m.de in two pieces few ~xi
mum speed of erection, lowest fint c<»t,
~d lowest erection c<»t. Sometimes used
in thrH or four pieces to meet speci•l
conditions.
Used with the
•tt.ck:

followint methods of

Ill •IHII POST TYPI
Uwd with the followint methods of •tt.ck:
Full F.ce

Multiple Drift
Side Drift

Full F.ce

In tunnels whose roof
•rch m.kes an •n1le- with
the side w•ll.

Side Drift

He.dint •nd

Multiple Drift

Top H..dinl

Figure 46

}

In tunnels of such l•rae
size th.t 2-plece continuous ribs cannot be
shipped •nd/cw Mndled.

S.nch} For
support In the drifts.
lwith truss
for
P~~nelsl

••rly support to roof.

Figure 47

The full circle rib (Figure 50) is used in tunnels in squeezing,
swelling, or crushed rock that imposes heavy pressures of the sides and
bottom of supports.

Mild pressures require only the invert strut

(Fig. 51).
Elements of Steel Tunnel Supports.

The type of steel support

system employed in a given section of tunnel depends primarily on the
method of operation, the

behavior of the rock encountered, and the size
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Headinc and Bench}

For quick support to roof .

Top Headin&
In larce tunnels with bad
rock conditions requirinc
quick support.

Rll a!WI WALL PLATI TYPE
Rib usually made in two pieces for maximum
speed of erection , lowest first cost. and lowest
erection cost. Sometimes used in three or more
pieces to meet special conditions.

Full F.ce

For favorable rock where
support is not needed
t icnt to the face .
For tunnels whose roof
makes an ancle with the
side wall.

Used with the followinc melhods of att.ck :
Headinl and Bench
Top Headinc
Full F.ce
This type is especially applicable to circular and
hich sided tunnel sections where only a Iicht
roof support is needed .

Figure 48

Where post and rib
sp.cinc differ.

A

I

Shown with Double
Beam Wall Plate

Shown with Flat
Wall Plate

Figure 49

I

- -+-1

Figure 50

Figure 51
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and shape of the opening (see discussion with Figures 46-49).

Changing

conditions in the character of the rock penetrated in the heading sometimes warrants or demands revision of the method of driving supporting
or recovering a bore.

Capacity of available equipment for handling and

transporting heavy materials in the tunnel also will govern to a large
extent the size of the individual steel members that can be used satisfactorily.
The various elements of steel tunnel supports are amply described
by Proctor and White

(45)

(45)

as follows:

.

Proctor, R. V. and Wh1te, T. L., Rock tunneling with steel
supports, The Commercial Shearing and Stamping Co., Youngstown, Ohio
(1946) pp. 120-122.
"Every one of the steel tunnel supports listed above consists of
two or more different elements, each of which serves a different function.

Some of these elements, including the ribs, posts, wall plates

bracing and lagging, constitute part of the support system.

Others,

including the crown bars and truss panels, are temporary expedients
for supporting the rock while the tunnel support is being erected.

To

these elements must be added the blocks or back packing which transfer
the rock load onto the tunnel support, and also the hardware such as
bolts and nuts and various auxiliary equipment which is used as an aid
during erection of the tunnel support.
"The Rib, Rib and Post or Rib, Post and invert strut form a frame
or 'set' placed at right angles to the center line of the tunnel.

The

frames serve to receive the load and to transmit it to footings or else
to carry it by ring action (as in full circle ribs).
"The Wall Plates serve as sills for the ribs.

They transmit the

load from the ribs through blocks or posts onto the rock.
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"The Lagging bridges the space between the ribs and transmits rock
loads to the ribs.
"The Bracing is required to prevent buckling or

shift~ng

of ribs

or posts, unless this purpose is served by lags which are attached to
the frame (see Fig. 52).

Figure 52. Steel ribs resting on precast concrete foot blocks.
Collar braces, removed before concreting, prevent twisting.
The rods facilitate erection.
"The Crown Bars are ' located in the crown of the tunnel, parallel
to the center line.

A£ter shooting and ventilating they can rapidly

be slipped forward, to support the newly exposed roof, by cantilever
action beyond the ribs.

They may also be used to support the roof

temporarily while the bench is being taken out.
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"The Truss Panels serve a function similar to the latter function
of the crown bars.

They are located at the spring line and constitute

a temporary support for the ribs while taking out the bench, to be re-placed by posts in the final stages of erection."
Emphasis is called to the many advantages of steel lagging.

It

is fireproof, reduces the amount of excavation necessary, and can be
used as a permanent lining.

Various types of steel lagging are manu-

factured that can be clamped or bolted together either the webs or over
the flanges of steel sets (see Figs. 53, 54, and 62).

A special shed-

water type of liner plate (Fig. 62) has been devised to prevent infiltration of water into the tunnel and is used where heavy flows of water
would otherwise wash out fresh concrete lining.

Where only mild pres-

sures are encountered, tunnel liner plates may be used as the sole means
of support (Fig. 54).

They are ideally suited for support in small

headings in soft ground or unconsolidated material.

By making a small

opening just large enough to permit the erection of a liner plate, a
heading can be advanced without leaving any large openings unsupported
and all work can be done under protection of cover.

The standard size

of liner plates is 16 inches wide by 37 ll/16 inches long but they also
are made to order to any size and curvature.
Improvised Steel Supports
Supports for tunnels can be improvised in the field from used
steel rails or scrap steel of various structural shapes.

The cap and

post set is the simplest to construct, but because of flexure in the
cap it cannot be used satisfactorily for long spans or where subjected
to heavy loads.
The segmental arch set, shown in Figure 55 has been used with
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Figure.53. Bar type of steel lagging clipped to lower
flange and spaced as necessary.
(Courtesy of Bethlehem
Steel Co.
~~~~--

Figure 54. Horseshoe-shaped tunnel supported with tunnel
liner plates. Jacks eliminate need of needle beam.
(Courtesy of the Commercial Shearing & Stamping Co.)
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Figure 55. Framing details for 2-piece steel set made
from 52-pound railroad rail.
(From U.S.Bureau of
Mines Report of Investigation 4493).

good results in a number of tunnels where only light support is required.

The steel is not.ched and bent to the desired shape.

After

bending, the notched portion must be welded and strengthened with tie
bars.
In the rehabilitation of the Yak Tunnel at Leadville, Colorado,
2-piece continuous rib sets were constructed from discarded 100-pound
rails.

The rails were heated to a red heat and bent to the required

shape on a rail bending machine similar to the one shown in Figure 56.
A simpler means of bending rails is to place the heated rail on a heavy
concrete or rock foundation and pull the rail, with winch or truck,
around steel pins so placed to give the desired shape.
Heating rails in order to bend them reduces the brittleness of the
steel and relieves residual stresses, making it more reliable for
structural support.

Rail steel that is not annealed may fail suddenly
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Figure 56. Rail bender for tunnel supports.
(Courtesy of
Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Co.).
and without warning.
Roof Bolt Suspension Supports
Suspension-type roof and wall supports are becoming extensively
used in mining and tunneling, and are replacing conventional-type supports in certain types of ground.

Their use is limited to lamdnated

rocks of which due consideration must be given to existing fracture
patterns.

The purpose of roof bolts is to bind together into a com-

petent self-supporting rock-beam several strata or layers of rock.
The strata may have become separated either because of lack of cementing material or through breakdown of the cementing material by
weathering (see Fig. 57).
Suspension-type roof supports consist of a pin or bolt, usually
of steel, having an anchoring device at one end and threaded on the
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Figure 57. Roof bolting in medium-bedded sandstone
eliminates timber supports at Telluride (From
Engineering & Mining Journal, Dec. 1950).
other end.

Figure 58 illustrates several modifications of the slot

and wedge-type of anchor.

An expansion-type hanger has been found to

be more efficient than the slot and wedge, but it is little used be-

cause of its higher cost.
To install roof bolts, the bolt is placed in a previously made
borehole and securely wedged into place.

A large washer or bearing

plate is placed over the threaded end of the bolt that is left protruding 2 or 3 inches, and is held tightly in place by a nut.

To ob-

tain uniformity in loading, the nuts should be tightened with a torque
wrench, and checked periodically to insure that the proper tension is
being applied to the bolts.

The bearing plate need only be large
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Figure 58.

Types of slot and wedge anchors.

Figure 59. Suspension roof supports used on the East
Delaware Aqueduct (Courtesy of Bethlehem Steel Co.).
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enough to prevent disintegration of the rock surface when tension is
applied to the bolt.

Where pronounced fractures, dipping beds, or ex-

tremely thin beds or layers of roof rock exist, roof bolts should be
supplemented with channels or plates that provide intermediate suppo r t.
Figure 59 shows mine roof ties that can be bent during installation to
fit the contours of the roof.
Of course, roof bolts cannot be used satisfactorily as a means to
stabilize the roof of a tunnel which has been driven in rocks that do
not have members (beds) that will carry their own weight plus the static
load of the slabs to be supported.

Masonry and Concrete Supports
Whereas timber was used almost exclusively in linings and supports
of early American tunnels, masonry of brick or stone has been used extensively in European tunnels.

Brick and/or stone is an excellent

lining of long life and high strength, but it requires much labor and
time to erect.

If the excavated rock from the tunnel bore makes a

satisfactory building stone, it can be used advantageously in the construction of the lining.

However, before proceeding on this basis, the

properties of the rock, particularly its strength and durability, should
be carefully determined.

It happens frequently that a rock when first

broken from the solid is quite sound, but upon weathering, it will
crumble under its own weight.
Concrete is becoming universally used in lining tunnels of a permanent nature.

Because of its rigidity, concrete is an ideal structural

material for tunnel supports.

If properly used, concrete lining can

minimize roof settlement, which is largely responsible for roof failure,
and thereby alleviate subsequent ground control.

Concrete construction
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has superseded masonry work largely because it can be done more rapidly
and with less labor.

With present day methods utilizing portable, tel-

escaping forms and mechanical concrete placers, concrete can be poured
as rapidly as it can be mixed and transported.
The following discussion relative to the sequence of placing con(46)

crete in tunnels is given by Richardson and Mayo.
(46)

"There are three

Richardson and Mayo, op. cit., pp. 374-375.

general methods of placing concrete lining in rock tunnels:

l. placing

the invert first, then the side walls and arch; 2. side walls and arch
first, then the invert; and 3. lining the entire perimeter in one operation.
"The usual sequence is to place the invert first, then follow with
the side walls and arch in the ·second operation.

This method provides

a firm base upon which to carry the arch forms and should result in a
better job.
"In recent years, however, a number of tunnels have been lined by
placing the side walls and arch first, then the invert.

Some economy

is possible in this method, as it eliminates tearing up the muck track,
pouring the invert and then replacing the track for the concrete trains
serving the wall and arch lining.

Also, it eliminates the final clear-

ing up of concrete slopped on the invert in the arch placing operation.
When the invert is to be placed last, concrete pedestals should be cast
to line and grade along each .wall footing, about 10ft. c. to c., to
carry the wall and arch forms.

Otherwise, the forms are hard to align

and hold on an uneven or soft muck foundation.

The method of placing

the invert last is better adapted to horseshoe or flat-bottom tunnels
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than to ci r cular sections.

In tunnels where there is considerable

horizontal thrust on the timbering, the walls and arch should not be
placed first, for the invert is needed to act as a transverse strut
system to keep the walls from kicking in when the arch is poured.
"Lining the full section in one operation is possible only with
circular or nearly round tunnels.

The chief problem is the support of

the forms, which must span the full length of the pour without intermediate support.

Usually in such cases the forms are carried on needle

beams or trusses through the center, one end blocked up on the invert of
the previous pour, the other carried on supports from the subgrade beyond the limit of the new pour."
Design of Concrete and/or Masonry Lining
Because the load that will be carried ultimately by the supports
or lining cannot be closely evaluated, the strength of a proposed
structure must be, for the most part, a matter of supposition.

Ex-

perience has indicated that, in general, one inch thickness of concrete
is required for each foot of diameter of bore, with the added modification that the minimum thickness should not be less than 8 inches i f
any load is anticipated on the lining.

If the rock stands well, the

lining may consist of a few inches of gunnite, a mixture of sand, water,
and cement, sprayed on the walls and roof of the bore to prevent spalling and air slaking of the exposed rock.
Where little or no side pressures exist, a dry wall of "one-man
rocks" may be laid-up; by interlacing the rocks with timber, added
strength may be obtained of the wall.

Because masonry or concrete has

little strength in tension, a wall arch is necessary to resist horizontal thrust.

An arched roof section is a requisite in masonry lining.
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In heavy ground, concrete lining should be reinforced with steel rods
at the places where the concrete will be in tension,

(see Fig. 60).

Prestressed concrete arch sections reduce considerably the material required to support a given load but necessitate special skill and techniques in construction.

Figure 60.

General location of reinforcing steel for ' tension.

Subsurface water creates many problernB relative to design and construction of tunnel lining.

Heavy flows of water are stopped where

feasible by grouting, but other provisions must be made to cope with
ordinary seepage.

Openings, called weepers, usually are made near the

base of the wall to drain off water encroaching on the tunnel in order
to prevent build-up of hydrostatic pressure sufficiently great to rupture
the lining.

As a matter of course, drains must be provided to carry
¥

off water, and, if the. water is acidic, vitrified tile drains are recommended.

Copper water stops are sometimes placed in the longitudinal

joints of concrete lining to impede infiltration of water, which, in
time, weakens the lining.

Figure 61 shows details of a well-designed

concrete lining for double track railroad tunnel, which was initially
supported with steel sets.
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Drains
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TYPICAL SECTION

Figure 61. Typical section of concrete-lined, double track
railroad tunnel, with steel supports. Note details of
drains, water stops, refuge niche, back packing, lagging,
and joints. (Courtesy of Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Co.).
Special Types of Support and Ground Control
Portal Stabilization
The portals of tunnels present exceptionally difficult problems of
support and ground stabilization.

The hazards of landslide and creep,

greatly increased by erosion, weathering, and disturbances from blasting
and other agencies, pose a continual menace that tends to dislodge or bury
the portal structure.

During construction, the portal often requires

bracing (see Fig. 62) to counteract the horizontal thrust of landsliqe
and creep.

If the stability of the surface area adjacent to the tunnel

portal becomes such that landslide or sloughing is uncontrollable, the
tunnel structure must be extended 20 feet or more out from the face of
the cut to protect the entrance against burial.

Back filling over the
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Figure 62. Portal bracing and cribbing. Note shed-water
lagging over arch (Courtesy of Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad Co.).

extended structure serves to cushion the shock from subsequent slides of
rock, and, in time, the ground mass will reach a state of static equilibrium as the slide material approaches its angle of repose.

A parapet

of some sort placed over the portal is an essential safeguard against
falling rock and debris.
In some types of rock, a general breaking away of the rock contiguous to the portal often is experienced as a result of dressing down the
portal face preparatory to tunnel driving.

If the affected rock mass

shows no tendency to slide as a unit, this condition may be remedied by
blanketing the more precipitous areas with a layer of gunnite.

The

procedure, as illustrated in Figure 63, is to pin down a wire mesh screen
that is pressed to fit irregularities of the ground surface.

Gunnite

is sprayed over the screen to check further weathering and erosion and
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Figure 63. Ground stabilization at portal by gunniting
(Courtesy of Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission).
and to bind together loose fragments of rock.
Rocks are, as a general rule, weathered and fractured more intensively near the ground surface than at depth.

As a result, overbreak

at tunnel portals is often excessive and requires extensive support in
the form of special timbering, propping, cribbing, and back filling.
Figure 64 is illustrative of good practice in timber supports and cribbing at tunnel portals.
Support of Soft and Unstable Ground
In competent rock, overbreak depends chiefly on the following factors:

1. shattering effect of blasting, 2. distance between working

face and forward extension of roof support, and 3. length of time elapsing between blasting and erecting support in a given section of tunnel.
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Figure 64. Timber portal sets and cribbing, (Courtesy
of Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission).

Planes of weakness and degree of consolidation of rock have pronounced
effects on overbreak.

In unstable rock materials, such as those commonly

encountered during rehabilitation ventures, special temporary supports
and construction expedients must be employed to minimize overbreak and
to prevent collapse of the opening.
Tunnels in rock that will stand unsupported for only a short period
of time require that supports be erected as soon as possible after blasting and that they be installed completely to the face.

Supports ordi-

narily cannot be erected until after most of the broken rock in a round
has been removed as, otherwise, a firm base is not provided upon which
the foot blocks or sills can be placed.

An expedient that will afford

support of roof prior to mucking must be employed if the unstable condition of the roof jeopardizes mucking and timbering* operations.
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* Note

- The word "timbering'' generally is loose1y used in tunneling
and mining terminology to mean the erection (or the structure itself) of
primary supports of any structural material.
If a specific reference
is necessary for clarity, it is modified accordingly, i.e., wood timbering, steel timbering, concrete timbering, etc ..•.

Expedients that commonly are used are crown bars, truss panels, and
needle-beams.
Crown Bars.

Crown bars, previously described under Elements of

Steel Supports, may be of either wood or steel.

They constitute a con-

struction method whose function is to carry the roof load until it can
be transferred to standard sets.

Emergency crown bars are beams cantilevered over the unsupported
section of tunnel between the advancing face and the last set of

tiw~r.

These beams are placed above the cap or rib of the last set that was
erected and blocked under the next to last set.

The forward ends of the

crown bars are projected to the face and support the back until a more
permanent support can be erected.

This method is used in unstable

ground that is penetrated unexpectedly or that is of short extent.
A type of emergency crown bar for light use is shown in Figure 64.
It is a 40 pound rail having a reverse curve near its midsection.

After

a round has been blasted, 2 such rails are placed, as shown, and are
covered with lagging to form a protective canopy for the work operations
which follow.

When the advance set has been installed and back lagged,

the weight carried by the emergency support is transferred to it so that
the safety rails may be removed and used again in a similar manner.
Conventional crown bars can be carried above the arch support as
shown in Figure 65 or suspended below the arch support as illustrated
in Figure 66.

In either case, the procedure followed is the same; after

mucking and timbering, crown bars are made ready to be advanced immediately
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after blasting and ventilating.

In the latter method, special brackets

are required to hold the crown bars in place, but there is no additional
excavation involved as there is when they are mounted above the arch
supports.
Figure 67 illustrates the use of crown bars in driving a double
track railroad -tunnel through abandoned workings of a coal mine.

The

standing pillars and mine roof 1vere strongly fractured and weathered,
and presented, in many respects, conditions similar to those that might
be induced by demolishing a tunnel with explosives.

Where the old mine

roof was above the top of the tunnel, the danger of rock falls was imminent.

To protect men working at the tunnel face, steel sets and liner

plates were carried to within 2 feet of the face.

Ten crown bars of oak

timber, either 10" x 12'' or 12" x 12" in width dimension and from 18 to
24 feet long were used to span the section being shot out.
timber cribbing was

e~ployed

trados of the arch ribs.

Extensive

to fill cavities existing above the ex--

One or more rows of wooden props or stulls

were erected in voids occurring at the sides of the tunnel to protect
the supporting structure from subsequent movements of ground.

Where

side entries intersected the tunnel bore, props and cribbing were used
as barriers in the openings to prevent gob from encroaching on the
tunnel (see Fig. · 68).
Because timber cribbing will ultimately decay, leaving large voids
in its place, back filling with crushed stone, gravel, or concrete in
conjunction with cribbing is advisable.

This is true especially in

ground having a tendency to break away in large masses.

Ground that

ravels slowly, but progressively, will gradually fill open cavities
without bringing undue stress on the tunnel lining.
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Figure 65. Details of construction and installation of
safety rails used as crown bars to provide overhead protection during mucking and timbering (From U.S.Bureau of
Mines, Information Circular 7459).

Figure 66.
Crown bars carried above the arch support (From
Rock Tunneling With Steel Supports by Proctor and White).
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Figure 67. Crown bars suspended under the arch support by
special brackets.
(From Rock Tunneling With Steel
Supports by Proctor and White).

Figure 68. Crown bars supporting the roof where tunnel penetrated abandoned workings of a coal mine (Courtesy of
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Co.).
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Figure 69. Protective barriers and props in void along sides
of tunnel (Courtesy of Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Co.).

al Transverse section with truss pM>els In pl.ca

~~

l..oncitudiNOI
section of tunnel

Figure 70.
Truss panels used to support arch supports prior to
erection of posts. (From Rock Tunneling With Steel Supports
by Proctor and White).
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Truss panels.

Truss panels that are joined to form a composite

girder constitute an accessory for carrying roof loads before posts are
installed and they serve well in the rapid erection of arch ribs when
wall plates are not being used (see Fig . 69).

They are used in combi-

nation with rib and post type of support with or without wall plates,
and either in the heading and bench method or in the full face method
of tunnel driving.

In using truss panels, it is requisite that the roof

stand safely for some time after blasting to permit erection of a panel
section and installation of arch supports.

As the heading advances,

the tail panel is removed and re-erected at the advance end of the truss
girder to span the gap that is unsupported by posts or bench.
Wnen truss panels are used, wall plates are not required, although
light plates of channel or I-beam are sometimes employed to facilitate
alignment of the ribs.

Erected as they are, inside of the ribs, truss

panels do not necessitate additional excavation outside of the pay line,
and they eliminate the need of wall plate drifts.
Needle-Beam System.

In raveling ground where both roof and sides

cannot be depended upon to stand unsupported for more than several minutes, time will not permit erection of conventional tunnel supports and
crown bars are not satisfactory when carried below the spring-line.

Qnder

these conditions, the most practicable scheme is the utilization of the
needle-beam and segmental or plate lining.

As illustrated in Figure 71,

the needle-beam is carried longitudinally with the center line of the
tunnel and acts as a base for props or jacks that support temporary
lining.

Lining may consist either of prefabricated plates of steel or

wood, or ordinary matched lagging that is placed longitudinally along
the periphery of the bore and pushed forward as the heading advances,
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or segmental lining consisting of planks of specified lengths placed
transversely to the axis of the tunnel.

Props or jacks that bear on

the needle-beam hold the lining in place until supports or lining of a
more permanent type can be installed.
This system of support also is used in squeezing or swelling ground
and in ground that has insufficient bearing strength to carry the imposed
loads even when foot blocks or mud sills are used.

In these cases, the

load must be carried by ring action, either by full circle ribs or by
full segmental arch sets.

Each segment is, in turn, propped in radial

fashion to the needle-beam until a full set can be installed and tightly
lagged.

The strutting then is removed and the needle-beam is advanced.

Arch segments or ribs usually are carried a few inches high to allow for
settlement.
Forepoling or Spiling.

Tunnels occasionally penetrate and sometimes

are driven for their full extent through cohesionless rock materials,

Figure 71.
Needle-beam system of timbering with prefabricated wood liners (From Practical Tunnel Driving by
Richardson and Mayo).
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such as loose debris developed by sloughs from the roof and/or walls,
unconsolidated sediments, thoroughly crushed or decomposed rock, and
squeezing or ·swelling ground.

Fore poling or spiling is a method of

support that is commonly used under the above conditions and many tunnel
rehabilitation projects are conducted satisfactorily and successfully
only by using· such a procedure.

It is a slow and tedious process in

which there are no short cuts, but, if it is carried out properly it
can be employed safely in the most treacherous ground.
The following detailed description by Richardson and Mayo

(47)

fully

explains a method of forepoling that was successfully used in a tunnel

(

47

)Richardson and Mayo, op. cit., pp. 200-204.

driven through fine wet sand.
"After the shaft was sunk to grade, a bent was set up, Figure 72a,
a few inches from the sheeting and securely braced; it was of the dimensions shown in Figure 72B.

Holes were then drilled through the

sheeting so that sections of it could be chiseled out later.

There

were two lines of these holes just above the capt about 3 in. apart,
and another line about 18 in. below the cap.
"The forepoles, or spiles, were 2 x 6-in. planks,
sharpened to a .chisel point.

st

ft.

long,

A piece of the sheeting just above the

cap was chopped out, and the spiles were entered one at a time and
driven into the ground for about half their length.
with an upward inclination of 2 in. per ft.

These were driven

A few side spiles were

then started, flared outward with a pitch of about li in. per ft.
"The pitch of the spiles is very important; it is better to have
too much than too little.

If there is not enough pitch, the next cap
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Figure 72. Steps and details of a forepoling method of tunneling. (From Practical Tunnel Driving by Richardson & Mayo).
cannot be set up to grade.

Also, and most important, there must be

enough pitch to permit the next set of spiles to be entered and driven
without fouling them behind the leg or capd the previous set.

The

matter of pitch will' not seem important on the first set of spiles, but
it will be apparent when starting the second.

Pitch should be checked

with a hand level.
"After all the roof and part of the side spiles are driven about
half their length, a timber is laid across

~he

back ends, Figure 72D,

and the spiles are then wedged down from this timber.
cantilever the front end of the spile.

This serves to

The sheeting is next broken

out at the lower line of holes, 18 in. below the cap, and the ground is
allowed to run into the tunnel until it assumes its natural angle.

A
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false set is then set about 2 ft. from the sheeting.

This set, called

the 'horse head,' is supported on a centerpost resting on a small footing block.
'~1ore

The spiles are then driven to their full penetration.
earth is then carefully raked into the shaft, and, as the

ends of the spiles are uncovered, a board about 18 in. long is set
vertically under the point,Figure 72F.

This board principally acts

as a breast board, but it also serves as a support for the spiles cantilevered from the sub-cap.
"The next cap is then set in its correct position for line and
grade, 4 ft. c. to c. from the last one.

The new cap is held in

position temporarily by a single post set on the bench, as shown in
Figure 72G.

Note that this cap has a 'bridge' of 2x6-in. lumber

attached to the top of the cap, but separated from it by 4-in. blocks.
This is shown in Figure 72D.
'~eanwhile,

the remainder of the side spiling is driven.

Note

that certain of the side spiles are tapered and driven big end first.
This gives an upward inclination to the side spiles, keeping the top
edge of the topmost side spile parallel to the inclination of the roof
spiles.

In really bad ground, several of these tapered side spiles are

used, and the lower side spiles are tipped to a downward inclination
so they will come below the foot block of the next set, thus permitting
this block to be more readily set.
"A pair of booms, or bars, is used to support the forward cap while
the remaining ground is taken out.

These are heavy timbers, generally

of hardwood, about 6x8 in. and 10 ft.

long for a tunnel of this size.

These are set, as shown in Figure 72H, on each side of the tunnel with
a post under the middle.

The back end of the boom is wedged down from

the set behind to support the foreward cap by cantilever action of the
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''When the booms are set, the breasting can be .removed one board at
~

time and the muck raked into the tunnel.

The breast boards are immed-

iately reset, one at a time, at the front end and secured in some manner,
Jenerally by spiking a cleat to the side spiles.

As soon as the tunnel

is excavated down to grade, the legs and foot blocks are set, and the
load is then transferred from the boom to the legs by wedging between leg
and foot block.
"The roof spiles have already bee n wedged from the top of the bridge
on the forward ·cap.
of this set.

The side spiles are next wedged out from the legs

Before the legs are set, it is generally necessary to brace

the side spiles outward temporarily; this can best be done by setting a
soldier on each side held by a transverse brace.
"This completes the cycle.

The next set of roof spiles is entered

through the slot under the bridge.

The 4-in. blocks are knocked out

after the bridge is wedged up from an adjoining spile.

The side spiles

are entered one at a time by knock ing out the wedges between the old
spile and the leg.
"It requires skill to drive the spiling skintight.

~Lenever

cracks

are discovered between adjacent spiles, they are immediately stuffed with
hay or excelsior or

packed with wood.

for this hay is tough and wiry.)

(Marsh grass is best for calking,

There will always be a gap at the top,

increasing as the end is approached, between the roof and the side spiles;
it is covered by tacking on l-in. boards, called lacing, and packi.ng
with hay.
"Scabs and collar braces between the sets are essential to safety.
A scab from the cap to the side of the leg will tie the two together.
There also should be a collar brace from cap to cap and from leg to leg.
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As it is often necessary to take the bulkhead pressure against the front
of the leg, it must be well braced back to the previous leg.

Sometimes

it is necessary to blast a boulder in the heading, and without collar
bracing there is danger of blowing out a set and collapsing the tunnel."
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Figure 73. Timber details showing progressive steps of advance byusing a small top heading in excessively wet
ground that tends to flow.
(From U.S.Bureau of Mines,
Report of Investigations 4493).
Figure 73 illustrates a method of forepoling used at the Leadville
drainage tunnel at Leadville, Colorado, to penetrate flowing ground.
This method differs from the one previously described in that carrying
bars are used to support the roof in the gap that is left by the removal of the bench.

When the heading is enlarged to full size, a stand-

ard set, consisting of posts, cap, and sill, is erected.

To give
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additional support in exceptionally heavy ground, lagging was nailed
to the inside of the timber sets and the intervening space between sets
was filled with concrete.

A method of driving spiles in caved ground, as described by
A. P. Thompson,

(48)

is as follows (see Fig. 74):

(48)

Thompson, A. P., Driving spiles in caved groundt The Explosive
Engineer, Vol. 8, No. 9 (Sept. 1930).

"At one of the large porphyry copper mines in the Southwest,
drifts through caved ground required very heavy timbering and were advanced by driving 8-ft. spiling overhead.

At times pressure of the

caved ground required a solid wall of 12 in. by 12 in. posts along each
side of the drift.
"Instead of proceeding with spile driving as the average miner
would, that is, working and driving the first spile ahead as far as
possible and then working another unevenly, alongside the first, ad
libitum, a definite system of driving spiles was evolved.
"With the face cleared for advance, the spiles necessary to cover
the overhead of the advancing set were placed along the side of the
set next ffihind.
"A 4 in. by 6 in. by 7 ft. bridge was placed across the drift
above the collar braces, about 14 to 16 in. back from the forward cap,
and blocked against overhead spiling to bring the lower side of the
bridge on a level with the top line of the caps.
"Caved ground was then worked down overhead at the face for the
advance, as long as the roof would nold.

When the limit of safety had

been reached in removing the loose rock, and caving into the drift
seemed imminent, the spiles were quickly set into position on the
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Figure 74. A forepoling method for caved ground.
(From The Explosives Engineer, Sept. 1930).
forward cap and below the bridge previously fixed above the collar
braces, thus covering the entire advancing drift roof.
1

'The spiles could then be driven uniformly; they assumed a flat

angle which lessened the tendency for the caps to turn and the sets to
lean forward under the great weight; the spiles wereeasily placed snugly
together, eliminating friction of rock caught between their edges; and
jacks could be set against the rear cap, if necessary, to force spiles
ahead.

Removal of the guiding bridge, after spiles were driven, allowed

the spiling to settle and lessened tendency of the tops of posts to
creep forward. 1 '
The various devices or agencies that are employed to drive spiles
into place are itemized in the following list.
1.

Sledge hammer.

2.

Air hammer .
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3.

Pneumatic piston.

4.

Stoper drill with a large pipe cap placed over the bit to prevent splitting of the spiles.

5.

Battering ram consisting of a heavy timber

befu~

or rail

suspended from a cap.
6.

Power shovel or mechanical mucker pushing with bucket
against end of spiles.

7.

Traction machinery, such as lTdne locomotive, tractor, or
truck, pushing against an inclined prop placed against
end of spiles.

8.

Jacks, mechanical or pneumatic.

9.

A system of levers (see Fig. 78).

10.

"Glory-Be", a device that is motivated by a power hoist or
traction machinery.

Figure 75.
Glory-Be, device for driving forepoles with power
hoist (From U.S.Bureau of Mines,Inforrnation Circular 7459).
The Glory-Be was developed in the Lake Superior District for driving
spiles with the use of a scraper hoist.

The same results, however, may

be obtained by using a winch truck or traction machinery to exert force
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on a cable that is secured as shown in Figure 75.
As described by Cash and Peterson,

(49)

"It is made of a 20-inch

length of 6-inch pipe with one end slotted to receive a 6-inch pulley.
(49)

Cash, F. E. and Peterson, M. S., Safe equipment, guards, and
practices, Lake Superior District Iron Ore Mines. U. S. Bureau of
Mines, Information Circular 7454 . (0ct~ 1948).

A 2-by 3/4-inch piece of steel is placed through the slots just above
the pulley, providing a seat for the spiling poles.

Best results are

obtained by operating the hoist (or other traction machinery) with short
jerky strokes."
In the forepoling method, it is most important not to permit runs ,
of ground to develop.

When once started, a run may quickly get out of

control and cause the loss of the heading.

Even small runs will create

cavities near the tunnel, which, in time, will cause heavy concentration
of pressure to act on the lining.

In ground that tends to run, every

precaution should be taken to minimize vibration, and the removal of
material ahead of the breast boards should proceed cautiously.
Breastboards uses in forepoling of running or flowing ground are
removed one at a time to permit excavation, beginning at the top of the
face and progressing downward.

If a run begins, the opening should be

quickly stuffed with straw or some similar packing material and the
breast board should be replaced.

If runs continue to develop on the re-

moval of a full breast board, a portion of one should be cut out and a
smaller excavation attempted.

When the excavation has reached the de-

sired limit of advance, the breast board which has been removed then is
installed against the newly exposed face, and the process repeated until
all breast boards have been similarly advanced.

Supports are installed
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a. False set

b. Swinging false set

Figure 76. Use of false set in forepoling method (From
Practical Tunnel Driving by Richardson and Mayo).
after the breast boards have been advanced far enough and a new set of
spiling is driven ahead; whereupon, the cycle is repeated.
On removal of breast boards, work must proceed as rapidly as
possible and with no delays.

Each man should be given a particular

assignment which he must learn to do with dispatch.

Greatest efficiency

can be attained by working a small number of men at top speed and by
relieving them at frequent intervals.
The forward end of spiling ordinarily requires some fonn of
porary support before the advance set is installed.

t~m-

The boom hanger

method was previously described and illustrated in Figure 73.

Figure

76 shows two variations in the use of false sets to support spiling.

The

swinging false set (see Fig, 76b) consists of timbers, heavy pipes, or
rails joined together so as to incline forward as a unit when the spiles
are advanced.

It is placed with the top inclined forward and the posts

are made to rest on the sill of the last set.

It is held in this position

by a turnbuckle that is fastened to the preceeding set.

As the forepoles
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are driven forward and the ground ahead is removed, the false set is
swung forward by loosening the turnbuckles.

This causes a downward

rotation of the spiling that is undesirable but which cannot be avoided
when the swinging false set is used.
Forepoles or spiles may be made from planks, wooden poles, rails,
channels, structural steel beams, pipe, and drill rods. Ineach case,
the forward end is pointed or beveled to facilitate penetration.

When

spiles are placed in driving position, the point of the bevel is placed
on the top side to give the spiles an upward trend, thus opposing the
downward pull of gravity on the overlying rock materials.

It is impor-

tant that ample head room be maintained for the erection of cap and
bridge piece.

If cracks develop between adjacent spiles as they are

being driven, it may be necessary to drive two or more rows of spiles;
one on top of the other, with overlying spiles offset to cover the cracks
below.

This is especially true if the ground is heavy and requires

additional support; otherwise, the openings between spiles can be packed
with straw, wedges or other materials to prevent influx of ground.
Steel poling plates 1-vh.i ch interlock have been designed for use with
steel tunnel supports.

The following description of poling plates and
.

.

their use has been taken from Commerc1al Tunnel L1ners.

(50)

.

"Pol1ng plates

(SOCommercial tunnel liners, advertising literature of The Commercial
Shearing and Stamping Co., Youngstown, Ohio (1933) pp. 15-16.

are additional equipment and may be used with any of the methods of liner
plate installation previously described.

A set of poling plates consti-

tutes a sectional shield which is advanced in front of the lining.

Poling

plates differ from a real shield, in that the latter is self-supporting
and lining is erected inside the tail, whereas the poling plates are
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supported at the nose by unexcavated earth and at the tail by previously
erected steel lining, thus bridging a space in which a course of liner
plates is erected.

"As ground requiring the use of the poling plates will not stay in
position any length of time after being exposed, it is necessary to keep
the face breasted up.

The breast boards are made in small pieces and

are kept several inches away from the steel liner plates to allow access
to the driving shoes and the nose of the poling

plates.

Space between

breast boaTds and liner plates is temporarily filled with blocks which
may be removed as required without disturbing main breasting of the face.

Figure 77. Use of poling plates showing center plate advanced
(From Commercial Tunnel Liners, The Commercial Shearing
and Stamping Co.).
"Note Figure 77 of a set of poling plates and liner plates specially
erected in the open to illustrate the poling plate operation.
poling plates are about 8 or 12 inches wide.

Individual

These are laid longitudin-

ally of the tunnel outside the skin of liner plates.

The edges are
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Figure 78. Poling plate jack (From Commercial Tunnel Liners,
The Commercial Shearing and Stamping Co.).
interlocked so it is impossible for the poling plates to get out of
proper relationship with each other.
"On the inside of the poling plates, runners are provided to allow
them to slide easily over the steel lining.

At the forward end of each

poling plate is a nose so constructed as to receive forward end of
poling plate jack (see Fig. 78) to propel it forward, separate from its
fellows, or to be driven forward by a pneumatic jackhammer.
"In advancing one plate, the miner scrapes earth from under the nose
of the poling plate (see Fig. 79) while two men on the jackhandle or
j _ackhammer drive it forward.
nose.

A block is then wedged under the driving

The same procedure is used with plates to the right or left of

the one already advanced.

When enough poling plates are advanced in

this manner, the face at the advanced position is breasted and a liner
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Figure 79. Advancing poling plates with ,pneumatic jack while
miner removes ground at nose of plate (Courtesy of The
Commercial Shearing and Stamping Co.).
plate installed and bolted to the previous ring in the protected area
under the advanced poling plates.

As liner plates are installed, they

are jacked up or are supported by crown bars, if necessary.
'~oling

plates are specially adaptable where boulders are encountered.

Poling plates are advanced as far as possible until they meet the boulder
and those on either side of the boulder advanced to a full stroke.

The

boulder is dropped down and poling plates previously stopped by the
boulder are immediately shoved forward.

Should there be a void above

the poling plates where the boulder is dropped, hay or other

packi~g

is

packed in to fill up the void.
"In many cases only a few poling plates are required at the crown.
In other kinds of ground poling plates are required clear down to the
spring line.

In extreme cases, poling plates may be required for some
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distance below the spring line to prevent sand running in from the sides
or up ::rom the bottom."
Recapitulation of Unstable Ground Supports.

A few fundamental

principles should be borne in mind when the problems of stabilization
of soft ground are approached.
Those of chief importance, as suggested
(51)
by Mr. T. L. White,
are as follows:
5
( l)White, T. L., Consulting Engineer, The Commercial Shearing and
Stamping Co., Youngstown, Ohio (May 16, 1952).

l.

"A small opening may be more safely made than a large opening
and requires much lighter support.

Therefore, it is Lmportant

that only a small amount of ground be exposed at any one time
and support for these areas be installed as quickly as possible.
2.

"The ground next to the opening, particularly in the roof, is
usually under greater stress than the ground further beyond so
that prompt placing of support usually results in a lower
ultimate load.

3.

"The most practical tunnel size is one large enough to conveniently work in and small enough to perform its function. Tunnels
should preferably be driven on a rising slope so ground water
may drain out.

4.

"A firm foundation is important.

5.

"As many points of contact between the ground and the lining as
can be. conveniently and economically established usually results
in lower stress in a curved lining.

In straight segments such

as in timber sets the principal blocking points should be at
the joints.
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6.

"In mining through disturbed ground, vibrations or shock should
be kept at a minimum.

7.

"Support securely as mining advances and constantly watch the
driven section for rock movement or excessive stress in
supports."

Injection Methods of Ground Stabilization.
The injection method of ground stabilization, which commonly is
referred to as grouting, is defined by R. W. Heins
2

(S )Heins,

bearing strata.

(52)

as "the process of

R. W., Grouting and freezing unconsolidated and waterThesis, Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy (1950).

injecting, under pressure, into soil and rock through boreholes or other
openings, any solution or suspension containing materials that harden,
stiffen, or swell in void spaces to produce a solid or semi-solid impenneable mass."

As outlined by F. C. Sturges,

(53)

"grouting is done to

3

(S )sturges, F. C., Introduction-Grouting in mines.

Symposium on

Grouting, Trans .. A.I.M.E., Vol. 181 (1949) p. 301.

accomplish several purposes:
l.

"To stop the passage of fluids and gases, 2. To cement materials

together to make them stronger, and 3. To prevent consolidation of rnaterials by filling void space with something solid as a replacement for
the air and water that could be forced out under load."
In the fields of mining and tunneling, grouting is used chiefly to
stop or inhibit the discharge of water into underground excavations, to
increase the standability of fractured rocks or unconsolidated materials,
and to fill voids that exist outside of the lining of the underground
passageways.
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It must be comprehended that the process of grouting is a particularly technical operation, and, to be successfully applied, requires
advice and supervision by specialists extensively trained in such a
technique and in related fields of procedure.

The engineer must be so

skilled as to be able to make detailed studies of the geologic structures
and physical properties of the rocks of the area in question, and further
he must ascertain,

insof~r

as possible, other basic conditions or elements

that are relative to the operation, . Elements of primary concern are the
chemical characteristics of the rocks and their

probabl~

reactions to a

grouting process, the temperature, the amount and pressure of ground
water, the permeability and porosity of the strata, and the existence of
other anomalies, such as open creva,sses.

With these data at hand, · to-

gether with the knowledge of the purpose for which the grout is to be
used and the availability of grouting materials., an expert on grouting
then is in a position to determine whether or not such a process is
feasible.

If grouting is deemed applicable, the engineer must advocate

a method and select the materials best suited to the conditions that
exist.

Next, to realize a reasonable degree of efficienqy, it is neces-

sary to have worhnen who have had some experience in techniques of grouting and in the operation of grouting equipment.

Despite its many· com-

·plexities, the placing of grout occasionally is the only .practicable
solution for the control of ground water into underground passageways
and for the stabilization of loose materials.
The most commonly used grouting materials are cements which, · when
applied in conjunction with various admixtures, have a wide range of
application.

They not only seal off v1ater by filling voids, but serve

also to strengthen and consolidate surrounding materials.
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The loose debris resulting from tunnel demolition and, therefore,
the rock material often to be treated during a rehabilitation program
sometimes can be stabilized, if necessary, by grouting. That is, the
reopening of a tunnel that has been caved extensively may require that
the disrupted mass first should be at least semi-stabilized for economy
and safety during the operation of "catching up" and/or penetrating the
sloughed rock zone, as a whole.

In many cases where grouting first has

been employed in loose rock material, penetration that otherwise would
have required forepoling, can be obtained effectively with the ordinary
work

~ycle

used in tunneling through consolidated rock.

Various kinds of plastics and chemicals also are used as grouting
materials, but only to a limited extent and under special conditions
that preclude the ready use of cement.

Very cold water under high

pressure will wash away cement grout before it can set, whereas asphaltic
materials and other plastics set quickly on coming in contact with cold
water and thus better resist such erosion.

.Also, some plastics and

chemicals have· greater ability to penetrate rocks having low permeability
than do cement grouts.
Other miscellaneous materials sometimes used in grouting and
"puddling" are common clay, bentonite, sawdust, hay, straw, oats, beans,
and :manure.

They are especially .applicable to retard the free flow of

water through large cavitfes and to provide a bulkhead against which
cement grout may be injected.
Two problems that ge.nerally are paramount in planning a grouting
program are:
and, 2.

1.

The determination of the consistency of the grout,

The pressure at which it is to be injected.

Because there is

no standard procedure that can be followed blindly if satisfactory results are to be attained, judgment and experience are the best guides.
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Leaks of grout from crevasses and extremely permeable rock zones
must be ·anticipated and acted upon quickly to prevent loss of effectiveness; all of which makes it mandatory to employ adequate equipment, a
trained crew, and experienced supervision.

Leaks that do develop some-

times may be stopped by caulking or "puddling" the rock medium with
wooden wedges, straw or hay, oakum, lead wool, or flash-set cement.
Cement grouts can be mixed by hand or with ordinary cement mixers,
or better with hydraulic jet mixers and mechanical agitators.

Wnere a

low pressure will produce the desired penetration, grouting can be done
by gravity; it is ordinarily done, however, by pressure obtained by
pumps or pneumatic injectors.

A

double-acti~g

slush pump is the pressure

device that is most conrrnonly used for neat cements.

Pumps are not as.

satisfactory for cement and sand mixtures as pneumatic injectors.
As already poip.ted out, for grouting to be successful·, the grout
materials must be confined in some manner in the locality for which it
(grout) is intended.

Grouting pipes inserted or driven into bore holes

must be caulked or sealed in the holes to prevent the grout from escaping
back into the tunnel from around the outside of the pipes·.

All obvious

fractures in the vicinity of th~ _ grouting operation, and sometimes at
considerable distance away, must be caulked· or sealed.

It is

so~etimes

necessary to set up · a timber or concrete bulkhead against the working
face or accumulation of loose muck, as the case may be, and to line
adjoining portions of tunnel to resist the back
during grouting.

p~essure

that develops

The most taxing problem is to confine the grout within

the rock mass itself.

This is commonly done by a multi-stage P!ocedure,

in which grout first is injected at a low pressure subsequent to injection in stages of increasing pressure.

At low pressure stage, the larger
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openings are partially filled, thereby increasing the resistance to
flow at later stages of higher pressure

As a result, migration of

grout · is limited, more or less, to within the desired region.
Three methods that are used in the injection of grout are as
follows:
1.

Retreating method

2.

Advancing method

3.

Entire hole method

1.

In the retreating method, holes are bored or pipes are driven

to full depth into the rock medium to be treated and the grouting is
started along the bottom line of holes.
ed to refusal with the aid of packers.

.Each portion of a hole is groutA packer is an expanding type

of plug that is inserted into a hole to localize the applied pressure.
Packers also are used when only a given section of hole is to be grouted.
2.

The procedure in the advancing method is to place a number of

short holes in the rock material and, flared outward around the periphery
of the opening that is being driven.

Holes are grouted to refusal or

until copious amounts of grout begin to appear at the face or periphery
of the heading.

After the grout has set, holes _ are re-drilled to beyond

the previous depth, and more grout is injected.

This method is especial-

ly applicable in tunneling through loose materials as .grout holes can be
made with drifters or drive pipes and injection can be realized with low
pressure equipment that does not require bulkheading of the face.

3.

The entire hole method is used in grouting the rock around

large openings.

In this practice, the hole is drilled to full length

and the group pipe is caulked into place.
hole until refusal.

Grout is run into the entire

Because of loss of pressure due to friction in the
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hole, this method generally is not as effective in making pervasive penetra~ion

into the rock mass as are the other methods.

Ground Stabilization by Predraining
Soils and loose rock materials that flow or run when they are saturated with water often will stand unsupported for short periods of time
when their water content is substantially lowered.

A practice that

sometimes is followed to take advantage of such semi-stability of the
rock debris when it is partially dry is to temporarily lower the water
table or to predrain the mass of rock before tunneling begins or as
driving progresses.

Thi~

may be done by establishing well or discharge

points within or along the route of the tunnel, either from the surface
or from within the tunnel.

Location of discharge points are chosen. so

that the unlined p6rtion of the tunnel· heading lies within the cones . of
depression of the. pumped wells.

The drainage that . is accomplished is

done either by pumping or by gravity flow, whichever process is applicable.
"Special" Methods of Ground Stabilization
In tunneling in subaqueous materials and quicksand,

so~called

special

methods of stabilizing ground and of controlling water often must be
invoked.

Grouting ordinarily is not feasible in such cases, either be-

cause the magnitude of the undertaking makes it prohibitive or because
the ground materials are -relatively impermeable and not
injection methods.

~~enable ·

to the

Predraining also is impracticable in subaqueous

materials unless the overlying and/or entrained water can be diverted
or drained.
The Freezing Method.

The freezing of ground prior to attaining at

least partial stabilization has been used successfully in some engineering projects, but not to any great extent in tunneling.

Imprincipal
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use is in sinking shafts or in temporarily arresting landslide or other
subsidence movements.

The high · cost and great length of time required

to freeze ground confines application of the freezing process to short
exposures of exceptionally treacherous ground that cannot be handled
either by grouting or by the plenum process.
Freezing of ground or rock materials is accomplished by the drilling of closely spaced holes, 2 to 5 feet apart, into the rock mass to
be stabilized.

Pairs of concentric pipes are placed in each hole and

·cold brine is pumped into the inner pipe.

Upon reaching the end of the

hole, the brine passes out through the space between the outer casing
and the inner pipe.
.cool the brine.

Ordinary refrigerating apparatus can be used to

,Refrigeration capacity depends on the dimensions · of

the required ice ·wall and the length ·of time allotted for freezing. ·
The

purpos~

of freezing is to create an ice wall cylinder that

envelops and stabilizes the otherwise loose ground to be excavated or
supported by permanent lining.

The ice wall must be thick enough to

withstand the ground and/or water pressure to which it is subjected by
gravity.
~ charges,

Any blasting to remove the frozen mass must · be done with light
if at all, and, as a result, the alternative use of pneumatic

spades and hammers is preferable to avoid cracking the ice wall which
has been established.
·The Plenum Process.

The plenum process is a method of stabilizing

saturated soils and unconsolidated rocks by the use of compressed air.
In this procedure, a system of airtight bulkheads and airlocks are employed to confine air, under pressures higher than normal atmospheric
··pressure, in the advance portion of the tunnel.

The supporting power

of the compressed air tends to hold the ground in place until lining
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can be erected and to prevent water from entering the bore.
An air pressure of 0.43

pounds/tn~

theoretically is

re~ired

to

balance a head of l foot of water.- In actual practice, more or less
air pressure may be needed to keep a tunnel dry; depending on the resistance of the flow of . entrained water between soil particles and the
amount of air escaping from the tunnel.

The lowest pressure -that will

effectively keep water· out of the tunnel is preferable because, at
higher pressures, this method becomes increasingly compli_c ated and
hazardous·.
Because hydrostati-c pressure is directly proportional to the . head
and b.ecause the ·pressure of confined ai·r is the same throughout, there
exists an unbalanced pressure on the face of _the tunnel except at that
-

height in the tunnel where the opposing pressures are equal. · That is,
the air pressure required to oppose the hydrostatic pressure at the
lower portion of the tunnel face is in excess of that needed at the
upper-most part.

In large tunnels, this pressure difference is consid-

erable and constitutes a serious problem, especially in very permeable
formations wherein either - air will escape from the top of the heading or
water will flow in at the bottom.
Earth materials such as clay, or mixtures of clay and · sand or silt,
that have a low Permeability are well suited to control by compressed
.
.
air. Coarse sands and gravel are comparatively poorer kinds of ground
because they offer little _resistance to the escape of air.
When air escapes with considerable intensity, a "blow" may develop.

.

In such an action an open channel is formed between the tunnel and the
ground surface and this results in a sudden loss of air pressure and a
subsequent inrush of water and loose material from the disturbed ground
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around the newly made channel.

Unless quick action is taken when a blow

first develops, the heading may be "lost" with an attending loss in lives
and/or destruction of machinery.

A hissing noise coming from the face

?r periphery of the heading is indicative of rapid loss of air, and,
when ground begins to "work" or "boil," a blow is impending.

A slurry

of clay or flash-set cement plastered over zones of leakage generally
forms an effective seal to inhibit a blow-out.

Once a channel develops,

everything at hand that is loose, including straw, timber, and even hand
tools, often need be thrown into the developing cavity to plug the opening and thus avert a catastrophe.
kept available for such exigencies.

Bales of hay or straw ordinarily are
Emergency air locks or hatches in

the bulkheads are required by law in some states and they usually are
placed at the top of the bulkhead ·to provide a possible avenue of escape
of personnel in the event the heading suddenly is flooded.
In subaqueous tunneling or rehabilitation, if a heading is lost
as the result of atlow, remedial measures first must be undertaken from
the surface to plug all open channels existing between the tunnel and
surface of the ground.

Loads of clay must be dumped over the affected

areas to blanket and seal the weakened zones before the heading again
can be drained.

When an effective seal is made, water then can be

drained by gravity or pumped from the heading through pipes that are
·placed in the bulkhead for just such emergencies.

The introduction of

compressed air is made simultaneous to draining so as to support the unlined portion of the heading as the water is removed.

A£ter draining

of the water, the heading can be reopened, repaired and cleared of debris.
The recovery of a subaqueous tunnel that has been flooded by a
retreating enemy will be similar, in most respects, to the recovery of a
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lost heading.

One of the greatest difficulties, however, may be in

locating the points of rupture. · If these points cannot be ascertained
from surface indications, a possible .solution would be to bulkhead both
ends of the

tunne~

sealed tunnel.

and force air under very high pressure into the

By placing large amounts of a strong dye in the water in

the tunnel, it might then be possible to detect the points at which water
is forced out of the tunnel by the compressed air.

Air escaping from

isolated pockets. in the roof would also be useful in determining the
'position of the channels created by the demolition.
1-fuen the portals are at a higher elevation than the level of water,
as is usually the case, water pumped into the tunnel at the portals would
create an unbalanced hydrostatic pressure between the tunnel and oyerlying water • . The ensuing spring action of dyed water might then be instrumental in locating the sections of tunnel where flooding occurred.
Once these points or zones are established, they are puddled or
blanketed with an impervious layer of clay or other medium to seal off
water from above so that the tunnel can be drained.

If the damage in

the tunnel is extensive, i t may be necessary to isolate· the affected
sections with bulkheads and to work under compressed air until the lining
is repaired.
When men work in compressed air, long exposure and/or rapid decompression causes what is known as caisson disease or compressed-air illness, which is similar to the "bends" experienced by deep sea divers.
This condition is characterized by the presence of free nitrogen in the
tissues and fluids of the body and it is evidenced by localized pain, by
prostratfon, and sometimes by death.

Treatment of compressed-air sick-

ness consists of recompression followed by very slow decompression.
who are selected to work in compressed air should be in good physical

Men
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condition, have good lungs, kidneys, and heart, and should not possess
more than a moderate amount of adipose tissue.

By following rigorously

a permissible work period and safe rates of decompression, malefic effects
of compressed air can be avoided.
Shield-Driving.

The tunnel shield is especially adapted to driving

tunnels in subaqueous· or · saturated ground that is semifluid in nature.
The shield sometimes is used in conjunction with the plenum process, particularly in ground of high permeability in which the us_e of compressed
air alone would not suffice to accomplish safe, thorough

stabili~ation.

The ideal shape of shield and shield-driven tunnel is a circular
cross-section.

The reasons for this are as follows: _1.

shape best resists hydrostatic pressure; 2.

The circular

This shape provides the

greatest cross-sectional area with a minimum of perimeter; hence, the
least amount of drag for a given size; 3. Rotation of the shield, which
is difficult to avoid, does not affect alignment of the
5.

pri~ary

lining;

This shape of shield is the easiest to guide.
The shield basically consists of an outer shell of curved plates

of steel or cast iron that is supported and strengthened by a system of
ribs and girders. · So that the shield can be advanced more easily, the
forward edge of the shell is beveled and faced with a hard-surfacing
material to resist abrasion..

The top half of the cutting shoe is ex-

tended forward to form a protective hood for work being prosecuted in
advance of the shield bulkhead.

The tail is a rearward extension of the

shell within which the primary . lining is erected as the shield is advanced.
The propelling force is provided by
structure of ring girders.

pneumati~

jacks built into the inner

Face jacks are an expedient that is used to

hold breast boards in place and to support a platform for working in the
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region directly under the hood.

One or more ports in the bulkhead provide

a passageway for men, materials, and muck between the anterior (work zone)
portion of the shield and the free space open to the surface.
In soft ground, tunnel work with a shield entails essentially the
same procedure as in spiling or

fo~epoling.

Where necessary, breast

boards are used to hold the ground at the face, and they are advanced,
as caution dictates, under the protective · cover of the hood.
Where the ground is very fluid and easily penetrated, the shield
is sometimes advanced with the ports partially open.

This can be done

in a manner so that all or part of the displaced material is taken rearward into the tunnel as the shield i.s shoved ahead.

I.f movement of the

overlying strata 'is not a critical factor, the shove may be made blind.
In this maneuver, the ports are left closed
the tunnel as driving progresses.

~nd

no muck is admitted into

To do this, the propelling force of

the jacks and the resistive strength of the primary lining must be sufficiently great to overcome the resistance offered to th~ advance of
the shield.
When passing from one type of ground to another and when large
boulders or pinnacles of rock are encountered, miners are confronted with
the difficult task of driving the heading in mixed materials.

Great care

to avoid starting a run must be exercised in doing any necessary
under these conditions.

~lasting

To carry the shield and to keep the shield on

grade and to reduce frictional resistance, rails generally are set in
concrete on the floor of the heading.

LOADING AND HAULING
Loading(mucking) and hauling, although they are two distinct operations . of tunnel work, are difficult to divorce because of their close
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sequential relationship and interdependency.

The method

~f

mucking is

reflected extensively in the choice and design of the haulage system .
.In fact, a particularly critical factor, if maximum speed and e.f ficiency
is to be realized, is that of correlating the capacity of the haulage
system to the rate of mucking.
Prior to the development and introduction of mechanical loaders
for use · underg-'rou~d, mucking often was the weak link or "bottleneck" to ,
speed in tunnel driving operations.

Hand loading of muck, , which is slow,

tedious, and laborious,generally will consume the larger part of the
cycle, whereas mechanical loading materially

red~ces

wor~

both the time of

loading and the number of men ·r equired in the operation.
As a result of the decreased exposure time required of persqnnel
and the more rapid advance made possible by mechanical mucking, theaccident experience

f~om

falls o£ rock in the vicinity of the heading

has been appreciably reduced in current tunnel practice.

This pre.s upposes,

of course, that timbering is done as soon as possible after the mucking
cycle.

At the same

tim~~

however, mechanical mucking introduces other

hazards that should be recognized.

Mechanical loaders are heavy and

cumbersome and their operation in the close confines of a tunnel heading
is dangerous simply from the increased· possibility of accidental contact
of workmen and moving machinery.

Noise and fog arising from tHe oper-

ation of compressed-air loaders also creates a highly undesirable environment in which to work.

Proper ventilation will, of course, remedy,

at least in part, the problem of . reduced visibility, and, to allay noise
confu~ion,

a patented earplug is marketed which cuts out intense noises

without impairing the hearing of speech or signals of normal intensity.
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Hand Mucking
In civilian tunneling practice, mechanical mucking has almost en-·tirely replaced hand shoveling. · Military tunneling presents, on the
other hand, a somewhat

diffe~ent

picture, especially in theaters of oper-

ations where procurement of special equipment may be largely fortuitous.
In view of this, considerable attention should be given to the various
a~pects

of hand mucking, but, at the same time, the use of mechanical

loaders should not be overlooked as their successful application will
speed up operations many-fold.
54
. .
· From an exhaus t 1. ve s t udy made b y G. Townsend Har 1 ey, ( ) Eff~clency

Engineer of the Phelps-Dodge Corporation, and other efficiency s.t udies

(S 4 )Harley, G. Townsend, A study of shoveling as applied to mining,
Trans. A.I.M.E., Vol. 61 (1919) pp. 147-187.
relative to hand-shoveling, the following conclusions have been drawn:
Size and Shape of Shovel:

The design of shovel that is best adapted

to mining work is shown in Figure 80.

Where the working space

is not restricted and the throw is great, the longhandled
shovel is superior to the short-handled shovel.

The round-point

shovel gives best results when the bottom is rough, whereas the
square-point shovel is better when the floor is smooth or where
a "slick sheet" is used.
should weigh about

st

For greatest efficiency, a shovel

pounds and hold a load of approximately

21 pounds.
Selection of Shovelers:

Short men can assume a more com£ortable position

and can consequently work more efficiently than tall men. . This
is because most of the work of shoveling is done in a crouched
position.

Men of stocky build and good physical condition are
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-Figu.I-e 80.

Design of shovel best adapted to mining work.
(From Trans. A.I~M.E., Vol. 61).

preferable as considerable heft and endurance is required in
shoveling.
Correct Method of Shoveling:

A novice at shoveling usually assumes an

awkward,. strained position and undergoes much wasted motion.
Shoveling is an art, and proper guidance of beginners by a
person adept in the art will greatly increase efficiency.
Length of Throw:

When the length of throw exceeds 8 feet with a short-

handled shovel and 12 feet with a long-handled shovel, shoveling
efficiency drops very rapidly.

Shoveling into cars over 4 feet

high also results in a marked decrease of output.
Working Room:

Experience has shown that each shoveler in a heading re-

qui red a minimum of 2~ to 3 feet of working ::pace.

Large men

and the use of long-handled shovels require somewhat more space.
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Length of Work Period:
day" is about

In civilian practice, the "economic shoveling

st

hours.

In military operations where the

customary length of work day generally is of lesser consequence,
the relieving of shovel crews at frequent intervals, say every
3 to 4 hours, will result in greater output for each

man~hour

of work.
Rest Periods:

If shoveling is interrupted frequently by picking, tramm-

ing, or other delays, prescribed rest periods are not necessary.
When shoveling is done at maximum speed and/or for extended
periods of time, short rest periods of 5 to 10 minutes every
30 to 40 minutes are recommended.

If the supply of laborers

is adequate, an ideal arrangement is to employ simultaneously
two shoveling crews at each working place.

The most efficient

output then is realized by having one crew work for a 15 minute
period while the other one alternately rests, and vice versa.
Under the most ideal conditions, one man can load 2 cubic yards of
muck in an hour, but considering all lost time, the output figure gener, ally more closely approximates 1 cubic yard.

Other than by increasing

the efficiency of shoveling, the only possible means of increasing the
output when hand shoveling is employed is to utilize more fully the
area at the face.

This can be done by constructing staging or a "shovel-

ing j tunbo" that would permit the simul tan eo us removal of rubble from the
face of sloughed material at dif"rerent elevations.

The forward end of

the staging at the various levels of the jumbo has to project ahead so
as to conform to the angle of repose of the caved material.

By carrying

this projected platform on pneumatic booms, a positive pressure can be
exerted at all times to hold the forward edge against the pile of debris.

17~

By constructing a jumbo of this type of tubular steel, which is strong
and rigid, yet light in weight, and by mounting it on rollers or. skids,
it can be pushed ahead as the caved material is removed.
When advancing in this manner, it is very important, both from the
standpoint of safety and production, that the rate of advance at all
levels be the same.

If this precaution is not taken, there is a tendency

for the bottom level, where shoveling Is easier, to advance more rapidly
than the upper levels.

As the slope of the face is increased, the sta-

bility of the pile will be decreased and uncontrolled runs or slides
may ensue.

Some difficul.t y in mucking from the ..staging may be experienced

because it is more difficult to shovel into :'a -=·.pile than from a floor,
and because the fragments near the top will, in all probability, be large
and awkward to _shovel. · This difficulty may be overcome by hand picking
the large fragments, and then by withdrawing the staging a few feet back
from the face of pile, scraping the ." fines" or smaller particles down
the face to the bottom level where they can be mucked from a slick sheet .
.Close inspection of the roof is required until permanent tunnel supports
are erected and back ·packed.
Loading

El

Trapping

In the bottom drift method of tunnel driving and rehabilitation,
wherein a small heading -is driven at the subgrade of the ultimate tunnel,
a large part of the rock that is to be removed from the bore can be loaded
by trapping (see Fig. 81).

Broken rock that is blasted from the upper

por.t ion of the tunnel is caught and held on planks placed over the supports
of the bottom heading.

Lagging is placed over the.drift sets so as to

form a slot about 2 feet wide directly over the haulage track.

This slot

is covered with short planks which can be -removed to draw muck into cars.
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Figure 81. Loading by trapping in bottom drift method
(From Practical Tunnel Driving by Richardson &Mayo).
The method ·of trapping in a bottom

he~ding

is not widely used in

ordinary tunnel driving, but it ·offers several advantages in the rehabilitation of caved tunnels.
1.

The bottom heading provides good drainage forwater that may

be entrained in the caved material as well as any water trapped behind
or between obstacles.
2.

The bottom heading gives access to otherwise inaccessible points

when there are two or more caves within -a given bore.

This means that

restoration can proceed from both sides of each block within the tunnel,
with the bottom drift serving as a haulageway.
3.

Ventilation is vastly improved and. simplified when the bottom

drift is holed through all of the obstacles that may occur in a bore.
4.
ation.

Trapping muck greatly simplifies and speeds up the loading operThis is especially true when loading must be done by hand.

In applying the· trapping system to the removal of caved material,
it is requisite that the doming action above the tunnel break be limited
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and well defined.

When sufficient muck has been drawn off to permit

workmen to enter between the top of the caved material and the dome, the
· newly exposed roof should be thoroughly tested and trimmed of all loose
rock.

Standard tunnel sets then can be safely erected as the cave is

withdrawn, and cribbing or dry packing placed in the cavity above the
top of the tunnel sets.
In driving the bottom heading through an obstacle, it may not be
possible to provide drawpoints for gathering of the muck.

However, rock

debris often may be easily loaded from both faces of a block by

~ystem-

atically removing lagging, spiling, or liner plates, as the case may be,
so that the muck will run or can be scraped into cars.
Mechanical Loading
Because hand loading is the greatest barrier to increasing the rate
of advance in driving or reopening tunnels; the adoption of mechanical
methods of loading should be given every ·consideration.

Special types

of mucking machines have been designed for the express purpose of loading
in drifts and tunnels.

Also, many kinds of mechanical loading devices

that commonly are used in doing ndning and surface excavation may be used
to good advantage in tunnel work.

With some modification, small revolving

power shovels of the type commonly used for light surface excavation can
be used for loading in large tunnels. -For example, Figure 82 shows a
steam shovel

t~t

was converted to operate on compressed air.

This

shovel was cut and stripped down to operate in a 15 foot bore.
The following is a ·modified list of mechanical loading devices given
by Van Barneveld

(55)

as being applicable to underground work.

( 55 )Van Barneveld, C.E., Mechanical underground loading in metal
mines, Missouri School of Mines & Metallurgy, Rolla,Missouri (1924)
pp. 9-10.
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Figure 82. Steam shovel (air-operated) cut and stripped
down to operate in a 15 foot bOre (From Rock Tunnel
Methods, Hercules Powder Co.).

Figure 83. Overshot tractor shovel used in cleaning-up
large bore (Courtesy of The Denver and Rio Grande
Western Railroad Co.).
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Overshot Loaders (Fig. 83)
Machines developed for loading into mine cars; the digging element
crowds, lifts, and discharges directly into a car through a vertical
plane as a hand shoveler would throw a shovelful over the shoulder; ·
cycle controlled by operator;

machin~

runs on flanged wheels or rails

or on caterpillar treads.
Examples:

Eimco Rockershovel.
Joy Shovel Loader.
Gardner-Denver Loader.
Mancha Mucker.
Sullivan Lohite.

Figure 84. Bucket digger and conveyor loader Type of
mucking machine used in large highway tunnel (Courtesy
of the Pennsylvania Turnpike Comrndssion).
Conveyor-TYPe Shovel Loaders (Fig. 84)
Machines which dig on the forward-motion and deliver the load on the
backward motion to a conveyor belt that discharges into a car; automotive

~

:

r...,-......

.
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machines that are mounted on track or continuous treads.
Examples:

Eimco Model 40.
Goodman Conway Shovel (shown in Fig. 84).
Myers-Whaley Automat.
Dixon Conveyor (conveyor system used in conjunction
with a mechanical loader; makes pOssible the loading
of an entire train without switching or changing cars).

Continuous-Type Loaders
Machines that load by means of gathering ar.ms; muck carried on
shaker pans or conveyor belt which feeds into a · ·c ar; usually mounted on·
caterpillar tractor; finds widest application in loading loose, nonabr~sive

materials where a shuttle car system of hauling is

Examples:

empl~yed.

Joy H.R. Loader. ·
Duckbill Goodman Loader.

Revolving Shovels (Figures 82, 85, and 86)
Machines which crowd and load from a stationary position; · a boom
swings in a circular path to load into a car or conveyor; mounted on
flat wheels, railroad wheels, or continuous tread.
Examples:

Bay City Shovel.
Bucyrus-Erie Shovel.
Hoar

Shovel~

Koehring Shovel.
Lima Shovel.
Link Belt Shovel.
Marion Shovel.
Nordberg-Butler Shovel.
Osgood Shovel.
Thew Shovel (see Fig. 86).
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Figure 85. - A 2 cubic yard Lima electric shovel loading into
10 cubic yard Euclid truck in a large double track railroad tunnel (Courtesy of The Biltmore & Ohio Railroad Co.).
Scraper Loaders (Fir. 87)
Scrapers, usually of the bottomless type, move by main and tail
ropes wound on a double drum hoist operated by compressed air or electrici ty; loads by scraping ·broken rock along the floor and lp a slide to
a platform where the rock drops into cars.
Examples:

Holman Scrapeloder.
Sullivan Slusher.

The following analysis of the application of mechanical loaders to
loading in various size tunnels has been taken largely from a study made
. .

.

by Mosier and Steinmesch.
{56)

(56)

In large tunnels, 16 x 16 feet in cross-

.

Mosler, McHenry and Steinmesch, J.H., Mechanical shoveling in
underground metal mines. U.S.Bureau of Mines, Bull.423 (1940) passim.
sectfon or larger, the crawler-mounted revolving shovels have the
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Figure 8 6. Thew shovel, commonly called "S-:f:. Joe Shovel,"
used in underground loading (From Mechanical Underground
Loading in Metal Mines by C. E. ·Van Barneveld).
advantage in amount of tonnage loaded.

Conway loaders and large over-

shot loaders, operating on double tracks, also are used extensively in
.large tunnels, and crawler-mounted overshot loaders are especially
applicable because of their flexibility..

Loading in · small

h~adings,

10 x 10 feet in cross-section or smaller, is done almost exclusively by
overshot loaders operating on rails.

For loading in tunnels of inter-

mediate size, 10 x 10 feet to 16 x 16 feet in

crnss-~ection,

the scraper

or slusher system competes with the mechanical shovel both as to .e fficiency and tonnage loader.

The continuous-type loaders have seen very little use in tunneling
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Two types of portable slide hoists (From
U.S.Bureau of Mines, Bull. 419).

principally because the rocks encountered in tunnel driving often are
very hard and abrasive.

Although this type of loader has been developed

so that it now can handle fairly abrasive material, it has not been widely
accepted in the tunneling industry.

Nevertheless, the continuous loader

has a large potential output, but, in order to develop its maximum efficiency, a highly integrated haulage system is required.

A special shuttle

car has been designed to fit this need,. but it would be applicable only
in tunnels having sufficient width to permit two cars to pass.
The selection of the best type or model of loading

mach~ne

for a par-

ticular job depends on several factors, such as headroom, width of opening,
maximum · size of material to be handled, strength or type of floor, grade
of tunnel, and power source available.

These factors have been summarized

in Table 9 and are offered as a guide for making a selection of loading
equipnent.
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Hauling Units and Prime Movers
When shoveling is done by hand, haulage is not a critical problem
as aLmost any type of conveyance generally will suffice to move the muck
as rapidly as it is supplied.

Muck can be hauled in small headings by

wheelbarrows, hand cars, and sleds, carts, or mine cars pulled by beasts
of burden, small locomotives, or cable hoists.

In larger tunnels, haulage

is done primarily by electric locomotives pulling trains by cars.
The successful use of a locomotive in conjunction with a mechanical
loader requires good switching arrangements or suitable car changers and
cars having a capacity of at least 2 tons.

Mine cars are made in many

designs, the most critical aspects of which are the method of coupling
and the manner of dumping.

Haulage ranks second in the number of accidents

in tunneling and by far the greatest number of injuries incurred inmulage
are received while workers are coupling cars.

An automatic coupler, there-

fore, is recommended both from the standpoint of production and of safety.
The Granby car or side-dump cars of the rocker type are a favorite type
for use with locomotive haulage where rapid dumping is desired.
designed to be dumped while in motion.

They are

A roller on the under side of the

car body rides up on a ramp constructed along one side of the track at
the dumping point.

The car body thus is lifted to discharge laterally.

Electric or compressed-air locomotives are safer for underground
use than are locomotives powered by internal combustion engines.
and Diesel locomotives are, nevertheless, . becoming more widely

Gasoline

a~ployed

in underground haulage, especially in tunnels where the outlay for electric
power facilities for driving locomotives is not justified.

Hazards

attending the use of internal combustion engines in tunnels are fire,
poisonous gases, and reduced visibility.

Scrubbers, which are devices
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TABlE 9
Loading Machine Factors. (A digest of Table 1 from Mitchell, D.W., Factors influencing
the. choice of a loading machine. Trans. A.I)i.E., May, 1951).
. .. .
.
.Height
of
Loader

Loading
Machine

. (In.)

. Ma.rlmum

Particle
.. Size
(In.)

.

Duckbill E. Goodman
Myers-Whaley Automat Low
Goodman 360
Myers-Whaley Automat No. 3
Goodm~ 460
Sullivan Lohite
Eimco l2B_Rockershovel
Joy HL 3. Shovel Loader
Gardner-~nver 9-.
Joy lS HR-2
Eimco 21 RS
Joy HL 20 ·SL
Gardner 9H and L
Goodman Conway 125
Gardner-Denver 114 and 14 H
Eimco 40 .RS
Goodman 6onway 50B
Goodman 9onway 100
•

0'

•

•

•••

J

.

25

4~
4l
. 44~
46

54
72
75

76

84
85
.85
79-SS

1M

qperating
Width
(Ft.)

Max •
Operating
vlidth
(Ft.)

36x24dS

41/6 .

50

8

24

7!

24
24

30

B

36x24xl.S

7!
5
5

26!

10
6

any

42

.30
24

36

3 5/6
5~

4 1/6
5!

36
20
20

. Min.

. Max • .

Bear-

Operating
Grades

. ing

Strength
of
Bottom

(Degrees)
..

. .

20x20x60
. 30

8~91

91-97
94
106-116

.

. Min • .

5·2/3
6!
8

6

6! ..

any
8+

7
7 3/4

10
9

7 .3/4-Si
14 .
7 .3/4
12

14 1/3

20

hard

40-lb track

40-lb
40-lb
40-lb
· 30-lb
·20-lb
20-1b
20-lb

track
track
track
track
track
track
track

3200

25-lb
30-lb
40-lb
40-lb
30-lb
30-lb
40-lb
6o-lb

psf

track
track
track
track
track
track
track
track

+a.tzy"-5

.±4
;t5
!.4
!.,5

any
+5_)0

+ 12
+5-10
+ 10
"+5-30
+12

!4
:!4

+5-10
+5-8

!4

!4
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TABLE 9 (Continued)
Loading Machine Factors. (A digest of Table 1 from Mitchell, D.W., Factors
influencing the choice .of a loading. machine. Trans. A.I .M .E., M~, 1951) •
Oper- .
ating

Dis-

Loading
Machine

tance
to Head

-Rated ..
Capacity
_ {Tons
per. Min.)

.Max .Rated . .
Capacity
for
·7 hr.

Best .

.Power

Reported
Field
Shift

Used

~ource

Average . .Carry ..
Hp
or
Demand
Throw
of ore

(Ft.)
•

•

;

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

'

•

•

••

•

•

.

. .. .

.

. . . .....

varies
Duckbill E. Goodman
121
Myers-Whaley Automat low
Goodman 360
Myers-\fual.ey Automat N.o . 3
Goodman 460
Sullivan Lohite
varies
2
Eimco l2B . Rockershovel
Joy HL 3. Shovel Loader
2
2
Gardner-Denver 9.
~ay 18 HR-2
Eimco 21 RS
2
2
Joy HL ·20 . ~L
2
Gardner-Denver 9H and L
Goodman Conway 125
4
Gardner-Denver 114 and 14 H
2
E_imco 40 .RS
4
Goodman Con~ 50B
4
Goodman Conwq 100
4

~

. . . .. . .

. .

.

.

;

. . . ..

.

1

400
700
1600
700
16oo

3

4(?)
3.

...

varies
20 cfm

varies
8400 cfm

1

6
35 cfm

2520
14700 cf ·

420

'1

6.3 cfm

840
25200 cf

2

60 cfm
s1 crm
135 cfm

2365
.

. . . . . .

400
766
1030
766
1030

.

'

. .. . . .

dc,ac

10

dc~ac,air

25

dc,ac
dc,ac,air
dc,ac ..
dc,ac,air
dc,ac,air

250 tons
100 tons
420 .

.

air

.

.

.

.

~

. .

c

c
c

c

25

c

c

15
12

T

8

T
T

air
15
dc,ac
25-30
350 tons dc,ac,air 20
150 tons
air
15
air
15
dc,ac
25
air
15
400 tons . dc,ac,air 40
dc,ac
50
dc,ac
'

. ... .

. . . . ..

c

T

T
T

c

T

c

c

T
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for removing carbon monoxide from the exhaust
but they are by no means · perfect.
move fumes and vapor, but the

gas~

have been developed

Ample ventilation will effectively re-

~hreat

of fire is in nowise removed.

Conventional-type trucks are· sometimes employed in tunnel haulage,
but they are unwieldy
tunnel.

becaus~

of insufficient room for turning in the

They must, as a result, either back in · or . out of the bore or

they must be· turned on a turn table or slick sheet placed near the loading
point.

A slick sheet as used .in this manner is a heavy steel plate that

is lubricated by grease or mud and on which the front wheels of a truck
·are placed so that it may be

~ivoted

on its rear wheels.

An electric

or compressed-air winch supplies the horizontally applied motivating
power for turning the truck.
·Two types_of earth-moving rigs that were especially designed for
operation in close quarters are, for example, the Koehring Dumptor and
the Tournarocker.

In both·units, the operator has nearly 100 per

~ent

visibility, and the flared body openings present. an easy target, both of
which reduce spotting and loading time to.a minimum.

These machines are

mounted on large diameter pneumatic tires that contribute to manipulation
and negotiation of the roughest terrain by the equipment.
The Dumptor has the added advantage of traveling with equal facility
and speed in either direction (forward or · backward).

Some of its more

important specifications that are pertinent to tunnel haulage are:

(1) 6 cUbic yard body capacity, (2) Diesel or gas-powered, capable of 18
miles an hour top speed, · (3} clearance radius in turning of 21-?t feet,
and (4) loading height .of 88 3/4 inches.
In

com~rison

with the Dumptor, the Tournarocker is made in several

sizes up to 17 cubic yard capacity.

It cannot be driven in reverse with
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the same facility as it can be driven ahead, but its turning radius is
13 3/4 feet for the largest model, which, in a double track railroad
tunnel, will permit a 180 degree turn without a shuttle maneuver.

The

loading height of the 17 cubic yard model is 97 inches, and the top
speed is about 35 miles an hour.

A salient feature of Le Tourneau

(Tournarocker) equipment is the interchangeability of prime movers of
the various types of equipment, most of which can be applied to tunneling operations.
breakdowns.

This feature tends to minimize lost time delays due to

Le Tourneau equipment, furthermore, is standard

~y

equip-

ment so that its adaption to tunnel rehabilitation would not entail adding equipment that is not already listed in Army Catalogs.
Track Layouts. and Switches
Efficient track haulage in tunnels requires strict adherence to the
same principles of design, installation, and maintenance that apply to
standard railroad practice.

A method of switching cars must, in addition,

be adopted that will per:mit rapid changing of loaded and empty cars at
the loading point s6 as to minimize delays in loading.
Five typical installations of switching layouts are illustrated in
Figure 88.

The switching points may ·be movable or fixed, depending on

· the availability of equipment and .the desirability of having permanent
passing points.

The most efficient ·u se of revolving shovels requires

that double tracks be kept up behind the shovel as shown in Figure
88 A and B.
A method is shown in C of Figure 88 whereby loaded cars are diverted
to a siding by means of a "flying switch."

That is, as the locomotive

backs out of the heading with a loaded car, the switch is thrown at the
proper time so as to carry the loaded car onto the siding.

The hook-cable
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Figure 88. Typic~l switching · lay-outs (From Mechanical
Underground Loading in Metal Mines by C.B.Van Barneveld).
connection automatically disengages as the loaded car starts into the
switch • . On returning to the heading, the trammer or his helper picks up
the hook-cable and, after spotting the end car, uncouples it and attaches
the cable • .
A spur track pOinting toward the advance is illustrated by Figure
88.

This lay-out will accommodate one more than twice as

the spur track will hold.

m~ny

cars as

When the spur track is filled, the locomotive

drops the remaining cars as near to the switch

a~

possible, pulls the

loaded cars onto the. main track to be coupled to the waiting cars, and
then drops onto the spur the last car after it is loaded.

When the spur

is filled · a second time and the last remaining car is loaded, the cars
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are reassembled and pulled to the dump.

A short sidetrack or "run-around" that is just large enough to
accommodate one car is shown in Figure 88E.

By using this arrangement,

the. loaded car is uncoupled .and left standing on the run-around.

When

the next car is loaded, the previously loaded car is pushed off . the sidetrack to leave room for the last loaded car.

All of the cars are shunted

in a similar manner until the train is complete.
Use of the double track ·portable switch is illustrated in Figure 89. ·
In the example shown, an average .distance of 300 feet was maintained

f .

.. .. . .

.. . ... -

I

I

II

Figure 89.

Car-servicing in portable passing track lay-Out
(Courtesy of The Eimco Corp.).

between the front switch and the back switch, so as to provide ample
room for the 16 car trains which came in empty on one track and went out
loaded on the other.
Both switches were mounted on steel plate ·and could be pulled forward by the locomotive as the heading advanced.

In advancing the passing

track, the rear section of track was removed and placed in position behind the forward switch that, in the meantime, had be.e n pulled ahead far
enough to permit adding a section of mainline track.

The rear switch

then was pulled ahead until joined with the end of the passing track.
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Figure 90. California type of portable .switch (From
Practical Tunnel Driving by Rich~rdson and Mayo).
The California type of switch (see Figure 90) is constructed so
that the .entire
manent

ass.~mbly

(~in-line)

of switches and siding rides on top of the · per-

track a,nd, thus, the switch unit can be skidded .along,

as a whole·, to its new position.

This is done by jacking up each frog

on rollers that run on the lower track.
Another special type of switch is the ·Canton Mine Car switch.

It

consists of a short section .of track overlapping the main track and proj ecting out at 9_0 degrees to it.

acro.s s the track section.

A "transfer section" rides on wheels

When a car is placed on the transfer section,

it can be pushed aside by two men so that a train bringing a loaded· car
from the heading can pass on the main track.

The empty car then ·is moved

back onto the main track where it is available for loading.

Because the standard lengths of rails are 30 and 33 feet, a temporary
track to accommodate equipment near the working face must be employed
until ~he heading is advanced 30 . feet or more from the end ·of the last
permanently placed rail.

As an expedient to meet this

r~quirement,

rails

often are extended or telescoped by turning a rail sideways and sliding it
ahead ·as the heading advances until there is enough room to tip it
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upright and put it in place.

The flanges of the wheels of the mine cars

and mechanical loaders run on the web of the slide rail.
Car Changers
Clearance in tunnels of sillall cross-section many times does not
permit the use of passing track: and spur track.

Instead, a device known

as a car changer is employed so that more than one car can be loaded and
moved in a single train trip.
The "cherry picker" is. a type of car changer that lifts a car up or
to the side of the main track so that other cars may pass.

The diagram

in Figure 91 shows the single-track method of car servicing with the
vertical-lift type of cherry picker.

The cherry picker lifts cars by

means of a boom or hoist arrangement, and it is mounted on skids so that
it can be moved forward as the heading advances.

The cherry picker must

be located far enough back from the face to permit shifting an empty car
from the rear of the train to the front of the train.
The procedure is as follows:

As the train comes into the heading

to pick up a loaded car, it stops to leave the last car, which is empty,
under the cherry picker.

While the train proceeds to the heading to pick

up the loaded car, the cherry picker shifts the empty car so that the
train can pass when it returns from the heading.

After the train passes,

and is clear of the cherry picker, the empty car is set on the track and
is ready to be pushed to the heading for loading.

In sequence, another

empty is uncoupled from the rear of the train and is left under the cherry
picker.

This operation continues until all of the empty cars have been

transferred from the rear of the train to the front for loading.
The Grasshopper car changer shown in Figure 92· was used extensively
· on the Colorado River Aqueduct tunnels·.

It consists of a gantry carrying
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Figure 91. Single track method of car-servicing with
Vertical-lift cherry picker. ('Courtesy of The Eimco Corp.)

~:

Drawbridge

''~Mucker

Figure 92.

Elecfri'c
ho1sf
-Emply cars

·.Drawbridge

\.~:.,....1 {fii
'Loaded cars

''Locomol/ve

Grasshopper car changer (From Practical Tunnel
Driving by Richardson and Mayo).·

an elevated track sufficiently long to accommodate a train of cars.

At

each end of the gantry is a ramp or drawbridge that can be raised or
lowered at will.

At the s.tart of the mucking operation, a train of

empties is pulled onto the gantry by a power hoist mounted at one end
of the grasshopper.

As a car is loaded at the face, it is pulled back

from the heading by the locomotive.

An empty is run down the forward

ramp and is allowed to coast or is pushed into place behind the mucker.
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The gantry is mounted on a portable frame that rides on flanged
wheels running on a wide-gage track.

This permits the grasshopper to be

moved easily to and from the heading by the locomotive.
A special conveyor, known as the Dixon conveyor, is sometimes used
in the haulage operation to eliminate the need for car changers or loading
switches.

It consists of a belt conveyor, 36 inches wide and about 70

feet long, or long enough to permit an entire train of cars to run under
it.

A mechanical mucker loads into a hopper which feeds the belt, and

each car, in turn, is spotted for loading under the discharge end of the
belt.

The only delay in this system is in waiting for the next empty train

to arrive from the dump or nearest passing track.

Both the Dixon conveyor

and the grasshopper can be used as drill carriages by providing drill
mountings at their forward end.
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CASE HISTORIES

The following examples of tunneling and tunnel rehabilitation prac-tices have been taken from actual field experience.

These examples

have been chosen (1) to illustrate conditions that oftentimes prevail in
the reopening of caved tunnels., (2) to cite methods of rehabilitation
that have successfully been employed, and (3) to give · emphasis to the
necessity of anticipating and preparing for hazards associated with
damaged tunnels.
..

THE MERETTO DEVIATION

(57)

The original Meretto tunnel, a double track railroad tunnel 3,041
ft. in length, was on the Florence-Bologna line through the Apennine
(57)

Range.
War

II.

•

1

.

.

Lambert, op. c1t., ·pp. 105-113.

The tunnel was extensively demolished by the Germans in World
Restoration of this line of communication was vital to the

allied offensive in Italy, and was begun within range of enemy guns.
The extensive destruction to the tunnel, coupled with the already
crumbly nature of the ground and heavy rains, made repairs extremely
difficult, and led to the abandonment of the original tunnel.

A devi-

ation was made by enlarging the narrow gauge - service railroad that
paralleled the original tunnel.

This involved the construction of 415

ft. of tunnel through a hill that consisted of fragmented bloCky limestone
permeated with clay seams.

This type of ground made

~unneling

a dangerous

and exacting undertaking.
Reconstruction
The approach cuttings were done with bulldozers, excavators,
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· dumptors and some hand tramming.

As the approaches were completed, the

sides of the cuttings required the

immedi~te

construction of retaining

walls to hold back the fractured limestone.
Penetration of the tunnel was obtained largely by hand tools and
pneumatic picks because of the fragmented -character of . the host rock.
Large rocks or boulders.were broken by blasting to a size that could be
loaded by hand.

Excavation was · made from the top downward by the top

BENCH~

Figure 93.

Meretto

longitudinal section
of heading and bench.

Deviation--showi~g

heading and bench method (see Figs. 93 and 94).
excavation progressed, and

on~y

Spiles. were placed as

sufficient -ground was removed at any one

time to allow for erection o_f the next timber set.

Breast boards were

employed if the ground showed a tendency to run.
Construction of the concrete lining consisted of three main operations:

1. pouring the beam, 2. placement of pre-cast .arch, and 3. pour-

· ing the side walls.
The reinforced concrete beam, 16 in. wide, 3 ft. 6 in. high, was cast
in 12 ft. sections.

The base of the beam was placed at the springing
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Figure 95.
line of the arch.

Details of pre-cast arching.

At the top of the beam there was placed a 2 in. heel

whose function was to prevent kicking out of the arch segments.

The

concrete was transported from a mixer outside the tunnel, hoisted up a
ramp to the top heading, tipped into a trough beside the track, and then
placed by hand into the forms.

This method was evol ve_d to prevent the
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standing of the concrete car on the heading track and interfering with
operations in the heading.
The concrete arch members were. carried as close. to the face as
.

possible as the heavy ground that was encountered caused timbers to fail
rapidly. ' To avoid delaying the heading operations, the arch was pre-cast
in two equal segments each weighing 570 lbs.

The arch segments

were ~ 9.~

_in.

wide by 7in. thick with a reinforcing frame of ~in. steel and carrying
eyes to facilitate handling (see Fig. 95).
set into place by six men.

The· arch segments could be

As the. erection of the arch progressed, it

was back filled and puddled for added stability and strength.
The final concreting operation, the pouring of the side walls,
followed well rearward of .the beams and archings.

As the bench was re-

moved in 6 ft. stages with a Funkey Slide (see Fig. 93), the wallq were
poured in each 6 ft. section.
Power Facilities
Electric power for operation of the Funkey Slide and for lighting
was generated by two 50 kw. and one 85 k:w. Diesel-driven generator sets.
Compressed air was supplied by two 315 cu. ft./min. stationary IngersollRand units and two 315 cu.ft./m.in. portable Sullivan machines, both
Diesel driven.
Concluding Remarks
The work on this tunnel was completed successfully in about three
months by the Railway Construction Engineers, South African Engineer
Corps.

The success and speed of the venture largely was due to the

efficient concreting scheme that was carried on conjunctively with the
heading and benching operations.
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(58)

SERRAVALLE TUNNEL
The Serravalle Tunnel is the only tunnel on the Leghorn-Florence
railroad which was the main supply route for the American Fifth Ar.my.
(58)

Lambert, op.cit., pp. 113-117.

The tunnel is single track, . 4,328 ft. in length, with a 3·1 2 ft. ventilation shaft about 1500 ft. from the West Portal.

This tunnel also

suffered extensive damage by the Germans in World War II; both portals
were demolished and a caved section inside the tunnel completely blocked
759 ft. of tunnel.
Reconstruction
Work was carried on simultaneously at both ends and within the
tunnel bore.
of debris.

The ventilation sha,ft was used for access and for removal
At the east end, a cutting of 350 ft. was bulldozed out be-

fore penetration of the rubble was started.

An attempt to clean out the

break, in the hope of the ground doming, failed.
followed by pre-cast arching, similar to
was finally adopted.

t~at

A system of spiling

used in the Meretto Tunnel,

Owing to the character of the ground, a large per-

centage of steel spiles was used which consisted of light rails sharpened
at one end.

As the rubble which made up the bench was not compact enough

to support the beams and arching, excavations 8 ft. wide were made on
16 ft. centers for the pouring of 8 ft. sections of side walls to help
support the arch.

The intermediate sections of side walls were cast

after the bench was removed.
The shaft was equipped with a 65 h.p. Diesel-driven docking hoist
and a small steel head frame with a lOin. sheave.
carry a one ton mine car.

A cage was built to

Guides for the cage were improvised from four
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lengths of scraper rope that were anchored in the shaft.

Electric power

lines, water pipe, and compressed air pipe was strung also in the shaft.
Power equipment was similar to that which was used at Merreto.
At the West Portal, the rock strata dipped steeply andshowedsigns
of large scale caving at the first removal of debris.

To obviate the

danger of landslides and to ' protect workmen, a four story buttress was
constructed against the portal face.

Excavation was made under pro-

tection of the buttress down to the original foundations which were still
intact and upon which the new tunnel lining was constructed.
The heading was started by

a

full face attack and the arching was

poured in place in successive sections.

This method proved to be a

failure, however, as the concrete cracked badly due to pressure before
it had time to set.
it had to be removed.

Some· 30 ft. of lining was so severely broken that
Recourse was made to the spiled top heading and

the precast arching method previously described.
proved to be the most practicable and successful.

This method again
The ground pressure

above the tunnel bore was relieved in part by the drilling and blasting
of several hundred holes in the rock face above the buttress.
In order to augment the rate of recovery, an incline at 23° was
sunk to meet centrally the break at the west end of . the tunnel.

Headings

were started in opposite directions at the point where the incline opened
into the demolished bore.

The east heading was carried through success-

fully by spiling; whereas, in the west headirig which encountered ground
that had domed and had appeared quite solid, the laborious and slow
process of spiling was abandoned.

The dome collapsed unfortunately after

25 to 30 ft. of tunnel was cleared, and, as clean-up continued, the
cavity enlarged progressively until it was impossible to make the tunnel
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safe for personnel.

The usual method of spiling followed by concrete

arching finally was resorted to before the west (slope) heading was
stabilized.

The lining had to be extended through the cavity up to the

uncleaned rubble.
According to Lambert,

(58)

" ... this was accomplished through the high

courage and devotion to duty of the personnel engaged on this task.
(58)

On

.

Lambert, op. cit. p. 116.

several occasions during the opening of this tunnel, men were trapped
inside cavities by caving of roof structures and although injuries were
high no fatal accidents occurred.

The Italian Military Labour under the

leadership of the mining personnel worked extremely well under appallingly
dangerous conditions--over 160 cases of injury involving absence from
work were recorded.''Summary and Conclusion
The rehabilitation in toto, of the Serravalle Tunnel required the .
clean-up of some 1450 ft. of bore, 350 ft. of which was open cut at the '
east end of the tunnel.

Over 15,000 tons of rubble was removed from

the plugged bore, and nearly 2,000 cu. yds. of concrete went into the
repair and replacement of the lining.

Notwithst~nding

the very hazardous

nature of the work, the completion of the job was effected within one
hour of the estimated time.
The experience gained in the Serravalle project clearly demonstrates
the following points:
1.

The reliability of spiling in the penetration and removal of
caved ground.
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2.

The effectiveness - and efficiency of the use of precast arching
as contrasted to casting of the arch in place.

MONT CENIS TUNNpL(sg)
The Mont Cenis Tunnel is an

at mile

double track tunnel passing

through ;the Alps between Italy and France on the Paris-Turin line.
(59)

It

.
Lambert, R.N., Op. c1t, pp. 122-126

was the first of the great Alpine tunnels -and was under construction
from 1857 to 1871.

The inside dimensions of the tunnel are approximately

26! ft. wide and 20-! ft. from the rail to the intrados of the arch.
Demolition of Tunnel in World War II
Prior to the retreat of the German Army from Italy in World War II,
both the French and the Italians had blown up their respective ends of
the Mont · Cenis Tunnel, and on several occasions aerial bombardment blocked
the tunnel.

The extent of damage in these cases was slight and the time

consumed in reopening the tunnel extended only from a few days
months.

~o

two

Finally, in 1944, the Germans extensively demolished the tunnel

as they retreated along the Maurienne Valley, after having destroyed 31
railway engineering works and all the important road structures between
St. Pierre d'albigny and Modane.
The portal structure and retaining walls on the French side were
completely destroyed.

Sloughing of the overlying glacial deposits extended

to a height of 200ft. above the roadbed and 325 . ft. in length along the
tunnel.

The arch was collapsed for a distance of 170 ft. from the portal

and showed considerable settlement and distortion over an additional 70 ft.
The damage on the Italian end of the tunnel was concentrated at two
locations (see Fig. 96).

At 2400 ft. from the portal, 300 ft. of the

tunnel was blocked by an estimated 20,000 cu. yds. of dislodged rock that
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Figure 96. · Mt. Cenis Tunnel--plan and ~ection showing
demolitions and demolition chambers. New winze shown
A to B -(From- Jour. Chern. Met. Min. Soc., South Africa,
Vol. 5, No. 5, November 1949).
fille_d 300 ft. of the bore.

Demolition chambers in the walls and roof

at this point (see Fig. 96) were largely responsible for the high cavity
reaching over 85 ft. above the roadbed.

At 400 ft. further on, another

portion of the tunnel was blocked for a di_stance of 378 ft.

This second

cavity containe~ over 16,000 cu.yds. of fallen rock because it had caved
to a height of 50 ft.

Behind (inbye of) this cave-, water had acc1.llllulated

to · ·a depth of 10 ft. and extended over 10,000 ft. of the bore.

Anti-tank

rndnes, artillery shells set_ ready for firing, and disabled vehicles
strewn at random throughout the tunnel aggravated further the recovery of
the Mt. Cenis Tunnel.
Rehabilitation of Italian End
It was decided to reconstruct a double track tunnel because such
facilities were desirable and, also, because there was ·sufficient time
_ to allow completion before the rest of the line was finished.
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Exarrdnation of the two cavities showed that they had domed in a
compact shale and had become quite stable.

Although fallen rock nearly

filled the cavities, access to all points in the cavities could be made
to inspect and to test the roof and to scale down loose rock.

Figure 97.

Mt. Cenis Tunnel--details of construction.

Recovery work got underway with the removal of sufficient rock from
the toe of the rock pile to enable the erection of 15 ft. of reconstructed
concrete lining that was poured to a thickness of 4 ft. at the sides and
3 ft. at the crown (see Fig. 97).

A bridge constructed 4 ft. above the

extrados of the arch connected the top of the lining to a bench cut in
the muck pile.

Rock was trammed from the bench across the bridge and

was backfilled to a height of 10 ft. above the completed section.

As

this was being done, muck was removed from the toe of the pile, forms·
for the next 15 ft. of concrete lining were erected, and concrete was
poured (see Fig. 98).
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Figure 9 8. · Ht. Cenis Tunnel--showing method of cleaning
up fallen rock and packing over completed lining.
The backfill provided additional support and protection to the
lining and disposal for much of the rubble.

Temporary support of loose

hanging wall was afforded by means of 30 to 40 ft. props set on top of
the completed lining.
Figure 96 shows also the demolition chambers and access tunnels
that had been cut at the time the tunnel was constructed.

The access

tunnels were found intact, and, by cutting a winze from the end of the
access tunnel to the main .tunnel at a point between the two demolitions,
two additional working places were established.

The winze of 12° dip

and 133 ft. in length is shown as A-B in Figure 96.
(60)
DENVER AND SALT LAKE TUNNEL 10
The Denver and Salt Lake Tunnel 10 is about 3 miles east of Cresent,
Colorado, on the Moffat Tunnel line of the Denver and Rio Grande Western
(60)
problems.

Perlman, A.E., Fire in long, timber-lined· tunnel presented tough
Railway Age, Vol. 116, Nq. 10 (March 4,1944) pp. 450-453.
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At 11:10 a.m. on September 20, 1943 ·, the engineer of a westbound train
reported that he had smelled wood smoke when corning through this tunnel
a few minutes earlier.

Investigators arriving at the scene some 40 .

minutes later found flames pouring out of the "tvest portal to such an extent that it was impossible to approach closer than 200 ft. to the portal.
~xtent

of Damage

Tunnel 10, a single-track bore, , is 1,570 ft. in length and was
driven on a 2 per cent grade

asc~nding

westward.

Over 70 per cent of

the tunnel was timber-l_ined; the remainder of the bore was. unsupported.
The fire had apparently started in the most westerly timber section,
The west portal, which was over 30 ft. higher than the east portal,
acted as the

11

chimrney," and a strong wind blowing from the east to the

·west augmented the natural draft.
portal to retard -combustion.

A curtain was placed over the east

Firemen fought the blaze entirely £rom

the east end of the bore .as they could not tolerate the hot
from the west portal.

gase~

issuing

Sudden changes in the direction of the wind often

temporarily reversed the draft . and fi lle.d the entire bore with smoke and
fumes that seriously hampered fire fighting.

The fire could not be

checked because dry timber packing burned fiercely behind lagging where
it could not be reached with the water hoses.
The 198-ft. timber section near the east portal was the only timber
section that was not completely destroyed by fire.

The entire roof of

the tunnel collapsed over a length of 300 ft. and completely filled the
bore with huge granite boulders.

It was estimated that the break ex-

tended 60 to 100 ft. above the roof.

The floor of the rest of the tunnel

was covered with debris ranging from 6 ft. to 20 ft. in depth and consisting of charred timbers, twisted rail, and spalled rock.
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Hazards Consequent to Fire
High concentrations of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide attended
by a depletion of oxygen in the surrounding atmosphere are an inevitable
aftermath of underground fires.

Carbon monoxide is a toxic gas that is

fatal in concentrations of as little as 0.025 per cent, and in the tunneJ
under

c~nsideration,

the fire.

it caused the death of 3 men during the fighting of

These men were wearing all-purpose respirators at the time

they were overcome.

However, this apparatus is not effective in carbon

monoxide concentrations in excess of 2.0 per cent, nor is it capable of
sustaining life in atmospheres where the oxygen content is less than 14
per cent.

At the time the men were killed, the tunnel atmosphere appar-

ently had not been tested for carbon monoxide or oxygen content.
Carbon monoxide was a constant menace during the . removal of debris
as this colorless, odorless, tasteless gas would seep out from between
the voids of the broken rock whenever the atmospheric pressure declined.
When this happened, workmen became ill and many man-hours of work were
lost.

·Frequent tests for carbon monoxide were

~de

by hoolamite de-

tectors during the clean-up operations, especially at such times when
the barometer was unsteady and falling.
The heat in the tunnel remained at such a high level that buried
timbers would burst into flame when they were uncovered and
the atmosphere.

expos~d

to

As late as 43 days after the start of the fire, work

had to be suspended temporarily because of the intense heat in the bore.
Another danger was that of falling rock, which spalled off the roof
and sides of the bore as the rock cooled.

The outward extension of

cracks in the walls and roof, for the most part, was not known, and
rockfalls were common.

Only one man was hit by falling rock and his
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injuries fortunately were not serious.
Rehabilitation
It was decided to drive a top heading through the cave-in as an
attempt to clean out the entire mass of fallen rock might create a
chimney to the ground surface which would further complicate restoration.
A 3 f~. by 4~ ft. top heading {see Fig. 99), the top of which was placed
slightly higher than the old tunnel roof

level~

was holed through as

rapidly as possible to prevent further rock movement and for cooling
and ventilation purposes.

Spiling carried on 8 in. by 8 in. timber

square sets supported the top heading.

It was discovered later that

this heading should have been driven 1! to 2 ft. higher to offset settlement that took place subsequent to

the . drivi~g

of the top heading and

prior to the erection of the 5 segment timber set in the .full size bore.

Figure 99. Top heading in the caved-in section of Tunnel
10 (Courtesy of Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad Co.).
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Figure 100. Breast boards in main . heading through cavein in Tunnel 10 (Courtesy of Denver & Rio Grande
Western Railroad .Co.).
In the removal of the bench, breast boards were placed at 4 ft.
intervals to maintain stability of the broken rock at the face (see
Pig. 100).

The mucking in the east end

w~s

done by a Nq. 60 electric

Conway mucker which loaded into 5 yd. mine dump cars.
pulled by a 380 hp. Diesel-electric switch engine.

These cars were

The mucking on the

west end was handled by Sargent overshot loaders and 7 cu. yd. capacity
Dumptors.

A 112 kva. Diesel generator unit furnished power for the

Conway and for the blowers at the east end of the tunnel.
As finally reconstructed, the tunnel is completely fireproof.

From

east to west it has 198 ft. of concrete-encased steel sets, 50 ft. of
rock section, 170 ft. of concrete-encased steel sets, 30 ft. of gunnite
facing, 153 ft. of concrete-encased steel sets, 217 ft. of concrete
lining, 234 ft. of gunnite facing, 56 ft. of concrete, and 68 ft. of
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gunnite.

The concrete, an early strength mix planned for 3000 psi.

minimum compressive strength, was handled by two large concrete rrdxers
and three Pumpcrete machines.

Voids between the lining and the rock

bore were packed with timber.
There was some doubt as to the stability of

th~

broken rock above

the arch in the caved-in section and of the fractured roof rock in the
remainder of the tunnel.

This concern was due largely to the consider-

able vibration that is set up by the unbalanced forces acting on the
three 1,000,000 lb. locomotives that are used to haul heavy trains
through this tunnel.

It was decided to consolidate by low pressure

grouting the broken and fractured rock to a height of approximately 12
ft. above the arch of the tunnel.

The grouting _was so successful in

knitting the rock together that the timber sets were removed before
being replaced with concrete lining.
Tunnel 10 was reopened to traffic according to schedule on December
1, 1953.

LEADVILLE DRAINAGE TUNNEL BJPASS

(61)

The Leadville Drainage Tunnel near Leadville·, Colorado, is a government sponsored venture for the purpose of draining much of the Leadville
( Sl)Elgin, R. A., Volin, M. E., and Townsend, I. W., The Leadville
drainage tunnel, Lake County,. Colorado. U. S •. Bureau of Mines, Report
of Investigation 4493 (August 1949).
mining district.
in December 1943.

Preparations for the driving o"f the tunnel were begun
Most of the first 2000 ft. of tunnel was in water-

bearing glacial debris and highly weathered shales and sandstones that
necessitated spiling.
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At 2,100 ft. the tunnel entered a dike of highly altered porphyry,
and shortly thereafter the flow of water into the tunnel increased to
3,000 gallons a minute, washing in over 1,500 cu. yd. of mud, sand, and
broken rock.

Before the heading could be stabilized, several steel

sets collapsed, and a second influx flooded with debris about 500 ft.
of . the tunnel.
Several unsuccessful attempts were made to recover the heading, but
a bulkhead finally had to be placed at 1,795 ft. to stop the encroachment
of loose material in the bore.

Test

~ol~s

drilled on the outbye side of

the bulkhead revealed that the· bedrock over· the roof of the tunnel was
only 4 to 12ft. thick and that the tunnel had penetrated, a buried
glacial valley -filled with water-saturated mud, sand, and broken rock.
It was decided to abandon the flooded heading and to drive -a bypass
tunnel on a line 45 -ft. to the right of the main tunnel line.

The ad-

vantages of this plan were that the bypass tunnel would be driven through
rock that had not been disturbed, and that the conditions to be encountered would be known.
Excessive ground weight developed at the enlarged section of the
turn-out, and to forestall another run of loose material, the turn-out
and ·the main tunnel from the turn-out to the bulkhead were concreted.
Holes were drilled through

~he

concrete after it had set, and grout was

pumped in under pressures up to 750 psi. to fill the voids and to consolidate a curtain of rock contiguous to the bore.

Leakage of grout was

considerable at first, but was greatly reduced by the addition of sawdust, oats, and calcium chloride to the grout mixture.
Diverging test holes at the face of -the bypass were drilled 30 to
40 ft. ahead of the face to probe for water channels and pockets of
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loose rock.

The bypass tunnel was advanced by spiling in conjunction

with breast boards, and the timbers were tied together by concreting or
by gunniting between sets.

At -2,328 ft. test holes revealed an exten-

sively brecciated water-bearing zone which soon began releasing water
at the rate of 3,000 gallons

p~r

minute.

A temporary bulkhead was

thrown up to reduce the flow, and grout was pumped at high pressure into a series of radial test holes.

Excessive leakage again required the

use of adrrdxtures of calcium chloride and oats in hot water to seal
large voids; fractures in the heading which acted as feeders were
caulked with oakum and wooden wedges.

Weep holes were drilled beyond the

grouting zone to diain off water that might accumulate -and develop
sufficient pressure to disrupt the bore.

Effective consolidation was

achieved by 2,248 sacks of cement pumped in at pressures up to 300 psi.
The test holes encountered another water and mud filled breccia
zone at 2,400 ft.

Here the rock between the face and the breccia zone

was solid enough to permit grouting without first placing a bulkhead.
This zone was grouted with 1·,448 sacks of. cement and was penetrated
without difficulty.
The grouting method developed at the Leadville tunnel had never
been attempted previously in the Leadville district.

When · similar con-

ditions were encountered in driving the Yak tunnel and the Canterbury
tunnel, work was halted until the water-saturated zones were drained.
Such a procedure was not practicable in driving the Leadville tunnel.
Although progress was slow, amounting to only 140 ft. in a month, the
method was probably the most successful that could have been employed
with the equipment available.
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BROADWAY TUNNEL( 62 )
The Morrison-Knudsen Construction Company of Boise, Idaho, engaged
in the construction of a tunnel, called the Broadway Tunnel, at·san

(62) Forrester, J • . D., Observations of inspection trip to ·B roadway
Tunnel, August 1951.
Francisco, California" during 1951 • . Because of the exceedingly heavy
overburden which was encountered while driving the entry, several problems arose which were analogous to those that exist during some major
tunnel rehabilitation ventures.

For example, the overlying ground was

so extremely heavy and the ulti!r\ate cross-sectional dimension of the
tunnel was so great that repair and _recovery measures to. maintain continuation of the work had to be undertaken continually.

The tunneling

method finally decided on by the Morrison-Knudsen Company engineers
basically entailed two phases.
1.

Advancing of preliminary, pilot foot-block drifts on each side

of the projected line of the ultimate tunnel.

These were parallel

headings of about 5' x 7' cross-section and were found to be necessary
in order to place . and set the concrete footings for the_ tunnel lining
before the full weight of the whole excavation came onto the footings.
Each pilot drift was advanced by · tight 4" x 4" wooden side and back
spiling andthey were timbered "skin to skin" by 10" x 10" posts, caps
and girts.

The spiling was placed and driven by use of a mucking machine.

That is, the frame of the machine was used to impart the push required
to drive the poles.

2.

On completion of these pilot headings,

a~

was constructed to accomplish the advance of the main tunnel bore.

It

consisted of a massive, steel framework made of I-beams and angle iron
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on which 18 to 20 hydraulic jacks were mounted in such

~

way that a

continual pressure could be maintained against the working face.

· That

is, by the use of extensive breast boards, against which the jacks
pressed, it was possible to advance /and line the tunnel by periodic
steps.

The pressure of each jack was released individually while the

·muck it had supported behind the breast boards was removed, and the
section then was immediately re-breast boarded for the next step forward.
By this means, it became possible to excavate the tunnel in sectional
steps while the loose rock mass, as a whole, was being supported in
other sections.

Figure 101 is a generalized . diagram -depicting the

characteristics of the jumbo.
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CONCLUSIONS
The foregoing matter has been assembled to give a complete, detailed account of methods and eqliipment used in the reopening and stabilization of caved tunnels.

The subject matter that has been treated

includes the following major topics:
Introduction
Review of Literature
·Rehabilitation Methods
Tunneling Operations and Procedures
Case Histories
Conclusions
One of the most perplexing problems that was encountered in the
writing of this paper was the proper selection of material to be included~

Inasmuch as this paper purports to fill the need of supplying

information to engineers who infrequently may be -called on to reopen
caved tunnels, the findings of this research
general way.

have _ bee~

presented in a

A comprehensive treatment . of tunneling methods and equip-

ment is given in order that the "non-expert" of tunneling practice may
become better equipped to deal with problems that relate specifically
to tunnel rehabilitation. Those engaged in tunnel rehabilitation must
appreciate that the physical setting in and around every tunnel is so
dependent on a wide number of variables that it is impossible to write
a directive to meet the specific problems in all cases of tunnel rehabilitation.
Tunneling, in itself, is one of the most hazardous branches of
mining and construction, and the recovery of caved tunnels is even a
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more complex and hazardous operation.

Safe and efficient recovery work

ordinarily entails special knowledge and training together with as much
actual field experience as possible.

In emergency situations, it is

believed possible, however, for inexperienced engineers and work .personnel to reopen tunnels successfully if full attention is given to the
precautions and procedures that have been discussed.

Due recognition

nevertheless, be given to the fact that the safest and most rapid

must~

tunnel rehabilitation is possible only in the hands of experienced
tunneling crews that are equipped with both the "know how" and the
special machinery that is more or less unique to tunnel construction.
The following reco:rmnendations relative to selection of method. of
reconstruction were concluded from British military experience . in World
War II

(63)

(63)

·

Lambert, R. N. , op. cit. pp. 124-125.

1.

Speed of work was of utmost importance.

2.

Repairs had to - be of a permanent nature so that

~urther

main-

tenance would be unnecessary.
3.

The method had to be sufficiently reliable to enable a steady
rate of progress to be maintained and thus assure an accurate
forecast of the completion date.

4.

The various operations of

recovery and reconstruction had to

be done concurrently, with a minimum of interference with one
another.
5.

Maximum possible use had to be made of materials at hand.

These recommendations with slight modification would apply .aiso to
civilian . tunnel rehabilitation.

The major difference between the
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controlling factors of military and civil practice is that whereas the
factor of chief importance to the military is speed the factor of chief
importance in civil work, in most instances, is economy.

Economy is

best achieved by conducting work most efficiently and safely rather than
by attempting the utmost speed.
Within the . sphere of tunnel rehabilitation, the general plans of
attack are as follows:
1.

To drive through the caved portion.

2.

To bypass the caved zone.

3.

To open cut the part that is caved.

If the. destruction is not great or if the zone of disturbance has
become stabilized, the best method of recovery· is by- simple clean-up of
the bore and by utilizing as much of the caved material in back filling
as possible.

This method requires careful back packing, and, where

future stability of the surrounding rock mass is questionable, pressure
grouting should be employed.
Spiling, or forepoling, is the classi.cal method that is used in
the penetration of broken or incompetent rocks that will not dome or
stand without support for a determinable length of time. · The spiling
method, if it is properly used, is the safest procedure of tunneling
through structurally unsound rock materials that do not have a tendency
to flow.

Spiling can be employed under almost all circumstances pro-

vided water can be controlled by grouting, freezing, pre-draining, or
by the use of compressed air.

Many examples in practice indicated that

spiling, although it is slow and tedious, is the safest and most reliable method of tunneling in unconsolidated rock.
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